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The light-ion injector cyclotron SPC1. 



The four sectors of the separated-sector cyclotron in position. 
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FOREWORD 

The year 1983/84 was marked by a number of milestones in the history of 
the National Accelerator Centre and its constituent groups. The oldest, 
the Pretoria Cyclotron Croup, celebrated twenty-five years of operation 
of the cyclotron which was the first particle accelerator in South Africa. 
While it continued to supply medical radioisotopes to a number of South 
African hospitals, the modifications to improve the quality of the external 
deuteron beam were completed together with preparatory work for the first 
local treatment of cancer patients with fast neutrons. 

During its first year as part of the NAC the Van de Graaff Group (formerly 
called the Southern Universities Nuclear Institute) continued to provide 
research facilities to a large number of outside users, true to the spirit 
of a national facility. Towards the end of 1983 the Van de Graaff accele
rator reached 100 000 hours of running time, corresponding to an average 
of more than 16 hours per day (six days per week) over the twenty years of 
operation. For the first time this Group's annual report, which used to 
appear separately, is incorporated into the NAC annual report. We trust 
that the combined report will be welcomed by all who used to receive either 
of the separate documents. 

All facets of the construction programme on the new NAC site recorded 
steady progress this year. The medical building as well as the on-site 
hospital for housing cancer patients are nearing completion while work on 
the radioisotope production building has started. The central cooling 
system was completed and substantial progress was made in all areas of the 
design and construction of the separated-sector cyclotron (SSC) and its 
associated equipment. Some of the highlights of the year were the 
successful acceleration of the first internal beams in the injector 
cyclotron during December 1983, the completion of the fourth sector magnet 
and delivery of the large radio-frequency resonators for the SSC. 

Wi th the availability of first beams from the SSC hoped to be not much more 
than another year away, a survey has been conducted to identify prospective 
users and their most urgent requirements in terms of experimental equipment 
for physics research. Similarly, prospective users of radioisotopes have 
been approached to establish their needs while, at the request of the 
radiotherapists, facilities for cancer therapy with protons were investigated 
in addition to the isocentric treatment unit for neutrons already under 
construction. 

The NAC wishes to thank each individual, institute or company that has 
contributed in any way to the progress described in this report. We 
acknowledge the support, advice and hospitality received from other 
laboratories and welcome the continued interest of so many of our 
colleagues. 

D REITMANN 

June 1984 



Part of the trarsfer beamline between the injector and the SSC. 
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I N HE MOR I AM 

Richard Davis Jones, known to all as Dick, passed away on July 
13th 1984. 

Dick was born in Sea Point, in Cape Town on January 5th 1919, 
but received his schooling at Grammar School in Sutton Coldfield, 
England, and matriculated in 1935. 

He then studied at the Birmingham School of Wireless Telegraphy, 
and served in the Merchant Navy as a wireless operator before 
joining the South African Air Force in 1941 where he served as 
a signals officer for the duration of the war. After the war he 
joined the Department of Transport, becoming officer-in-charge 
of the Cape Town Aeradio Division until 1952. During this period 
he obtained the Post-Master General's certificates (First Class) 
for both Marine and Aeronautical Radiotelegraphy, and then the 
Radio Technician's certificate. 

He married his wife Valarie in 1951 and they were blessed with 
a daughter and a son. 

After a few years in his own light engineering business, Dick worked 
for several firms, both as technician and salesman, notably Plessey 
and Hewlett Packard. He was also a keen radio amateur since 
1935, and had designed and built his own powerful equipment. 

Dick joined the Radio-Frequency Division of the National 
Accelerator Centre in his 60th year, and made a significant 
contribution by constructing the 25 kW power amplifiers for the 
new injector cyclotron at Faure, which was recently tested. 

Dick was a dedicated and conscientious worker, and despite his 
grave illness, was still at work only 3 weeks before his death. 

We shall miss him. 
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SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION 

The National Accelerator Centre operates a number of accelerators, including 
the 16 MeV deuteron cyclotron on the CSIR's Pretoria campus, and several 
others on the Faure campus. These consist of a 6 MV Van de Graaff 
accelerator, an 8 MeV injector cyclotron (SPC1) which is nearing completion, 
and a 200 MeV separated-sector cyclotron (SSC) which is still being 
assembled. When complete, this SSC will provide charged-particle beams 
for nuclear physics, for isotope production and for radiotherapy. The Van 
de Graaff accelerator was incorporated into the NAC facilities during 1983 
and the main characteristics and parameters of the 3 cyclotrons and their 
beamlines have been described in great detail in previous NAC reports since 
1978. 

The Van de Graaff accelerator achieved 100 000 hours of running time during 
December 1983, after nearly 20 years of operation. Research groups from 
several universities and research institutions have used the accelerator 
facilities, both individually and in collaboration wich Van de Graaff Group 
staff. The demand for accelerator time continues to exceed the available 
time, fleams of protons, deuterons and alpht particles as well as nitrogen, 
oxygen, srgon and krypton have been provided. The fields of research embrace 
neutron paysics, charged-particle induced reactions, atomic physics (inclu
ding beam-foil spectroscopy), nuclear analysis (and its applications in 
archeology, industry, biology and medicine), solid-state and materials 
research and radiobiology. 

The experimental work of the Research Group at medium-energy facilities 
abroad has been continued in collaboration with groups of the University 
of Maryland. At Faure, the improvements to the precision scattering 
chamber have reached an advanced stage and the development of the components 
for the data acquisition computer needed for on-line use has progressed as 
envisaged. In addition, software development for the data computer has 
been initiated. 

The radioactivity standardization programme of the Research Group has also 
been continued. The NAC took part in an international intercomparison of 
1 3 3Ba measurements during the first half of 1984, and also sent samples of 
1 3 9Ce to Paris for comparison. Furthermore, new soft- and hardware have 
been developed to aid in the standardization programme. 

Considerable progress has also been made with the introduction of a 
radiation safety programme at the SSC facility, and approval has beer 
obtained from the Department of Health to produce particle beams in SPC1 
for testing purposes. 

Building construction of the radioisotope production block is rapidly 
nearing completion and attention is now being given to the planning of 
facilities and equipment needed for this programme. 

During the past year the main emphasis at the Pretoria cyclotron has been 
on the production of radioisotopes and preparations for a fast neutron 
therapy programme in collaboration with the Hillbrow and H F Verwoerd 
Hospitals. As in previous years, -i variety of radioisotopes was produced 
for medical and industrial use. A significant increase in the demand for 
6 7Ga, 8 1Rb/ 8 1 mKr and i n I n was expeiienced. The research and development 
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programmes have contributed to the improvement of various production 
procedures and new ventures such as the possible production of 5 7Co and 
Mg were started. 

Unforeseen problems delayed the completion of modifications to the cyclotron 
for the fast neutron therapy programme. These problems have now been 
overcome and the extraction and transport of a high-intensity deuteron beam 
has been successfully completed. Good progress has been made with the 
dosimetric and radiobiological studies and the fast neutron facility will 
shortly be commissioned for therapy. 

The radiation therapy buildings and hospital on the Faure site are nearing 
completion and should be ready for occupation by the end of the year. 
Construction of the isocentric neutron therapy unit is well advanced, while 
the proposal for a charged-particle beam delivery system for therapy has 
been further refined to include an isocentric gantry, although application 
has not yet been made for funding for such a facility. 

The first injector cyclotron for the SSC is a 4-sector, solid-pole 
isochronous machine. The internal PIG-source is capable of delivering 
high-intensity beams of light ions such as H 1 + , 3He and l ,He 2 +. Two 90 
dees coupled to two quarter-wave resonators provide a maximum energy gain 
per turn of 0,240 MeV for single charged ions. The resonators, and their 
capacitively-coupled power amplifiers, can be continuously tuned over the 
frequency range 8,6 MHz to 26 Mhz. At the extraction radius (0,475 m), 
the beam is deflected, with an electrostatic extraction channel, and 
directed, through two magnetic channels, to the transfer beamline. Both 
these channels provide vertical focusing by generating adjustable field 
gradients, while the second channel acts also as a steering magnet. 

During December 1983 an internal beam of protons was accelerated to 4 MeV 
in SPC1. In January 1984 protons were accelerated to 6 MeV and to 8 MeV, 
the maximum energy for which the injector has been designed. Internal beam 
intensities of several hundred uA could be obtained with little effort. 
In the course of these tests, the injector as a whole performed exceptionally 
well. Since then the magnetic extraction channels and slits have been 
completed. The electrostatic channel is still under construction. 

Assembly of the transfer beamline has recently been completed and vacuum 
testing is in progress. The formidable task of connecting every magnet 
and diagnostic component to its corresponding power and water supply has 
already commenced. Numerous small-signal cables have to be laid. The vacuum 
control and interlocking system for this line has been completed and tested 
successfully and is to be installed in the near future. 

The SSC is a 4-sector machine with a sector angle of 34 . The design value 
of the maximum magnetic flux density in the 66 mm pole gap is 1,265 T. Two 
triangular dees, coupled to half-wave resonators, will allow a maximum 
energy gain per turn of 1 MeV at an rf-power input of approximately 100 kW 
and an operating frequency of 26 MHz. The beam from SPC1 will be directed 
onto the first orbit by means of two bending magnets and magnetic inflection 
channel, situated respectively in the central region of the SSC and the pole-
gap of a sector magnet. Extraction of the beam will be accomplished with an 
electrostatic extraction channel and two septum magnets. 
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The four magnet sectors have now been installed in the SSC vault. Extensive 
field measurements have been carried out on one sector. Field values are 
measured over a radial range of 3,7 m and stored at 20 mm radial and 0,25 
azimuthal intervals. The maximum statistical error is 0,3 mT, at full 
excitation. The measured field distributions at the maximum field value 
of 1,265 T agree to within 1% with those calculated with our computer 
programs P0FEL3 and VEP02. 

Both SSC resonators have been assembled and tested for vacuum-tightness 
at the factory. Since then the resonators have been delivered to the NAC 
site. One of them has been assembled and tested for vacuum-tightness in 
the accelerator building. Four short-circuit plates are on order. Two 
coupling capacitors and four trimmer-capacitors have been designed but not 
yet manufactured. 

Delivery of the two valley vacuum chambers is scheduled for the beginning 
of 1985. At present the diagnostic components which will eventually be 
installed in the vall'y chambers are being designed. 

For the high-energy beamlines the first two dipoles, the quadrupole m.ignets 
and their power supplies, as well as some of the diagnostic components, 
have been delivered. 

A second injector cyclotron (SPC2) for acceleration of heavy ions had 
already been planned during the original feasibility study, Recently new 
ion sources, capable of delivery high-intensity beams of highly-charged 
heavy ions have been developed. The electron cyclotron resonance ion 
source (ECRIS) in particular offers many advantages with respect to 
reliability, cost and high charge states. The availability of such a 
source has a strong influence on the choice of parameters for SPC2. In 
fact, SPC2 can in many respects be identical to the existing SPC1. A large 
saving in time can therefore be effected since relatively small modifications 
have to be made to the existing drawings. For these and other reasons it 
has been decided that SPC2 will have a k-value of 11 and will operate in 
in the frequency range 6 MHz to 26 MHz. 

Detailed reports from the various Groups within the NAC are presented in the 
sections which follow. 
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PART A REPORT OF THE ACCELERATOR GROUP 

SECTION 2 THE LIGHT-ION INJECTOR 

2.1 Introduction 

Good progress has been made on the various sub-systems of the light-ion 
injector cyclotron SPCl during the past 12 months. The final shape of the 
central discs and sector shims of the magnet have been optimised with the 
help of magnetic field measurements. The measured field maps for the 
main coils and all the pole-gap coils were compared with the earlier maps 
computed for design purposes, and the agreement proved to be good. 
Polynomials derived from the measured field values are now used in a 
computer program to calculate the necessary currents through the different 
coils for a specific ion and energy. 

The radio-frequency system, which consists of the two resonators (each with 
a 25 kW power amplifier) and the stabilization and control system, was 
completed and tested successfully on SPCl. Only minor improvements to some 
of the modules and the development of the final control program remain to 
be done. 

Orbit calculations were used to determine the phase selection attainable 
from the combined axial and radial slits, and also to give an indication 
of the momentum selection which could be achieved using the two radial 
slits. Electrical focusing of the ion beam in the gap between the ion 
source and puller slits was studied for various flare-angles of the ion 
source slit. The electrical fields required for the orbit calculations 
were measured in our electrolytic tank. 

The detail design of all the extraction elements, i.e. the electrostatic 
extraction channel EEK and two magnetic channels MEK1 and MEK2 has been 
completed. The channel MEK2 is now being installed in SPCl. Manufacturing 
of MEKI is nearing completion while manufacture of the EEK has just 
started. 

The two radial differential probes £AR1 and EAR2 and the first combined 
radial and axial slit have been installed in SPCl. The second radial slit 
is in the process of being installed. Both slit systems, as well as the 
beam phase measurement system will be tested and their performance 
evaluated during the next beam tests in SPCl. 

On the 15th December 1983, the first beams of ions were accelerated in 
SPCl. Protons were successfully accelerated on the high-intensity orbit 
pattern up to approximately 4 MeV at the extraction radius, where the beam 
was intercepted by a probe. However, a few problems were encountered when 
we tried the 8 MeV constant orbit geometry (i.e. the high-energy orbit 
pattern). Some minor modifications were made and on the 17th of January 
1984, a proton beam was accelerated for the first time to 8 MeV extraction 
energy. As the beam power deposited in the current probes seemed somewhat 
excessive, the extraction energy was r -duced to 6 MeV, and the beam 
intensity was further reduced by using slightly too lew a dee-voltage. In 
spite of these measures, a current of 300 yA was measured at the extraction 
radius. This is 30 times more than the 10 yA external beam specified. 
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A few problem areas were identified during these trials, but in general we 
conclude that the various systems performed very satistactorily and ve have 
every reason to believe that SPC1 will meet all the design specifications. 

In the following sections the various subsystems of SPCI will be discussed. 
Figure I shows SPCI during assembly of the resonators. A number of 
components can be identified in this picture: the adjustable trimmer 
and coupling capacitors can be seen through the large circular resonator 
ports on each side; one of the dees with cooling pipes and its radial 
slit mechanism (visible in dee tip) is at centre right, while the dummy-
dee lips are suspended from the pole-piece. The drive mechanism and support 
for one of the radial differential probes occupies the lower left area of 
the photograph. The first radial and axial slit structure is visible 
through the rectangular port in the vacuum chamber (centre). Rails for 
one of the resonators can be seen at lower right, below the retracted 
dee in foreground. 



Fig. 1 SPC1 during assembly of the resonators. The various components visible here are identified in the text. 
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The final shapes of the central disc and the sector shias were optimised 
through field Measurements. These final dimensions were then used in the 
computer program POFEL which was used for all magnetic field calculations 
on which the original design of the magnet and all the orbit calculations 
were based. Apart from small differences due to the cylindrical grid 
approximation in the program, the same geometry was used in the calculated 
and the measured fields. Comparison showed that the difference between 
the computed and measured average fields along a radial line was less than 
0,2Z over the whole map up to extraction radius. Near the edges of the 
poles the computed field was 1Z higher than the measured one. This 
difference arises because the computer code does not take saturation 
effects into account. Figure I shows the difference between the two 
average fields. 

The agreement between the measured and calculated fields for the pole-gap 
coils was also checked and proved to be very good. Figure 2 shows the 
measured and computed average field values for trim-coil no. 5 with maximum 
excitation. In the pre-extraction region the computed values are within 
3Z of the measured values. In figure 3(a) and (b) the radial and azimuthal 
field distributions for a harmonic coil with maximum excitation current 
are shown. The full width at half maximum (FUHM) of the calculated 
azimuthal distribution is larger than the FWHM of the measured distribution 
by about 6Z while the peak of the radial distribution is shifted by about 
1 cm. These differences are, however, so small that no significant effect 
was seen in our orbit calculations. 

Starting from an approximate field, the orbit calculations program JLP30 
was used to compute the average isochronous field as a function of the radius 
for a given particle and a given extraction energy. The measured trim-coil 
fields and main fields were then used to determine the excitation currents 
for the various coils so as to construct isochronous magnetic fields for 
the different particles and particle energies {l}. The whole energy range 
for each particle was covered in steps of either 0,25 or 0,50 MeV. The 
excitation current through each coil separately was then plotted against 
energy and with a least-square approximation a polynomial was fitted 
through these points in order to interpolate these for intermediate energies. 
An example of this is shown in figure 4 for trim-coil no. 5 (for protons). 
We now use only the polynomials in a computer program to calculate the 
necessary currents through the different coils for a specific particle and 
energy. 

Reference 

1. Z B du Toit, L M Roels, H N Jungwirth and A H Botha, 10th Int. 
Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Michigan (USA) 1984 
(to be published). 
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2.3 Radio-Frequency System 

2.3.1 The resonators 

The two resonators for SPC1 have been completed, installed and tested 
successfully over the required frequency range. The completed installation 
of the resonators is shown in figure I. The components of the resonators 
have been described in the previous report {1} and a publication {2}. The 
main characteristics are given in table I. 

Table I Resonator parameters 

Frequency range 8,3 to 27 KHz 
Dee voltage 60 kV peak 
Power loss 18 kU at 26 MHz and 60 kV 
Dee height 60 am 
Dee radius 600 mm 
Inner cylinder 220 an O.D. and 5000 mm long 
Outer cylinder 700 a l . D . and 4700 mm long 
Main tuning Adjustable short-circuiting plate 
Fine tuning Adjustable capacitor plate 
Power coupling Capacitive with adjustment 

2.3.1.1 Main components 

The most serious problem encountered during the assembly of the resonators 
concerned the water cooling of the inner cylinder and the extension to the 
dee. We intended to use one of the two spiral cooling channels in the wall 
of the inner cylinder as the inlet and the other as the return. Owing to 
the very good thermal conduction between these two spirals, however, a 
thermal short-circuit was formed which prevented the cooling water from 
removing any substantial amount of heat from the inner cylinder. The 
problem was solved by adding a separate inlet pipe on the inside of the 
inner cylinder. This is joined to the two cooling spirals near 
the dee so that the water returns through both spirals in parallel. With 
this alteration the cooling of the inner cylinder is now very effective. 
This repair required cutting off the inner cylinder extension which had 
already been welded in position. Before rewelding it a leak in the cooling 
circuit of this extension piece was discovered. It was due to the inferior 
piping used for manufacture. The inner cylinder extension had to be cut 
open to gain access to the cooling pipes. All cooling pipes were replaced 
on both inner cylinder extensions as a precaution. Luckily the two faults 
could be repaired at the same time. It is interesting to note that the 
repeated tungsten inert gas welding, using Helium as the shield gas, did 
not cause any problems on the electro-formed inner cylinder and is 
preferred over soft soldering, where possible. 

The end structure which supports the inner cylinder and the dee by means 
of a long stainless steel beam is shown in figure 2. The pipes for the 
cooling of the dee and the inner cylinder can be seen. 

It is easy to gain access to the different parts of the resonator. First 
the upper yoke is raised, taking the dummy dees out of the way. After 
removal of the coupling and tuning capacitors, the outer cylinder is 
disconnected from the tapered section on the magnet vacuum chamber and the 
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positioning system for the short-circuiting plate is disconnected and 
moved out of the vay. The main part of the resonator is then moved back 
on the trolleys running on the rails of the support stand thus exposing 
the dee and the shor^-circuiting plate. 

The original dees and dummy dees had carbon strips as part of the 
accelerating lips to absorb stray beam particles. The carbon was however 
heated excessively by the radio-frequency currents so that it had to be 
replaced by copper strips. Subsequently new dummy dees have been made 
from solid copper and the lips of the dees have bten made integral with 
the dees. The various slit systems to define the beam have recently been 
installed in the dees. 

2.3 .1 .2 Short-circuiting plates 

One of the two short-circuiting plates, consisting of nine sectors, is 
shown in figure 3. It can be moved out of the outer cylinder, near 
the dee, after bolting on a special support frame as shown in figure 4. 
It is positioned along the length of the cylinders by a long tube sliding 
through a differential vacuum seal which can be seen in figure 2. The one 
end of the tube is connected to the short-circuiting plate and the other 
end to a trolley which is guided and supported on a beam behind the 
resonator. The positioning systems have been installed and only the 
electrical remote-control system needs to be completed. Most of the 
positioning components can be seen in figures I and 2. The short-circuiting 
plates performed well during the initial tests. 

2.3.1.3 Tuning capacitor 

The tuning capacitor system is shown in figures 5 and 6. It is mounted 
on a plate bolted to the side of the magnet vacuum chamber. The effective 
area is 80 by 300 mm and the distance from the back of the dee can be 
adjusted to be between 15 and 60 mm. This gives a frequency change of at 
least IZ over the frequency range. The movement is controlled by a 
stepping motor driving a lead-screw. A very flexible bellows provides 
vacuum sealing. A unique feature is the contact system which consists of 
a copper roller held between two sets of contact fingers, one set mounted 
on the movable capacitor plate and the other set stationary. This system 
is used both at the top and the bottom of the capacitor. In operation 
this has proved very successful, provided the roller has the correct 
diameter to maintain the two sets of contact fingers parallel to each other. 

2.3.1.A Coupling capacitor 

The coupling capacitor system is mounted on the same plate as the tuning 
capacitor. It is also shown in figures 5 and 6. Experiments on the full-
scale model of the resonator showed that there is an optimum location for 
the coupling capacitor, resulting in the minimum amount of adjustment 
required (25 ran) over the frequency range. The coupling capacitor is 
adjusted to obtain the optimum power transfer from the power amplifier 
to the resonator. The effective area of tne capacitor plate is 80 by 
200 mm and the distance between it and the dee stem can be adjusted to be 
between 45 and 70 mm. 

2.3.2 SPCI power amplifier» 

Each of the two power amplifiers has been placed next to its respective 
resonator, and the associated control circuitry, bias supplies and driver 
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amplifiers have been transferred from their temporary cabinet to permanent 
racks in the basement control area. Cables approximately 25 metres long 
connect the amplifiers to the control area. 

A water-cooled 30 kW rf dummy load was attached to the east resonator 
support-frame, to facilitate testing the amplifier installation 
independently of the resonators, and later to be used as a maintenance 
aid. 

Following the elimination of several faults, the amplifiers have to date 
performed well, whether connected to the dummy load or to the resonators. 
The resonators have been driven at what are expected to be normal operating 
power levels, at seven frequencies in the range 8,5 MHz to 26 MHz, both 
with and without beam loading. No instability has resulted from any load 
condition so far encountered, including those resulting from multipactoring 
and sparking in the resonators. 

2.3.3 Phase and amplitude control and stabilization 

The complete sub-control station in the basement near to SPCI has been 
built up as shown in figure 7. Some of the units have been refined during 
the past year following operational experience obtained during the running 
with internal beam in SPCI. The full system is ready for the next test with 
SPCI. All parts of the low-level control system were developed and con
structed at the NAC except the frequency synthesiser and CAMAC units. 

2.3.3.1 Vernier phase shifters 

The final versions of these units have been completed. Varactor diodes 
are used as the phase-changing element of the vernier phase shifters. The 
diodes form part of a lumped delay line. All phase-critical components 
are mounted in an oven stabilised to 45 ±1 C. 

2.3.3.2 Auto-tune module 

This module provides control of the speed and direction of the stepping 
motor on the tuning capacitor, and the two modules required have been 
completed. An absolute position encoder allows the position of the 
capacitor to be preset for start up. A sensitive amplitude detector 
monitors the dee voltage. When this level is sufficient for the auto-tune 
phase detector to function correctly the module switches automatically to 
analogue control loop operation. A dead-band region of 1,5 degrees is 
used to prevent continuous hunting of the system. The module stops the 
tuning capacitor in the last operating position when the resonator sparks 
over or if the power is removed. The phase between the dee-voltage probe 
and a special probe on the power feed point to the coupling capacitor 
indicates the state of tune of the resonator and is used by the auto-tune 
phase detector to keep the resonator tuned. 

2.3.3.3 Computer control 

Substantial development has taken place with the computer control. The 
SABUS micro-computer is used to control the units via CAMAC. All programs 
are written in Pascal using a modular approach. Considerable attention 
was given to the human interaction via the display and the keyboard. A 
very suitable solution has evolved giving convenient control of both 
resonator systems. It allows quick switching to the parameter to be 
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controlled with either pre-set or incremental control available. The 
control of each unit has been checked individually and the full control 
system will be tested with the next test scheduled for SPC1. The micro
computer of the SPC1 radio-frequency system will be under the control of 
the main control computer in the control room during normal operation of 
the facility. 

2.3.4 Operational experience 

The first time power is applied to a resonator, up to 4 hours may be 
required for conditioning. After this initial conditioning, operation at 
normal voltage can be achieved immediately by switching the power on with 
a fast rate of rise to a level of between 2 and 5 kW. This was found to 
be possible even after the resonator had been open to the atmosphere for 
a period of two weeks. Stable voltage operation was obtained between 10 
acd 60 kV. When both resonators are driven correctly the two dee voltages 
ara equal and in phase. Operation at the lowest frequency (when the short-
citcuiting plate gives the least support to the inner cylinder) was 
surprisingly stable and no voltage-induced mechanical oscillation could be 
observed with 60 kV dee voltage. 

The open-loop amplitude ripple is approximately 0,5Z and most of this is 
due to the voltage ripple of the anode power supply. The short term open-
loop phase stability is better than 0,1 degree. A slow phase change, 
caused by temperature changes in the resonator with variation in power 
level, was observed. Operation is very stable even without phase and 
amplitude stabilisation. No serious mechanical vibration of the resonator 
was observed, except when a cryopump was operated at the end of the 
resonator. A cryopump is not essential since the turbo-molecular pump 
satisfies the vacuum requirements at this stage. 

The dee-voltage probes were calibrated using a silicon X-ray detector to 
observe the X-rays, related to the dee voltage, through a plastic window. 
An accuracy of 1 kV was achieved. This calibration is confirmed by the 
beam orbit patterns recorded when the cyclotron was tested with internal 
beam. Operation of all systems during these tests has been very 
satisfactory. Some spark-over was experienced with 60 kV between the ion 
source and the puller electrode on the dee at 26 MHz but this will be 
avoided by removing sharp edges. 

The radio-frequency system was tested at 8$, 11, 13, 15, 18, 22 and 26 MHz 
up to the designed voltage level of 60 kV. The measured power requirements 
agree with the calculated values to an accuracy of 102 when the power 
losses in the contact fingers of the short-circuiting plate and in the 
inner and outer cylinders opposite the contact fingers are allowed for. 
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Fie. 1 The solid-pole injector cyclotron with the two resonators and thei- power amplifiers in position, 
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Fig. 2 The end support structure connecting the inner cylinder to the 
outer cylinder. The water cooling pipes are in the centre and 
the positioning tube of the short-circuiting plate is at the top. 

Fig. 3 The 90 dee (centre left) attached to the inner cylinder extension 
protruding through the short-circuiting plate within the outer 
cylinder. The supporting stand is visible (lower foreground) 
with the power amplifier behind it and its anode circiut on top. 
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Fig. 4 A rear view of the short-circuiting plate, after it was rolled out 
of the outer cylinder onto the special support frame, showing the 
support and ;ooling arrangement. 

Fig. 5 The coupling capacitor (left) and the tuning capacitor (right). 
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Fig. 6 The drive system for the coupling capacitor (left) and for the 
tuning capacitor (right). 

Fig. 7 The control system for both resonators in the basement near SPCl 
showing the phase and amplitude control systems, the power amplifier 
control and protection systems and the driver amplifiers. 
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2.4 Orbit Calculations 

2.4.1 Calculations of phase selection 

Two radial slits will provide momentum selection and a measure of phase 
selection. A pair of axial slits will be used to further enhance phase 
selection. For best results, the first slit of each pair should intercept 
the beam as soon as possible. This also alleviates the problems associated 
with cooling the slit jaws. The combined first radial and axial slits are 
situated in the south dummy dee. The tantalum jaws and water-ccoled 
copper holders are electrically isolated. The second radial slit, 90 
downstream, being in the second dee wl ire space is at a premium, will have 
to be cooled by conduction to the dee plate by a much longer thermal path. 
The second axial slit will be situated downstream, separated from the first 
by half a period in V . The only available space for this slit is in the 
dummy dee containing the ion source. For the heavy ion orbit the calculated 
and available positions coincide within 1 . For 4 MeV protons v will have 
to be fine-tuned from 0,193 to 0,196 to make up the 16 difference in 
azimuthal angle. The worst case is for 8 MeV protons, where v will have 
to be detuned from 0,122 to 0,110 in order to bring about an azimuthal 
change of 162 . If the second slit is not half a period of v from the 
first, orbit calculations indicate that axial beam oscillations may occur. 

The axial acceptance (as a function of initial rf-phase at the ion source) 
was calculated taking into account all gaps up to extraction. The results 
for 8 MeV protons are given in figure 1. All gaps and slits were projected 
onto the first axial slit. The selection on the leading relative phases 
is seen to be weak. Calculating the radial acceptance (excluding the 
extraction elements) is a much more difficult proposition. In order to 
obtain a measure of the radial acceptance, an assumption as to the 
emittance of the beam has to be made, since the emittance of the ion source 
is not known. We assumed the relative spread in position (X ) to be 
defined by the puller slit width. The relative spread assumed for the 
momentum (Pr) is illustrated by the inset in figure 2 for the 8 MeV proton 
constant central geometry orbit. In this case the acceptance was also 
limited by the central pillars, especially for particles starting ahead 
of the design phase. 

2.4.2 Calculation of momentum selection 

Calculations were made to determine the radial momentum selection which 
could be achieved using the two radial slits. The slits, separated by 
90 degrees azimuthally, are a quarter of a period apart in v . Figure 3 
shows the projections of the jaws of the second slit onto the first slit 
for various settings relative to the design orbit position. The projections 
for the design particle orbit, as well as for particles leading or lagging 
in phase by 7,5 degrees, were found by following particles upstream from 
the second to the first slit by orbit calculations. From this figure 
one may read off the momenta selected by the second slit, and once this 
slit has been set, determine the acceptance of the combination for various 
settings of the first slit. 

2.4.3 Orbits between ion source and puller slit 

Towards the latter part of last year the electrolytic tank facility was 
transferred from S Block to the Injector Laboratory in J Block. A new 
cable was installed for connecting the CAMAC interfacing to the control 
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minicomputer in the adjoining control block. An air-conditioning unit was 
installed prior to the move. Some minor modifications to the plumbing and 
wiring of the electrolytic tank facility were made. Test measurements were 
then carried out to check the accuracy and repeatability of the system. 
The test results agreed well with the measurements taken at the previous 
location. 

A stainless steel scale model {l},ten times life-size, of the ion source 
and a single puller duct (having the same aperture as used in the 
acceleration of protons to 8 MeV) was built by the NAC workshop. The 
purpose of the model was to investigate the focusing properties of three 
different ion source aperture angles (60 , 90 and 120 ). 

Several trial measurements were made to check the alignment of the model 
in the tank before the electric potential fields for the three aperture 
angles were measured. These fields were then used in the computation 
of the trajectories of seven representative particles using a computer 
code ZENMOD (a modified version of ZENTEZ). 

The design particle for the acceleration of protons to 8 MeV final energy 
was taken as the central particle and the remaining six particles, having 
the same momentum and phase angle as the central particle, were positioned 
symmetrically to fill the ion source aperture. 

The puller opening in the model was displaced 6 mm to the left relative 
to the ion-source aperture, in order to simulate the situation existing in 
SPC1. However, no space-charge effects were taken into account and the 
model in the electrolytic tank represents a plane plasma boundary at the 
ion source slit. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the focusing effect on 
the seven particles individually due to the 60 , 90 and 120° ion source 
apertures respectively, when no magnetic field is present. Also shown 
are the 5% equipotential contours and the outline of the model. Figure 5 
shows the energy gained by the central particle in the three fields. 
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Fig.4 Contour plot of electric potential values obtained from the 
measurement of a 10:1 scale model in the electrolytic tank. Also 
shown is the focusing effect of the three ion source aperture 
angles (1) 60°, (b) 90° and (c) 120° on the trajectories of the 
central particle plus six other particles accelerated with the 
magnetic field switched off. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the energy gained by the central particle when 
accelerated (with the magnetic field switched on) in the three 
fields obtained with the 60°, 90° and 120° aperture angles. 
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2.5 Extraction 

2.5.1 Magnetic channel HEKI 

The first stage of the development of a prototype of the first magnetic 
channel (MEK1) has been completed, as have tests of its performance under 
various experimental conditions. The measured parameters of the channel 
were generally in close agreement with our calculations {1,2} and the 
power dissipation and the performance of the cooling system are well within 
the specifications. The design of the channel and its various drives has 
been finalized. Figure 1 shows an assembly drawing of the channel *s 
seen from above, while two photographs of the prototype channel are shown 
in figure 2. The channel is moved by means of four drive motors, for 
azimuthal and radial positioning and rotation. 

The efficiency of the extraction process through HEKI is augmented by using 
a four-segment electrical collimator as well as the isolated copper sleeve 
inside the channel. By measuring the current on these diagnostic elements 
it is possible to move the channel in order to obtain optimum transmission 
of the beam. The elements also protect the coils of the channel. 

The channel can move radially 10 mm outwards and 5 mm inwards and can 
rotate by about ±8 . No longitudinal movement is possible under automatic 
control, but it can be adjusted manually (i 5 mm) from inside the vacuum 
chamber. The inward radial movement is limited by a microswitch which 
protects the channel from colliding with the rear of the dummy dee. 

2.5.2 Magnetic channel MEK2 

The basic construction and functioning of the magnetic channel MEK2 were 
described in a previous annual report {2}. The energy dissipation and the 
cooling system have been tested. The final layout of the second channel 
inside the vacuum chamber is shown in figure 3. 

This channel is the last element on the path of the extracted beam before 
it leaves the vacuum chamber and its position can be kept fixed, according 
to calculations. It is thus designed only to be adjusted by means of 
screws. This cannot be done under the normal operational state of the 
cyclotron. The inside sleeve of the channel is electrically insulated 
from the channel itself and it is therefore possible to measure the current 
falling on the inside of the channel. A photo of the channel is shown in 
figure 4. 

2.5.3. The electrostatic channel 

2.5.3.1 Heat transfer 

The heat which develops when the beam hits the septum is easily absorbed 
by a conventional water cooling system (item I in figure 5). The transfer 
of heat from the anti-septum to a water cooling system is more complicated 
because of the high voltage used. The process which was employed here to 
absorb this heat is based on the use of a BeO ceramic which is an excellent 
heat conductor and a very poor electrical conductor. It has a thermal 
conductivity of 2,16 W cnT'K'^cf Cu: 3,94) at 373 K and an electrical 
restivity of ̂  2 x 10 1 0 ohm cm at 400 K. Each BeO insulator rod is 80 mm 
long with a diameter of 25 mm and a resultant resistance of approximately 
3 x 10* ohms. A potential of 60 kV on the anti-septum will result in a 
current of 0,2 mA through the rod. 
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The BeO insulators are metallized at both ends and secured to the copper 
electrode and water cooling system with the aid of screwed stainless steel 
caps. The rods are protected from the incoming beam by means of a 
collimator which also serves as a diagnostic element. 

Various calculations were done to establish the quantity and position of 
the BeO insulators in order to optimise the temperature distribution along 
the high voltage electrode in case the beam should strike the anti-septum. 
The position of the 4 BeO rods is shown in figure 5. The temperature 
distribution on the electrode depends on the angle of collision and will 
be as follows: 

(i) When the beam (400 V) hits the anti-septum edge the 
temperature will rise to 480 C. Although a collimator 
protects the anti-septum it cannot completely protect the 
anti-septum edge. 

(ii) When the beam hits the electrode at an angle of 10 the 
temperature at the 1st and 2nd electrodes will be i. 132°C, 
and at 5° it will be % I24°C. 

(iii) At smaller angles of collision the temperature will be 
lower than 100 C at any of the 4 rods. 

2.5.3.2 Septum geometry 

The height and length of the channel are limited by the electrical breakdown 
between the electrode and earth. These limitations for the electrical 
field E in the horizontal and vertical planes are E*V <3000 (kV)2 cm"1 

and E < 2 kV mm"1 respectively, where V is the voltage on the electrode. 

The end effect of the electrode causes an inhomogeneous field of 0,15Z at 
the highest position of the beam for the 4 MeV protons with respect to the 
beam in the median plane. Calculations {3} show that although the 
inhomogeneity is very high and results in various electrical fields 
ranging from 430 kV cm'1 to 439 kV cm"1 depending on the height of the 
particle, it will cause only a slight radial shift of the beam at its 
highest position. This is due to the fact that these inner particles 
oscillate around the equilibrium particle and get focused by the channel 
and edge field. Normally the field differences mentioned above could 
cause beam widths of a few centimetres at the exit of the vacuum chamber. 

The curvature of the orbits of the various types of particles to be 
accelerated is more or less constant. It is slightly straighter for 
heavier particles and differs from the design curvature by I mm at the 
centre of the electrode. Provision is also made for pivoting and 
translating the electrodes in order to deflect all particle beams. A 
mechanism for changing the gap between the two electrodes is provided for 
by using two stepping motors. The channel is being manufactured at present. 
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Fig. 1 Assembly drawing of the first magnetic channel MEK1, showing one 
of the four stepping motors (1), water feedthrough (2), 4-sector 
collimator (3), the rear of the dummy dee (4), electrical connec
tions (5) between feedthrough and coils, and the vacuum flange (6) 
with electrical and water feedthroughs (7). 
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Fig. 2(a) The first magnetic channel MEK1, seen from the front. 

Fig. 2(b) Top view of the magnetic channel MEK1. 
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NAC 8424 

Fig. 3 Layout of the second magnetic channel MEK2, shoving the 4-sector 
collimator (1), busbar (2), gradient coils (3) and field coils (4), 
the water-cooled copper sleeve (5) inside the channel, and screws 
(6) for alignment. 
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Fig. 4 The second magnetic channel after installation in the vacuum chamber 
of SPC1. 
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Fig. 5 Layout of the electrostatic channel: 
(1) the septum, 
(2) high-voltage electrode, 
(3) a beryllium oxide rod, 
(4) one of the four stepping motors, 
(5) the vacuum flange, and 
(6) a collimator for the high-voltage electrode. 
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2.6 Vacuum System 

The vacuum system for SPCl was completed towards the end of 19*3. Figure 1 
shows the turbo-pumping station connected to the SPCl vacuum chamber and 
figure 2 one of the two cryopump assemblies on the resonators. In figures 
3 and 4 the pump-down characteristic curve measured when the first internal 
beam was produced is compared with one obtained for the turbo-pumping 
station without gas load from the ion source. The turbo-pumping station 
can reduce the pressure sufficiently for accelerating light ions. 

jwing to the sensitivity of the resonators to the vibrations from the 
cryopumps it was not possible to operate these pumps when the rf was on. 
The cryopumps contribute about two-thirds of the effective pumping speed 
in the cyclotron vacuum chamber. Tests are now in progress to see if the 
vibration on the cryopumps can be damped sufficiently by inserting a 
membrane bellows between the cold head and the pump body. 

The control system has performed very well and the feature of being able 
to read the pressures at various positions directly on the mimic panel was 
found to be very convenient. 
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Fig. i The turbo-pumping station on SPCI. 

Fig. 2 Cryopump assembly on a resonator of SPCI. 
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2.7 Beam Diagnostics 

2.7.1 The radial differential probes 

The two radial differential probes, IAR1 and EAR2, have been installed in 
SPC) as shown in figures 1 a-1 2. The probe-head and fingers (figure 3) 
were linked to the beam current measurement electronics and the stepping 
motor, brake and encoder were linked to the stepping motor control 
electronics in the electronics room below the low-energy experimental area. 
During the first SPC1 test-runs in December and January very useful orbit 
structure information was obtained with EAR1, while EÁR2 was used as a 
final beam stop after the extraction radius (i.e. no extraction components 
were yet installed). Typical orbit patterns can be seen in figure 1 of 
section 2.8. The operation and performance of EARI was very satisfactory 
with beam powers up to 2 kW, i.e. 6 MeV protons at 340 yA. However, EÁR2 
was punctured due to the fact that the beam, focused extremely well in the 
axial direction (in the fringe field after the extraction radius), 
impinged on a weak solder joint. The ZAR2 probe-head was soldered and 
not spark-eroded like the ÊAR1 probe-head. A spare shaft and probe-head 
unit has been manufactured, while the EAR2 probe-head is being repaired. 

2.7.2 The first radial and axial slit 

The first radial and axial slit forms one unit as illustrated in figure 4. 
This slit unit can be positioned radially over 40 mm such that for the 
4 MeV proton and heavy-ion constant orbit configurations the beam can be 
trimmed on the first orbit, whereas for the 8 MeV proton orbit pattern 
only the second orbit can be reached. These slits have been manufactured 
(see figure 2) and the unit is now installed. Initial problems with 
soldering the tantalum plate onto the water-cooled copper base were 
eventually overcome. 

2.7.3 The second radial slit 

The major drawback in the original design of the second radial slit {l} 
was its high thermal resistance which restricted its power handling 
capacity to about 100 watts, against the goal figure of 400 watts. This 
thermal resistance, approximately 5 C per watt from the beam stopper to 
the water-cooled track, was mostly due to the electrical insulation of the 
beam stopper (which consisted of a boron nitride plate clamped between the 
beam stopper and the pillar) and to the sliding contact between the pillar 
and the track. Each of these interfaces accounted for about 2 C per watt. 

The test rig described earlier 0 } was used extensively to evaluate various 
materials and techniques which would help in reducing the thermal resistance, 
e.g. by physically bonding instead of clamping the insulating plate. In 
the course of this work some valuable experience was gained in certain 
fields such as ceramic-to-metal brazing and flame spray coating techniques 
which may prove useful for further applications within the NAC. Some 
success has been achieved and the design of the sliding jaws is now 
finalized. The cross-sections of the pillars will be as large as permitted 
by the beam configuration. Commercially available 1 mm thick beryllia 
slabs, metallized on both faces, will be soldered onto the copper to form 
a highly heat-conductive electrical insulator. The heat transfer from the 
jaws to the track will be kept as high as possible by applying a reasonably 
high pressure to the mating surfaces. 
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The driving mechanism for the slit has been installed in the dee and the 
two jaws will be fitted in the track (already mounted in the dee) as soon 
as they have been manufactured. The final test will take place in situ 
during the next beam production of SPC1. 

2.7.4 Collimators for MEK1 

The collimators in front of the first magnetic extraction channel have 
been manufactured. Their design is similar to those of MEK2 as described 
in the previous annual report. The collimators are water-cooled and can 
be mounted as a unit. 

2.7.5 Beam current measurement 

The beam current measurement electronics has been installed in the 
electronics room below the low-energy experimental area and has been 
connected to CAMAC. Low-noise cable (with individually shielded cores) 
has been delivered and cables are laid as the diagnostic devices are 
installed in SPCI. During the first SPC1 test-runs earlier this year the 
outputs of the EAR-probe amplifiers were linked directly to an X-Y recorder 
to plot beam intensity as a function of probe radius. 

Hardware alarm threshold levels have been set for all SPCI diagnostic 
devices except the EAR-probes. Rf-filter boxes have been built and most 
of them are already installed. 

Work has started on the software to operate this system via CAMAC. 

2.7.6 Beam phase measurement with y-detection 

The photomultiplier tube (PMT) stand with its lead shield has been manufac
tured and is shown in its final position in figure 5. All high-voltage 
and semi-rigid coaxial cables have been layed, and the multichannel 
analyser and NIMBIN electronics installed temporarily in the low-energy 
electronics area for the next beam tests, when the performance of the 
system will be evaluated. 

The positicn of the PMT has been selected {2} such that y-rays emitted from 
the EAR probe-head (due to the interception of the beam), can be detected 
over the whole radial range of the EAR probe-head, with minimum phase 
shift with respect to the rf voltage as a result of varying probe position. 
With a radio frequency of 26 MHz this phase shift is 5,5°, At this 
position of the PMT an additional mu-metal shield had to be placed inside 
the lead shield to reduce the magnetic field to acceptable levels. 
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Fig. 1 The first radial differential probe, EARI, mounted on SPCI, 

Fig. 2 Some of the diagnostic equipment in the vacuum chamber of SPCI, 
shown without the two dees and the ion source. The two main probes, 
EAR I and EAR2, enter the vacuum chamber from the right and left 
respectively, while the first axial and radial slits unit is 
installed immediately behind EARI. 
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Fig. 3 Front view (top) and rear view (bottom) of the water-cooled EAR 
probe-head, welded to a chrome-plated stainless steel pipe. The 
slot and slanting surfaces on the front face are to distribute 
the bean power over ^ larger surface. The electrical connections 
to the three tantalum fingers, insulated from the copper probe-head 
with 0,5 mm boron nitrite plates, are shown on the rear view. The 
fingers protrude from behind the head by 0,5 on. The total probe-
head height is 26 mm. 

Fig. 4 The first axial and radial slit unit of SPCl. A tantalum plate is 
soldered onto the water-cooled copper jaw. Three stepping motors 
and encoders outside the vacuum chamber drive the system and record 
the position, respectively. Limit switches define the range of 
movement. Beam current is measured from each jaw. 
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i;.;. 3 The support and lead shield containing the photomultiplier-tube for 
beam phase measurement by detecting y-rays emitted from the EAR 
probe-head. 
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The ion source for SPCI was assembled and fitted onto its support arms, 
with the radial drive bed bolted down in its permanent position. After 
mechanical and electrical testing, the source was driven to the centre of 
the cyclotron where a first discharge could be struck in the magnet field. 
This preliminary experiment revealed some minor malfunctions of the power 
supply controls which were then rectified prior to the actual beam 
production tests. At this stage the software-based interlocking system 
for the ion source, radial probe and puller had not been implemented, but 
has since been completed. The ion source movements are controlled by 
four stepping motors for respectively radial, azimuthal and axial positioning 
as well as axial tilting. Limit-switches have also been installed for each 
movement, and on the gate valve which isolates the ion source parking 
chamber. 

On the 15th December 1983 the first beams of ions were accelerated in 
SPCI. Protons were successfully accelerated on the high-intensity orbit 
pattern up to approximately 4 MeV at the extraction radius, where Che 
beam was intercepted by a probe. A few problems were encountered when we 
tried the 8 NeV constant orbit geometry: excessive sparking occurred 
between the puller and the ion source when the maximum dee-voltage of 
60 kV was applied, and the trimming capacitors also became rather hot. 
Some modifications were made to solve these difficulties (see section 
2.3.4). 

On the 17th January 1984 a proton beam was first accelerated to 8 MeV at 
the extraction radius. A few orbit traces were obtained, but soon 
afterwards, while trying to optimise the ion source parameters, a very 
intense beam was produced. We estimate that this was in excess of I mA, as 
the second radial differential probe was damaged almost immediately, 
releasing cooling water into the vacuum: the resulting poor vacuum caused 
the ion source filament to burn out. After retracting the probe and 
replacing the ion source filament we tried again. However, as the beam-
defining slits were not yet ready for installing, the somewhat excessive 
beam power deposited in the current probes was reduced by dropping the 
proton energy to 6 MeV at extraction. The current was further limited 
by using a dee voltage slightly lower than the optimum of 45 kV; some of 
the low-energy particles in each pulse were thus stopped by the pillars 
in the central region. Under these conditions, and retaining the 8 MeV 
constant orbit geometry, a current of 900 UA was measured behind the 3 mm 
wide puller slit, and 300 uA was measured at the extraction radius. This 
is 30 times more than the 10 uA external benm specified. 

A three-finger radial differential probe was used to obtain the r.idial 
distribution of the beam intensity in the cyclotron. (Refer to section 
2.7.1.) In figure 1 the measured traces are shown for the 8 MeV geometry 
(6 MeV extraction energy). Figure J(a) shows the sum of currents measured 
on each of the three fingers, while figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the currents 
measured on the upper and lower fingers, respectively. (Note that the 
probe samples only ^ I mm of the beam radially, and the total beam current 
is thus much greater.) The peak modulation in the individual finger traces 
b and c indicates a coherent oscillation exists in the vertical direction. 
This is probably due to a small positioning error in the central region. 

The source behaved quite satisfactorily, and the large proton currents 
were readily extracted without having to spend much effort in optimizing 
the gas flow rate or arc current. Although the ion source filament had to 
be replaced several times during these tests, each failure was due to 
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external causes (power supply runaway, vacuum failure, etc.) and it is 
not at this stage possible to infer much about source lifetime under normal 
conditions. 

Conclusions to be drawn from these trials are the following: 

(a) We are able to generate a given isochronous field successfully. 

(b) The maximum dee-voltage of 60 kV can be maintained for the high-
intensity (4 NeV) orbit pattern. For the high-energy case, 
however, sparking still occurs too frequently in the vicinity 
of the source, and this is receiving attention. 

(c) The rf-system and its associated microprocessor control system 
are performing very well (see section 2.3.3.3). 

(d) The vacuum obtained under working conditions is sufficiently 
good for light ions. However, the cryopumps connected at the 
rear of the resonator cause excessive vibration: this problem 
must be resolved to enable us to reach the lower pressures 
required for heavier ions. 

(e) The differential probes performed satisfactorily (when not 
subjected to excessive beam currents!). 

(f) Over-current protection for the current amplifiers must be 
improved. 

(g) The intensity of the proton beam extracted from the ion source 
is quite sufficient. 

(h) The beam in the central region seems to behave as predicted 
by all our orbit calculations, but a more detailed investigation 
is necessary to verify this. 
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RADIUS (cm) 

Fig. 1 The beam current intercepted by the fingers of the radial differ
ential probe, as a function of orbit radius in SPC1; (a) the sum 
or currents on all three fingers, (b) current measured on the 
upper finger, and (c) on the lower finger only. The peak heights 
in the lower two traces show a coherent oscillation of the beam 
in the median plane. Orbit numbers are shown above some of the 
peaks. 
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SECTION i THE SEPARATED-SECTOR CYCLOTRON 

3.1 Sector Magnets 

3.1.1 Introduction 

With the delivery to the NAC site of sector magnet SM2, and the assembly of 
the pole packages for SM2 and SM4, construction of all four magnets for the 
SSC was completed successfully in the past year, but approximately one year 
behind schedule. All remaining power supplies for the magnets were placed 
in position and the connection scheme for the 36 trim-coil power supplies 
was finalized. Fabrication and installation of the cooling water system, 
bus-bars and cables, development of the safety interlocking system for 
protecting the coils and of the Camac control for the power supplies have 
progressed well and are now nearly complete. 

Much of our time has been spent on magnetic field measurements this year, 
and the first part of the extensive field mapping programme planned for 
the SSC was completed recently. After some final modifications (made 
necessary by the stray field of the sector magnets) and some improvements 
to its operating characteristics and reliability, the field mapping 
equipment has performed extremely well considering the huge amount of 
field data - 1,4 x 10 7 points - collected with 400 field maps in less than 
two months without a major breakdown. For processing each field map a 
computer program has been developed which analyses and reduces measuring 
errors, determines characteristics of the sector field and at the same time 
allows us to check the performance of the equipment on a routine basis. 

For establishing the field mapping programme and in order to develop 
suitable field setting procedures we have continued to investigate field 
stabilisation processes and also studied remanence and coupling effects 
as well as the linearity of trim-coil fields. The results of the field 
measurements on SM3 are still being evaluated, but generally confirm the 
design characteristics of the sector magnets, as well as quantitative 
predictions regarding the field shape of the magnets and that due to the 
trim-coils {l}. Measurements will only be resumed later this year when 
SM2 and all power supplies have been installed and commissioned. 

Assistance to other divisions with field computations and magnetic design 
problems using our computer programs VEP02 and P0FEL3 {2} was continued 
and support was provided also with finding solutions to specific magnetic 
field measurement problems and by calibrating Hall plates. 

3.1.2 Construction and installation 

Final machining of the last sector magnet (SM2) has been completed 
successfully by a local engineering company and the steel sections were 
delivered to site during October 1983. Assembly of the pole packages for 
the remaining magnets SM4 and SM2 with their vacuum chambers and trim-
coils proceeded without problems, thus confirming the reliability of 
fabrication and construction methods. Before installation of a pole 
package in the vault, ea.ch magnet vacuum chamber is tested with M O O 
pump-down and venting cycles to make sure that the studs used for mounting 
the chamber walls on the pole plates are properly welded and bolted down. 
SM4 has also been installed in the vault, but erection of SM2 was postponed 
till now to allow us to carry out the trim-coil field measurements on SM3. 

The electrical connection scheme for the trim-coils had to be modified and 
was then finalized. All remaining 24 trim-coil power supplies have been 
delivered and tested this year. The Camac control system for the 41 power 
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supplies feeding the main coils, additional coils and trim-coils of the 
sector magnets has been developed and installed. Design and fabrication 
of the bus-bars for the trim-coil connections at the nose of the magnets 
were completed,and they are now installed. The original design for these 
bus-bars had to be modified completely in order to adapt them to space 
restrictions in the central region of the SSC and to reconcile design and 
fabrication requirements, while retaining enough flexibility for possible 
future changes in the connection scheme after evaluation of field measure
ments. 

Work on the cooling water reticulation for the magnets progressed well this 
year and is now nearly complete. In addition to flow-switches which check 
for a minimum water flow in each cooling loop, we also install temperature-
sensor fuses to protect the coils from overheating, as part of the safety 
interlocking system. 

3.1.3 Field mapping equipment and data processing 

The magnetic field mapping equipment MFMEI for the sector magnets has been 
described in previous annual reports. Its exceptional operating character
istics are extremely high mapping speed and measuring accuracy, as well as 
its adaptability to different measurement tasks and the operational 
reliability of the system achieved after most of the initial problems were 
eliminated. A complete 94 sector field covering a scanning area of 
'v 15 m 2 and containing 68 000 data points at radial and azimuthal intervals 
of 20 mm and | respectively can be measured in 100 minutes. The equipment is 
positioned on one magnet at a time, aligned in cyclotron vault co-ordinates, 
and kept to within 2°C of 23°C in a measuring tent. Operation is fully 
computer-controlled and the field is measured on the fly with two Hall-
probes during radial movement. More than 500 000 field readings are taken 
in the course of a full map, but only ^360 000 of them are actually used 
to compute and store statistically 'best' field values for each regular 
data point during mapping. The Hall-probes are calibrated directly in the 
pole gap of the magnet against an NMR-standard to within 30 pT. 

Installation of MFMEI on SM3 (see figure 1) and alignment in the 
vault proved to be a more tedious task than expected. Major difficulties 
were the insufficient rigidity and inadequate positioning facilities of 
the support structure, but we are now confident that alignment on the 
next magnet will be much easier when four new support pillars, specially 
developed for this purpose and delivered recently, can be employed. The 
positioning accuracy achieved in practice for the two Hall-probes is 
better than 0,5 mm vertically as well as azimuthally, and 0,2 mm radially. 
This is equivalent to maximum field errors of 40 yT, 4 mT and 100 \iT 
respectively in the most critical regions of a sector field at a field 
level of IT in the pole gap. Only the azimuthal field deviations are 
unacceptably large» and therefore require numerical correction. 

First operational tests of the equipment at full excitation starting in 
November 1983 were hampered by unreliable power supplies and the relatively 
strong stray field at the location of the video terminal and magnetic 
disc of the minicomputer used for automatic control of MFMEI. Removal 
of both units eventually ensured reliable operation even if a power supply 
for the sector magnets tripped out. A printer-terminal now provides 
operator control of the computer from the tent during measurements. A 
differential communication link was developed by the control division for 
connecting the MFMEI interface to the computer about 60 tn away. The 
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reliability of the power supplies was improved gradually by our electrical 
engineering division. 

Investigations into the performance of the equipment were resumed in 
February this year with analysis of systematic and statistical measuring 
errors. As expected, the largest systematic errors are due to azimuthal 
positioning deviations in the fringe fields of a magnet where the maximum 
field gradient occurs. Fortunately, since they are opposite in sign at 
the two sector edges of a magnet, these errors can be analysed and 
corrected numerically using a least-square polynomial fit to the difference 
in the field measured along radial lines at equivalent azimuthal positions on 
the left and right of the magnet. Figure 2 shows the result of such a 
fit obtained with a method specially developed for this purpose. Half the 
difference between the original function and the fitted curve must be added 
to and subtracted from the original field data on each side respectively 
to correct these errors. Statistical field errors become identical in this 
way on either side of the magnet, but are not increased in size. The method 
was incorporated in a computer program developed for analysing and 
processing the data of field maps and works extremely well. This is 
illustrated in figure 3, where the radial field distributions obtained in 
the azimuthal fringe regions of SM3 are compared before and after proces
sing. 

Statistical errors are larger than expected and mainly due to low-frequency 
electrical interference picked up on the Hall-voltage signals. These 
signals are measured with a resolution of 1 \iV which is equivalent to 
^20 uT in terms of magnetic field in our case. The source of the inter
ference could not be traced, but some evidence points to the power 
supplies being mainly responsible. Statistical field errors up to 
M),6 mT have been observed in the pole gap at 1,25 T by comparing repeated 
measurements in spite of the fact that five separate measurements are used 
per data point to compute a statistically 'best* field value during mapping. 
Even larger statistical errors in the fringe field regions due to mechanical 
vibrations of the probe holder were eliminated by improving the running 
properties of the probe carriage. 

A method of analysing and reducing statistical field errors numerically was 
developed and incorporated into our data processing procedure. For this 
purpose the field data are smoothed in the radial direction as many times as 
possible before losing too much field information. Figure 4 shows the 
total statistical field corrections obtained after 1, 3 and 11 repeated 
smoothing cycles along a radial line in the fringe field of SM3 at 1,25 T. 
Near the radius R • 3 200 mm the corrections increase consistently with 
the number of smoothing cycles, indicating that the shape of a localised 
radial field increment due to a trim-coil is progressively modified, 
whereas corrections at other radii change only slightly. To determine when 
to stop smoothing we use a lower limit for the standard deviation of all 
field corrections between successive smoothing cycles. In this way 
statistical field errors are reduced to a maximum value of between 0,2 and 
0,3 mT in practice. 

Statistical as well as systematic field corrections are analysed during 
data processing and the results obtained for each fi<;ld map enable us to 
check alignment and performance of the equipment on a routine basis. 

3.1.4 Field measurements 

Up to now more than 400 field maps have been measured on SM3, some to check 
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basic design characteristics of the magnets and to provide information 
required for working out a realistic field mapping programme for the SSC, 
but most of them to determine separate trim-coil fields as a first part 
of this programme. 

Base fields measured without trim-coils confirmed that both SM3 and the 
mapping equipment were aligned as well as possible at this stage (i.e. 
without SM2 in position). The azimuthal symmetry of the field is 
excellent (see figure 5). In tYc pole gap the field is homogeneous within 
0,1% azimuthally. The effective azimuthal width of SM3 increases radially 
by 1% (without SM2) from 33,5° at injection to 33,8° at extraction. The 
azimuthal field shape can be kept independent of excitation with the help 
of the additional coils around the yoke, as predicted {]}. Consequently 
the shape of orbits should be the same for all ions and energies which 
will be accelerated in our SSC at different field levels, as long as the 
number of turns between injection and extraction is kept constant. 

Excitation characteristics of SM3 are very similar to those obtained 
previously for SM4 and the small deviations observed can be adjusted easily 
with the additional coils. At full excitation (1,25 T) the field in the 
pole gap drops 1% radially from its peak value at a radius R = 4 m towards 
injection (R - 1 m) and 0,3% towards extraction (R = 5 m ) . Correction of 
this effect is well within the capacity of the trim-coils of which each 
can produce a radial field increment up to 1,5% (18,8 mT) at this field 
level. At low excitations the radial field shape is similar, but a factor 
2 more homogeneous in terms of field fall-of. 

The relatively small changes in field shape observed with excitation justify 
our decision to measure at only 6 base-field levels between 0,25 T and 1,25 
T, including 0,5 T, 0,75 T, 1,0 T and 1,15 T. Each of these field levels 
can be defined by a current through the main coils which is chosen to be 
exactly proportional to the field. The current for the additional coils 
on each magnet must then be adjusted so that the correct field level is 
then actually obtained in each sector. Because the field measurements 
necessary for this purpose can only be carried out later when SM2 has been 
installed, the first part of the field mapping programme on SM3 completed 
recently was limited to separate trim-coil field measurements at the 6 
base-field levels. The results obtained should provide the information 
necessary to set the trim-coil currents required to produce any specified 
isochronous radial field change over the whole excitation range of the 
magnets, and are now being evaluated. 

When investigating a suitable field measuring programme for the trim-coils 
we had to take field setting procedures as well as the hysteresis of trim-
coil fields into account. The latter are only linear in current when 
referred to the magnetisation at the centre of the hysteresis loop due to 
a trim-coil. In order to avoid long periods waiting for field stabilisation, 
and systematic field errors due to insufficient repeatibility, a new 
reference field without trim-coils was measured just before each trim-coil 
field without changing the main excitation. Even with these precautions 
the sequence in which the trim-coils are switched on can influence results 
up to 1 mT. In figure 6 the 29 separate trim-coil fields measured at field 
levels of 0,5 T, 1,0 T and 1,25 T respectively are compared along the centre 
line of the magnet. Results obtained confirm design goals as well as most 
quantitative predictions for the trim-coil fields. Since the 14 trim-coils 
on the injection side reduce the base field towards injection, whereas the 
remaining 15 trim-coils on the extraction side add field toward extraction, 
off-sets of the base field due to the trim-coils cancel to a large extent 
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at all excitation levels. This was also confirmed experimentally for a 
few trim-coils at full excitation, and will allow us to set different 
isochronous radial field increases and base fields almost independently 
of each other, which has important operational advantages. 

The trim-coils are better than 98Z effective, comparing the maximum radial 
field increment produced at all excitations with the predicted values {3}, 
but this decreases by up to I2Z with increasing distance from the coils in 
the pole gap. This is more than expected. Also the relatively large 
field perturbations - up to 2 mT at a trim-coil current of 500 A -
due to the holes in the trim-coil conductor strips were somewhat surprising. 
In figure 7 such perturbations can be recognised in the azimuthal field 
change measured at 20 mm radial intervals over the whole radial range 
covered by trim-coil 21, which has three holes, one in the centre and two 
on its outer radial edge at azimuthal positions of about + and - 4 . In 
fact these will be the largest field perturbations caused, albeit indirectly, 
by our method of supporting the vacuum chamber walls from the pole plates, 
but they should not cause serious problems in practice. 

References 
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section 3.1 
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Fig. 1 The magnetic field mapping equipment MFMEl installed on sector 
magnet SM3 for field measurements. 
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Fig. 2 Typical difference in magnetic field measured along radial lines 
at equivalent azimuthal positions on either side of SM3, and the 
least-square fit of a third-degree polynomial used to determine 
field corrections for systematic azimuthal positioning deviations 
of the Hall plates. 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of radial field distributions measured in the azimuthal 
fringe regions of SM3 with trim-coil 15 on,(a) before and (b) after 
processing the field data. 
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Fig. 4 Typical total statistical field corrections obtained after 1, 3 
and 11 successive smoothing cycles along a radial line at the edge 
of SM3. 
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Fig. 5 The field of SM3, without SM2 in position, at full excitation using 
main coils and additional coils. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the 29 trim-coil fields measured along the centre
line of SM3 at fields of (a) 0,5T, (b) l,0T and (c) l,25T for 
currents of 200A, 400A and 500A respectively. 
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Fig. 7 The azimuthal field change due to trim-coil 21 at 1,25T and for a 
current of 500A; the curves are plotted at radial intervals of 
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3.2 Radio-Frequency System 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The radio-frequency system of the SSC consists of two large resonators 
each with a 150 kW power aerplifier and a phase and amplitude control and 
stabilization system. 

Each resonator with its two tuning capacitors weighs 25 tons and operates 
over the 6 to 26 MHz frequency range. Both resonators have been delivered 
to the NAC and the first has been assembled and vacuum tested. The vacuum 
performance is very satisfactory. 

The design of the short-circuiting plate and its positioning mechanism has 
been completed and manufacture is in progress. The coupling capacitor 
and the two fine-tuning capacitors required for each resonator have also 
been designed and manufacture will soon be started. 

The two 150 kW power amplifiers have been installed and commissioned at 
the NAC. 

The various modules for the SSC phase and amplitude control and stabiliza
tion system are similar to those of the SPC1 system, and these are being 
manufactured. 

3.2.2 SSC resonators 

Detail of the two SSC resonators was described in the previous annual 
report {l}. 

3.2.2.1 Main parts 

The main parts of both resonators were completed, assembled and vacuum 
tested at the manufacturer and have been delivered to the NAC, the first 
in December 1983 and the second in May 1984. Between 9th March and 10th 
April the first resonator was assembled at the NAC. This work, including 
the extension of the cooling pipes of the inner delta halves and the 
welding of the inner delta halves to the inner cylinders, progressed very 
smoothly. The completed assembly is shown in figure I and the inner delta 
halves in figures 2 and 3. The vacuum test of the first resonator at the 
NAC confirmed that there are no significant leaks. The vacuum performance 
of the resonator is very satisfactory. After six weeks of evacuation with 
700 il/sec pumping speed the vacuum reading is 1 * I0~6 torr. At this level 
the total leak rate is less than 15% of the water vapour outgassing. Leaks 
were found in two of the cooling circuits of the second resonator during 
the vacuum test at the manufacturer. These will be repaired at the NAC 
before final assembly, while the inner deltas are prepared for mounting on 
the inner cylinders. 

Deflection of the chamber and the cylinders due to evacuation was measured 
at the manufacturer and subsequently also at the NAC. The results showed 
good agreement with the values predicted by the finite-element analysis 
which was done during the design period. 

During testing of the capacitor units on the first resonator at the 
manufacturer it was found that friction in the original non-magnetic 
bearings was excessive. These were replaced by standard roller bearings 
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which operate very well. The magnetic bearings are just far enough from 
the plane of the beam to be acceptable. 

After installation of windows on some of the ports of the first resonator 
at the NAC, a problem with the bellows of the capacitor units was recognised. 
An instability is caused by atmospheric pressure on the inside of the 
bellows while there is vacuum on the outside. The bellows tend to bulge 
sideways when extended. This requires additional guidance and support on 
the outside of the bellows and will be supplied by the manufacturer of the 
bellows. 

Positioning of the contact fingers of the capacitor units required special 
care both to ensure proper contact when they are released and in addition 
to avoid rubbing when they are pulled back for adjustment of the capacitor. 
A suitable procedure was established in consultation with the manufacturer. 

3.2.2.2 Short-circuiting plate 

The design of the short-circuiting plate was completed after a prototype 
of one of the 12 sectors was manufactured and tested. Some small 
improvements were incorporated as a result of the test. A suitable 
welding technique was developed to join the 0,25 mm thick contact fingers 
to the 5 mm thick main plate. The contact fingers are made from special 
dispersion-strengthened copper (described previously {l}) which gives the 
lowest temperature rise. A pushing mechanism is used to apply pressure 
centrally between the two contacts mounted on each finger. Owing to the 
high accuracy in manufacture of the inner and outer cylinders, short 
contact fingers can be used, thus eliminating the intermediate water-
cooled section used for the SPC1 short-circuiting plates. This permits 
substantial simplification of components and enables the maximum expected 
currents to be carried by the contact fingers without overheating. By 
guiding the short-circuiting plate around the inner cylinder it is 
possible to use the shortest fingers where the current density is the 
highest. The manufacture of the short-circuiting plates has started. 

The design of the positioning mechanism of the short-circuiting plate has 
been completed and manufacture will start soon. The special pushing chain 
described previously {1} is used but the design of the vacuum system has 
been changed so that the chain and the cooling pipes now move in air, 
inside a telescopic si'ding tube system, using two differential vacuum 
seals similar to those used for the positioning system of the SPC1 short-
circuiting plate. There is just sufficient room available for such a 
solution. The pushing chain was tested successfully for movement of loads 
up to 400 kg and performed very well. 

3.2.2.3 Coupling capacitor 

The coupling capacitor is situated at the centre of the rear wall of the 
resonator chamber. It has to be adjustable over a range of 230 mm to 
cover the frequency range. A stainless steel bellows will permit this 
relative movement between the capacitor and the chamber. Sliding contact 
fingers will maintain electrical contact for the outer conductor of the 
coupling circuit. A stepping motor will drive a toothed nut on each of 
the three spindles by means of a toothed belt to give the adjustment of 
the coupling capacitor. The main design has been done and the detail 
design is in progress. 
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3 .2 .2 .4 Fine-tuning capacitors 

Each resonator wi l l have two fine-tuning capacitors which are located on 
the rear wall of the resonator, adjacent to the coupling capacitor. The 
design i s in progress and a suitable solution has been found. 

3.2.3 SSC power amplifiers 

During the latter half of 1983 the enclosures for the high-voltage power 
supply components (the hv vaults) were completed and the ventilation 
equipment delivered and installed, following which we were able to complete 
the installation of the two ISO kW power amplifiers. 

The 225 kU dummy load and the high-power coaxial rf switches were also 
installed, enabling the load to be switched between the two amplifiers. 
In addition, the switches will later facilitate switching the amplifiers 
in turn from resonator to dummy load, whenever frequency changes are 
required, to ensure correct operation of the amplifiers' automatic tuning 
systems. The switches, purchased as manual change-over switches, were 
fitted with electric motor-drives, to permit remote electrical operation 
under computer control. 

The amplifiers were commissioned by a representative of the manufacturer 
early in 1984. 

Further work is required on the amplifier water cooling system which at 
present uses an open tank in the hv vault, drained by an auxiliary pump, 
to control the overpressure at the transmitters' cooling-water outlet. 
This was primarily necessary to protect the water-cooled vacuum capacitors 
in the equipment from excess pressure. As the open tank is not compatible 
with the notion of a closed cooling system for the cyclotron as a whole, 
alternative solutions are being investigated. 

3.2.4 Phase and amplitude control and stabilization 

Most of the components for the phase and amplitude control and stabilization 
of the SSC resonators are identical to those developed for the SPC1 
resonator systems and are at present being manufactured. Detail of these 
units is described in section 2.3.3 of this report and in the previous 
report {l}. 

Reference 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/83-Oi (CSIR 1983) 
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Fig. 1 The first SSC resonator during the vacuum test after assembly at 
the NAC. 
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Fig. 3 Top view of the lower inner delta half. 

Fig. 2 The two inner delta halves during assembly of the first resonator, 
at the NAC. The one in the background has already been welded to 
the lower inner cylinder. 
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3.3 Vacuum System 

3.3.1 Introduction 

During the past year work on the vacuum system for the SSC was limited 
mainly to developing and testing different parts of the vacuum envelope, 
finalizing the arrangement of pump stations on the chambers, and acquiring 
two special DN320 cryopumps with vibration-decoupled cold-heads for tests 
on the rf resonators. We also began to work on the vacuum control system 
and to manufacture the pneumatic expansion seals between the eight vacuum 
chambers in the SSC-ring. 

At present the vacuum system for the SSC is designed to reduce the pressure 
in the beam region to M O - " Pa {l}. Results of more detailed theoretical 
investigations carried out this year indicate that this might be sufficient 
not only for light ions, but also for accelerating the heavy-ion beams 
which will become available from the second injector cyclotron SPC2 at 
a later stage, without causing excessive beam losses due to charge exchange 
with residual gas molecules. We therefore decided to shelve the additional 
large cryopump system planned originally as phase II for the SSC, until 
sufficient practical experience has been gained with the vacuum in this 
cyclotron using only the pumps already available. 

3.3.2 Vacuum envelope 

Final cleaning, assembly and testing of the remaining magnet vacuum chambers 
was completed without further problems. The detailed design of the injection 
and extraction chambers was also finalized. Manufacture of these chambers 
has started only recently, after some delays due to slow progress with 
the completion of manufacturing drawings and late delivery of the special 
stainless steel plates, and delivery on site is now expected for the end 
of this year. Trial assembly of the vacuum components for the central 
region of the SSC necessitated some modifications which have now been made. 
The pneumatic expansion seals developed previously {2} for sealing the 
interfaces between the eight separate chambers of the SSC vacuum ring are 
being fabricated in our own workshop. All the 1 mm thick stainless steel 
sheets have been purchased for this purpose and a semi-automatic welding 
device was developed to ensure uniform welds of the best quality on these 
critical components. 

The two rf resonators have passed their final leak tests at the manufacturer's 
works and have now arrived on site. The cooling water circuits of the first 
resonator were leak-tested successfully during assembly. The complete 
resonator without short-circuiting plates (see figure 1 of section 3.2) was 
then evacuated with a 850 87s turbo-molecular pi-np backed up by a 30 m 3/h 
double-stage rotary-vane pump. From atmospheric pressure down to MOO Pa 
a 60 m 3/h fore-pump was added to assist with roughing. In figure I the 
pump-down characteristics obtained for three consecutive evacuations with 
this pumping system are compared. Dry nitrogen gas was used for venting 
after each pump-down. The gas load from the resonator must be considerably 
less than expected at this stage, because a base pressure of MO'1* Pa could 
be reached even with this relatively small turbo-pump. These favourable 
results support the view that an additional cryopump system will not be 
required at all for accelerating heavy ions in the SSC. 
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3.3.3 Vacuum pumping system 

At present we have two 6500 £/s turbo-molecular pumps, for mounting on the 
injection and extraction chambers, respectively. The completed layout of 
the two pump station arrangements is identical. On each resonator vacuum 
chamber six different ports are provided for vacuum pumps, and two 2000 £./s 
turbo-molecular pumps are available for pumping each resonator. These 
pumps will be applied as soon as the first resonator is moved to the rf 
test area, in order to establish whether the vibrations of the turbo-pumps 
mounted directly on the chamber wall are acceptable for rf operation. At 
the same time tests will be carried out with the special DN 320 cryopumps, 
which have a bellows between the cold head and the pump body for vibration 
decoupling, in order to determine how they affect resonator operation. These 
pumps are intended for mounting on the transmission lines of the resonators 
if possible. 

A final decision on the need for additional cryopumps for accelerating heavy 
ions will only be made once the SSC has been in operation with the available 
pumps and the actual gas load and base pressure in the SSC have been 
determined. 

3.3.4 Vacuum control system 

The vacuum control system planned for the SSC will be of the same type as 
the one which has been developed already for the beamline pumping stations. 
It will include a mimic panel displaying the status of all pumps and valves 
as well as the pressure at various positions in the cyclotron. The vacuum 
system will be controlled by a microprocessor and operated from a keyboard 
with 20 keys and a 32-character alphanumeric display for messages to the 
operator. There will be a manual mode in which pumps and valves can be 
operated individually and an automatic mode where a pre-programmed operating 
procedure is followed for evacuation and venting. We recently began the 
design of this control system. A number of interlocks will be programmed 
into the control procedures in the microprocessor. All interlocks will be 
operative in the automatic mode as well as in the manual mode. 

References 
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used for venting between evacuations. 
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3.4 Injection 

3.4.1 Introduction 

The pre-accelerated beam from the injector cyclotron SPC1 is guided by the 
injection system onto its desired orbit. The system basically consists of 
three injection elements: the first bending magnet (BMI), the second 
bending magnet (BM2) and the magnetic inflection channel (MIC). During 
the past year the field measurements for BM2 were concluded with some 
additional measurements,while field measurements were carried out on BMI 
as well on a prototype MIC in the pole-gap of a sector magnet. Final 
detail design drawings for the MIC are nearing completion. Problems 
associated with the assembly and installation of the whole central region 
(see figure I) were analyzed and the proposed solutions implemented. 

3.4.2 The first bending mrgnet (BMI) 

Extensive field measurements were carried out on BMI with the same field 
measurement equipment (apart from minor modifications) used for the field 
measurement on BM2 {l}. Evaluation of the results is in progress. The 
calculated and measured excitation curves,as illustrated in figure 2, show 
excellent agreement. For an excitation suitable for bending 8 MeV protons, 
with a flux density of 0,65 T, the difference is only 0,5%. 

3.4.3 The second bending magnet (BM2) 

Additional field measurements were carried out at larger radii near the 
exit end of this magnet to determine the stray fields produced in the 
vicinity of the first circulating orbits in the extraction valley vacuum 
chamber. 

3.4.4 The magnetic inflection channel (MIC) 

Magnetic field measurements were carried out on a prototype MIC with the 
field measurement system described in the previous Annual Report. 
Unfortunately the sector magnet was only available for a very limited time 
for these measurements so that some essential corrections could not be 
carried out nor could additional field measurements be taken after the 
first results were analyzed. Nevertheless, some important conclusions 
could be made on which the present design of the final MIC is based. 

The azimuthal MIC field distribution without a shim is shown in figure 3(a) 
whereas figure 3(b) denotes the azimuthal MIC field distribution with 1 mm 
thick shims. Note the azimuthal field variations in the MIC due to the 
fact that the shim was only fixed at a limited number of points and thus 
not pulled flat against the shroud. The requirement for tight tolerances 
on the shroud enclosing the coil and carrying the shims is also evident from 
the radial field variations in the MIC as shown in figures 3(b) and 4. A 
flatness tolerance of £ 0,1 mm is now aimed for. Figure 4 illustrates the 
radial field distribution in the MIC with and without shims, and shows 
(apart from the radial increase in field due to misalignment) the 
homogenizing effect of the shim. The stray field outside the MIC is, as 
anticipated, reduced by the shim (see figure 5). The MIC excitation curves 
for various sector magnet excitations are illustrated in figure 6. A 
further important result is that the MIC edge angle at the entrance (where 
the MIC coil itself does not extend beyond the sector magnet pole) is zero, 
whereas at the exit (where the MIC coil itself extends somewhat beyond the 
pole) the edge angle is affected by the iron shape and is 15 . 
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The detailed mechanical MIC design is presently being carried out. Special 
attention is being paid to the structural strength in order to achieve 
the tight tolerances. Water-cooled collimators in front of, inside and 
outside the MIC will be used for protection and diagnostic purposes. 

3.4.5 Central region support structure 

The injection and diagnostic components in the central region of the SSC 
have been assembled and mounted on the support: structure. Modification 
had to be made to the support structure, owing to the layout of the trim-
coil busbars. The support structure is now divided into two sections and 
is no longer installed as one unit. The whole central vacuum enclosure 
(i.e. beam pipe, diagnostic chambers etc.) has been assembled together 
with the bending magnets to verify the feasibility of this assembly (see 
figure 1). 

References 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/81-01 (CSIR.1981) 
p 87 
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The injection magnets BM1 (right) and BM2 (left) together with 
diagnostic components and their vacuum chambers, mounted on the 
central region support structure. The three diagnostic components 
are (from right to left, i.e. in the direction of the beam): 
a harp, a beam profile scanner and a capacitive phase probe. 
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The measured and calculated excitation curves for BMl show excellent 
agreement. At the excitation for 8 MeV protons the flux density is 
0,5% lower, and at the maximum power supply current 1,2% lower than 
calculated. 
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Theta (Degrees) 

The azimuthal field distribution in the MIC measured at various 
radii (i.e. up to ±15 mm from the MIC centre-line) for the MIC 
(a) without shims as well as (b) with shims. The position of the 
MIC as well as the profile of the sector magnet (SM) pole along 
the centre radius of the MIC is diagrammatically illustrated. The 
MIC and SM excitation is approximately as required for 8 MeV protons. 
Note the inhomogeneous radial field distribution in the MIC without 
the shims (in fig. 3(a)) and the unacceptable radial and azimuthal 
field distribution due to the improperly fitted shims in fig. 3(b). 
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Fig. 4 The radial magnetic field distribution inside as well as just outside 
the MIC (a) without shims and (b) with shims. R 0 is defined as the 
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of the coil is diagramatically illustrated. Note the homogenizing 
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Fig. 6 The measured excitation curves for the MIC (with shims) at four 
different excitations of the sector magnet field. Note the 
linearity of the curves independent of the sector magnet field 
setting. 
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3.5 Extraction 

3.5.1 Introduction 

The extraction of the beam out of the SSC is accomplished with three 
extraction elements: the electrostatic extraction channel (EEC), the 
first septum magnet (SPMl) and the second septum magnet (SPM2). 

During the past year the work has mainly centred around the detailed 
mechanical design of the two septum magnets, which also necessitated 
additional orbit calculations to determine the exact lengths and field 
strengths required for these components. Quotations for the manufacture 
of the SPM2 coil are presently being evaluated. 

3.5.2 The first septum magnet (SPMl) 

A prototype SPMl was manufactured locally with a 2 mm x 2 mm conductor 
(with a 1,2 mm diameter cooling duct). Magnetic field measurements to 
substantiate our magnetic field computations and verification of the 
cooling calculations were carried out. Apart from the Hall-probe holder, 
the same field measuring equipment as was used for the injection components 
was used for this magnet. Results of these measurements are being 
evaluated. 

The detailed mechanical design of this septum magnet is presently being 
carried out. We have decided to increase the conductor size and to 
manufacture the coil for this magnet with 4 mm x 4 mm conductors (and only 
6 turns). Such a coil could then also dissipate the additional maximum 
beam power of 10 kW; this would make it a safer magnet, but we have to 
tolerate the disadvantage of a thicker septum. The expected orbit separa
tion for 200 MeV protons is 16 mm at the entrance of SPMl (i.e. about 10 mm 
beam separation). The requirements for the drive mechanism in the 
restricted area inside the inner delta of a resonator, as well as the 
vacuum and radiation requirements are receiving special attention. A 
scanner is to be mounted on this magnet to determine the entrance and exit 
positions of this magnet relative to the orbits. 

3.5.3 The second septum magnet (SPM2) 

The detail design of the second septum magnet has progressed, and the 
mechanical feasibility of increasing the magnet length to 600 mm was 
verified. This has the advantage that the flux density required for 
deflection of 200 MeV protons (with a SPMl flux density of 0,1 tesla) is 
reduced to 0,94 T {]}. The cooling requirements are thus less stringent 
although each electrical turn still has to be cooled individually. Results 
of cooling calculations are shown in figure 1. The magnet is in fact 
designed to produce a flux density of 1,038 T for the deflection of 238 MeV 
protons to allow for the additional sector magnet capability {2}. This 
implies an excitation current of 1607 A and a current density of 163 A/mm2 

in the 4 mm x 4 mm septum conductor. For the return path of the coil we 
have located a supplier for a rectangular conductor with outer dimensions 
4 mm * 12 mm . 

Owing to the exceptionally high current-density specification, we carried 
out practical tests on a prototype single-turn coil (see figure 2) to 
verify the cooling calculations {3}. This single-turn coil was manufactured 
with locally available conductors with dimensions similar to those 
envisaged. A comparison of the calculated temperature-increase versus 
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current and the measured r e s u l t s gave good agreement even for very high 
cu r ren t -dens i t i e s . However, the t e s t s have shown that cooling water 
pressures higher than calcula ted are required for these high water-speeds 
( i . e . > 5 m/s) . 

Owing to the more urgent need to f ina l i ze SPMI, only the complicated SPM2 
coi l design was completed and quotat ions requested to e s t a b l i s h the 
f e a s i b i l i t y of manufacturing t h i s c o i l . A layout of the co i l i s shown in 
figure 3. The quotations are present ly being evaluated. 
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Fig. 1 Cooling requirements for SPM2 calculated for 1607 amps through the 
coil, with each of the 18 turns separately cooled. Note that 1 í/min 
corresponds to a water velocity of 2,7 m/s in the septum conductor. 

Fig. 2 The single-turn coil used for cooling tests for SPM2, manufactured 
from a 4mm x 4mm septum conductor and a 4mm * 12mm return conductor. 



Fig. 3 The layout of the SPM2 coil consisting of 18 individually cooled electrical turns. Each turn consists of 
a 4 mm x 4 mm septum conductor and a 4 ram x 12 mm return-path conductor which are connected with an adaptor 
piece. The feedthroughs for the cooling water and current supply for each coil half are mounted on separate 
flanges, which are linked to the back panel of the valley vacuum chamber with bellows to allow for the 
necessary movement. 
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3.6 Beam Diagnostics 

3.6.1 Introduction 

With the aid of the beam diagnostic system in the SSC various beam properties 
can be determined to ensure optimal performance of the accelerator as well 
as set-up times which are as short as possible. 

During the past year the aspects mentioned below received special attention. 
The central region beam diagnostics were assembled. Techniques were 
evaluated to determine the bunch length and time structure of the beam with 
the aid of the beam pulse signals from the capacitive phase probes. Work 
has started on the mechanical design of the capacitive phase probes, the 
multi-head probes, the beam stop, and the scanning system on the first 
septum magnet. Additional components for the TV system were delivered 
and the main components of this system are installed and tested. 

3.6.2 Central region beam diagnostics 

The central region support structure, the two bending magnets, the vacuum 
enclosure and the diagnostic components have been assembled (see section 
3.4 figure 1) and alignment of there components is in progress. Proposals 
to modify the beam profile scanner head for low-noise performance are 
presently being evaluated. 

3.6.3 Beam phase measurement 

The beam phase measurement system based on the mixing technique has been 
described in previous Annua1 Reports and elsewhere {!}. This system is to 
be used for beam phase measurement at various locations in the accelerator 
facility as illustrated in figure 1. This includes the phase measurement 
of the extracted beam from SPC1 with respect to the SPCi rf system, 
optimization of the buncher phase, beam energy measurement in the low-
and high-energy beamlines, monitoring of the beam phase of the injected 
beam in the central region of the separated-sector cyclotron, and for 
monitoring the isochronism of the sector magnet field with 20 capacitive 
phase probes located along the valley centre-line of the separated-sector 
cyclotron. The beam phase measurement electronics is illustrated in 
figure 2. 

At present an investigation is being carried out to decentralize the coaxial 
relay multiplexer for the beam pulse signals, i.e. to build smaller multi
plexers to serve particular areas in order to save cable costs and to 
reduce cable lengths which have to have the same electrical length. 

3.6.4 Bunch length and time structure determination 

The feasibility of identifying the beam pulse length, for heavy-ion beams 
down to 10 enA, by observing the amplitude of the Fourier components of 
the beam pulse train on commercially available uhf spectrum analyzers, 
was considered Í2}. It was felt that direct viewing of beam pulses from 
typical capacitive pick-offs using a sampling oscilloscope would be too 
noisy for beam currents below approximately 10 yA. Below such currents 
spectral analysis offers reduced noise performance, but identification of 
pulse length from observation of the envelope of the pulse's spectral 
components is expected to be clearly defined only when the beam pulse 
length is one half the length of the capacitive pick-off itself; in other 
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cases the spectrum becomes more complicated in structure. We concluded 
that experience should be gained through observation of actual beam pulses 
from a capacitive pick-off, using both an oscilloscope and a spectrum 
analyzer at high beam currents, to establish the possibility of pulse 
length determination by spectral analysis. 

3.6.5 The SSC phase probes 

The capacitive phase probes are to be installed along the valley centre
line of the extraction valley vacuum chamber. A basic layout has been 
made to evaluate the phase probe support structure, the mounting of this 
unit inside the valley vacuum chamber, and the vacuum feedthrough techniques 
for the 40 semi-rigid coaxial cables. The exact radial position of each 
probe is defined by the trim-coil layout. Each probe consists of a pair of 
parallel plates supported above and below the median plane by two beams. 
Each plate is linked to the inner conductor of a coaxial cable (without 
outer insulation for cutgassing reasons). The solid copper screen of the 
cables will be insulated from the vacuum chamber and linked to the copper 
cover over the plates. Computations are currently being carried out to 
optimise the design of these probes for all beam requirements. For each 
probe pair the two signals are taken out of the vacuum chamber via N-type 
electrically insulated vacuum feedthroughs before being summed to improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio. 

3.6.6 Multi-head probe and beam stop 

The design of the two multi-head probes and the beam stop is presently being 
carried out in the drawing office. These probes are to be installed in the 
valley vacuum chambers and their exact location has been described in the 
previous Annual. Report. 

Since the support and driving mechanism for these probes can be identical, 
their design is being carried out in parallel. Rails are required in the 
vacuum chamber to support the 3,5 m long shaft carrying the probe-head. 

3.6.7 Scanner on the first septum magnet 

A scanner is to be mounted on the first septum magnet (SPM1) inside the 
resonator to scan the beam in front of and after SPM1. From such a 
measurement the relative position of this extraction magnet can be 
determined with respect to the orbits. The mechanical design of such a 
scanning system is in progress and is being carried out together with the 
SPM1 design. 

The design of the electronics to process the signals from such a scanning 
system is also receiving attention and a proposal has been made. 

3.6.8 The closed-circuit TV system 

The CCTV system to be used at the NAC is described in the previous annual 
report. All the main components of this system have now been delivered. 
This includes the multiplexer for the camera selection (.the MATRIX system'», 
two camera crates (each of which can house up to 8 camera control plug-in 
units), the multiplexer (MIX) for the camera and lens control, and all the 
components to be installed in the three twin-version control consoles (each 
consisting of 2 video monitors, 2 camera selector units and two camera and 
lens control units). Furthermore ten cameras with their camera control 
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plug-in units and four lenses are available; an additional eight lenses 
are still on order. Special cable to link the cameras to the system has 
been delivered. The delivery of spare components for the various items 
of the system is expected within the next weeks. 

The multiplexers and camera crates have been installed in the control room 
as shown in figure 3. A typical CCTC system control console is shown in 
figure 4. Four cables have been laid to link cameras in the SPC1 area 
to the control room. 
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Fig. 1 Layout of the beam phase measurement system, indicating phase probes in the transfer beamline (PT), in the 
SSC (PS) and in the high-energy beamline (PH). The transfer beamline from SPC2 has also been provided for. 
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Fig. 2 The beam phase measurement electronics, consisting of a CAMAC crate 
(top), a microprocessor, a commercially available AF phasemeter 
and the double-heterodyne electronics in the lower 5 cardframes. 
The whole system is under direct control of a microprocessor inter
faced to CAMAC. 
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Fig. 3 The electronic equipment for the CCTV system has been installed in 
the control room. The three racks in the photo house (from left to 
right) the camera crates, the MATRIX system and the MUX system. 

Fig. 4 One of the twin-version cortrol consoles consisting of 2 video 
monitors (top), 2 camera selector units and 2 camera and lens 
control units (bottom). 
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SECTION 4 THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

4.1 Introduction 

The control system of the NAC accelerators is being designed around a 
number of 16-bit minicomputers, 8-bit microcomputers and the CAMAC Fisher 
System Crate interfacing equipment. Most of the major software and 
hardware systems relating to the control system have been developed and 
software development for the direct control of the accelerators has 
commenced. 

4.2 Activities Concerning the Control System Minicomputers 

4.2.1 CAMAC serial branch 

During the planning stages of the control system we decided to use a serial 
CAMAC branch to link the crates controlling the power supplies for the 
accelerators and beamlines. The reasons for this choice are the easier 
cabling and the large number of crates that can be connected on the serial 
branch. 

Hardware for a pilot system was purchased and it was soon discovered that, 
owing to limitations in the link between the computer and CAMAC, no more 
than seven crates could be used on the serial branch. This imposes a 
limitation on the maximum number of crates that can be connected to the 
computer system and is a problem that remains to be resolved. 

The serial branch has been integrated into the control system and is now 
operational. 

4.2.2 Shared memory for the minicomputers 

As mentioned in the previous annual report {]}, a shared memory is being 
developed which will be used with the control minicomputers. This project 
has been delayed because of a long delivery time for the fast memory chips. 
However a prototype of a new memory controller that is required to accommo
date the shared memory has been constructed and found to work satisfactorily. 
A prototype device has also been built to test the shared memory controller, 
but this has not yet been tried out. 

4.2.3 Ethernet communications network 

A system has been set up to evaluate the Ethernet system as an alternative 
to the Fisher System Crate. The hardware for two nodes has been purchased, 
while the suppliers of the hardware have kindly loaned a software develop
ment system for the project. This has greatly simplified the development 
process but familiarization with the new system has taken longer than 
expected. The Ethernet system has now been developed to the point where 
evaluation can begin. 

4.2.4 CAMAC software driver 

This driver, which was written to schedule tasks in response to interrupts 
from the CAMAC system, has been extensively modified. The first 
modification allowed for the handling of the serial CAMAC branch while 
the second included a different technique for the scheduling of tasks in 
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response to interrupts from CANAC. This last modification has resulted in 
a greatly improved response time. The driver has also been fully tested 
and debugged for handling interrupts from multiple sources. 

The driver is now being modified to handle interrupts (LAN's) that have 
been processed by the new LAN-grader that has been developed in-house 
(see section 4.4.1). 

4.2.5 Communication between minicomputers and microcomputers 

A software communication package has been developed that allows file 
transfer between the mini- and microcomputers. The protocols developed 
here will be used with a data concentrator (still to be developed) to 
allow the minicomputer to communicate with multiple microcomputers, so 
that files may be transferred for backup purposes. 

4.2.6 Graphics display package 

A graphics display has been integrated into the computer control system 
allowing graphical display of some of the accelerator variables. Software 
supplied with the system was modified and optimised for this particular 
application and is used as a collection of subroutines providing standard 
graphics calls. 

4.3 Minicomputer Applications Software 

4.3.1 Software for control consoles 

A menu-driven software system which allows the definition and updating of 
system variables has been completed. This complements the programs which 
are used to link the control consoles to the computer control system. User 
manuals covering the use of these programs have been written. 

4.3.2 Software for controlling SPCI power supplies, ion source and 
differential probes 

The specifications for the control of these systems are being drawn up in 
conjunction with the Injector and Diagnostics Divisions. Program development 
will begin shortly. 

4.4 Hardware Developments 

4.4.1 LAM-Grader Module 

This module, which was described in the previous repor t {!}, has reached 
the p r i n t ed -c i r cu i t board prototype s tage . I t has been tes ted and found 
s a t i s f ac to ry . 

4.4.2 CAMAC module for p ro f i l e grids and scanners 

This module (also described in l a s t y e a r ' s report) has been tes ted with 
the beam diagnostic equipment and found to be s a t i s f a c t o r y . Production 
of th i s module wi l l a lso commence shor t ly . 
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4.4.3 Emittance measurement interface 

The beam emittance measurement system consisting of a 30-channel multiplexed 
ADC instrumentation system, 2 "harps" (beam profile grid detectors) and 2 
slits, is controlled by a set of CAMAC modules. The harps and slits are 
driven by stepping motors with their respective driver modules. The 
control of the data-acquisition electronics is through an interface similar 
to that constructed for the profile grid electronics mentioned above. 

In order to free the control minicomputers of the rather intensive control 
activity associated with this system, a microprocessor is used as an 
auxiliary crate controller to control the syscem and accumulate measurement 
data. Data is then transferred to the minicomputers a block at a time. 
A program has been written to perform this measurement procedure and was 
successfully completed. 

4.4.4 GP1B-CAMAC interface 

A design fault was detected on the GP13 module which resulted in an 
erroneous status response to one of its commands. The problem was traced 
to a missing latch function in the hardware. This was synthesised out of 
spare gate functions and the module now responds correctly to all commands. 

4.4.5 Tracker-ball interface unit 

When using a graphics display, we frequently require to enter information 
related to the display interactively. The graphics display described 
earlier in section 4.2.6 has no such facility, so we decided to build a 
module based on a tracker-ball to provide such an input. Operation of the 
device involves moving a cursor or crosshair across the display by means 
of the tracker-ball and then pressing a button to select the desired point. 
Linking the tracker-ball to the crosshair involves building interface 
electronics to link the tracker-ball to the CAMAC system and writing a 
program to provide a virtual link between CAMAC and the graphics display. 
The hardware has been designed and built. This consists of up/down 
counters which count the number of pulses made by the tracker-ball in both 
the X and Y planes. The output from this is fed into a standard CAMAC 
module so that a LAM is generated when data is present. The values of the 
counters are then read and cleared by the control computer and added to the 
co-ordinate values of the current cursor position, thus providing 
incremental control of the cursor position. 

4.4.6 CAMAC mailbox memory module 

This module has been developed to facilitate communication between the 
control minicomputers and remote SABUS microcomputers where the latter 
are used for local control. The module acts as a shared memory between 
the host and microcomputer. Two modes of operation are supported, namely 
random-access and sequential. Random-access mode is used to transfer 
commands and single words of data while the sequential mode will mainly 
be used for block data transfer. 

Because data transfer is asynchronous, DMA transfer between computers 
becomes possible, speeding up communication and reducing the l,-»ad on the 
minicomputers. Communication either way is initiated by the om computer 
interrupting the other. 
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A microprocessor has been used in the design of the mailbox memory, greatly 
simplifying design and construction. The buffer capacity is 2k words of 
24 bits each. 

The module was initially developed for communication between the micro
processor-controlled vacuum system and the control minicomputer. Here it 
will be used to make the status of the system and the individual readings 
of the vacuum meters available to the control computers. 

4.5 Microprocessor Activities 

4.5.1 SABUS microcomputer developments 

4.5.1.1 Communication and system LSI controller (PARIS) card 

The interrupt circuitry of this card has been modified to allow for more 
than one interrupt controller in the system. Given the restrictions 
imposed by the SABUS bus standard where only 2 interrupt lines are 
designated for interrupt handling, the card now allows for the cascading 
of interrupt controller chips in a priority structure on the bus. Twenty 
cards have been completed. 

4.5.1.2 SABUS computers 

The systems have been upgraded in speed to run at a 5 MHz clock rate 
instead of 3 MHz while some will run up to 7 MHz. Disc drives are now 
all double-sided, double-density. Twenty systems have been completed to 
date. 

4.5.1.3 Z80 microcomputer module 

This board has been designed as an alternative to the standard CPU board. 
This has memory and peripheral chips such as dual serial port, DMA 
controller and arithmetic processor on the same card, allowing it to be 
used as a single-board computer. Memory-bank switching has also been 
included to allow it to be used with extra memory to run CP/M 3.0. 

4.5.1.4 Unit for display of a CPU's internal registers 

This card was designed to simplify the debugging of assembly language 
routines. The card operates in real time as well as in single-step mode. 
In real-time mode the application program under test issues an interrupt 
in the area of code to be tested, the display card responds by displaying 
the CPU internal registers and suspending operation of the CPU. The user 
may then restart the CPU by pressing a button. In single-step mode, by 
pressing the same button, the user may advance the CPU by single 
instructions thus displaying the resulting changes to the internal 
registers. The program used to drive this card may be located anywhere 
in memory. 

4.5.1.5 Differential microcomputer bus extenders 

These CAMAC modules were designed to allow the control of more than one 
CAMAC crate by a SABUS system. The application for which they were 
designed was the controlling of the SSC power supplies during magnetic 
field measurements. They consist of a set of differential line drivers 
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and receivers allowing full extension of the microcomputer bus. 

4.5.1.6 RS422-RS232 converter card for SABUS 

This card was developed to enable us to site a remote terminal further away 
from a SABUS system than is allowed by RS232 communications. At 9600 
baud a maximum cable length of approximately 15 metres is allowed, but 
by using RS422 a cable length of approximately 2000 metres is permitted. 
A separate freestanding unit has also been made to convert back to RS232 
at the remote terminal end. 

4.5.1.7 Bubble memory 

There will be a requirement for non-volatile program and data storage for 
the microcomputer systems when they run in unattended mode, as floppy-disk 
drives will not be sufficiently reliable for this purpose. A possible 
solution, which is currently being evaluated, is to use magnetic bubble 
memories on a SABUS board. Using two 4-Mbit chips on a board would give a 
capacity of 1 Mbyte, comparable to a double-sided floppy disk. 

A driver will have to be written for the CP/M operating system to handle 
this device. 

4.5.1.8 CP/M 3.0 

We are at present working on the upgrading of CP/M 2.2 to CP/M 3.0. This 
has proved necessary because of the increasing size of applications 
programs. We feel that CP/M 3.0, which is a multi-banking system, offers 
a solution to this problem. It has a further advantage in that it will 
speed up the compilation times of such programs. 

4.5.1.9 Procedures to enable PASCAL MT+ programs to be placed in ROM 

In a ROM-based system there is no disk operating system resident to handle 
initialization of the system and console input and output. Procedures 
were written that are to be linked into the program before the PASCAL 
libraries to facilitate an easy conversion from a disk-based program to a 
ROM-based one. 

4.5.1.10 PARISTST: a test program for the PARIS card 

This program tests out all the features of the PARIS card and also provides 
a working example of handling interrupt routines in PASCAL MT+ on the 
SABUS system. 

4.5.1.11 Evaluation of display manager 

For programs that interact with the operator via the terminal, it is 
important to display the data in the most meaningful and friendly manner. 
This package is a program design tool which makes screen generation 
efficient and flexible. The package is under evaluation at present. 

4.5.2 Microprocessor applications 

4.5.2.1 Ion source, radial probe and puller safety interlocking system 

Owing to the overlapping ranges of movement of the ion source, the radial 
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probe and the puller, a position-interlocking system had to be designed to 
prevent a possible collision between any of these devices. The problem 
could not be solved simply by using physical limit-switches as the range 
of movement of any probe is determined by the relative positions of the 
other probes. A microprocessor-based system is under development which 
moniters six encoder values and constrains probe movements where necessary. 

4.5.2.2 SSC power supply control 

A program has been written enabling a microprocessor to control the power 
supplies for the SSC. This was done to facilitate control of the power 
supplies while the magnetic field mapping is in progress» freeing the 
control minicomputers for development work on other projects. Because 
the power supplies are located some distance away, the differential micro
computer bus extender described in section 4.5.1.5 is used to communicate 
with the power supplies. 

4.5.2.3 NMR facility 

NMR probes will be used to monitor the stability of the main magnets in 
the accelerator facility. Twenty-seven of these probes will be multiplexed 
to a single electronic instrument. As the probes will be measuring 
differing field strengths and the process of measurement is tedious, we 
decided to automate the processes of probe selection and measurement. An 
interface has been built to link the NMR electronics to a SABUS system. 
Software to control the frequency generation has been written, while that 
required to control the resonance detector electronics is under development. 
The control software will allow the search for resonance to take place 
within predefined limits or over the whole frequency range, as required. 

4.5.2.4 RF system 

Control of the RF system is more fully described in the section dealing 
with SPC1. The first part of the software concerned with manual control 
is largely complete. Good operator interaction has been achieved by 
using some of the built-in features of the control terminal. The software 
includes facilities for entering, editing and the saving of system 
parameter files for specific operating frequencies. This control mode also 
provides a means for changing the operating parameters dynamically. 

4.5.2.5 Microprocessor-based vacuum control system 

As discussed in last year's report {)}, we decided to use a SABUS micro
computer to control the vacuum systems, using specialised interfaces where 
necessary. 

Each control station provides for the reading of up to 16 vacuum gauges 
and 192 binary status inputs, and for the control of 64 binary status 
outputs. The front panel and its interface to the microcomputer have been 
completed. This panel provides the interface between the operator and the 
vacuum control system. Communication between the front panel and the 
microcomputer is via an 8-bit wide bi-directional bus.. Data for display 
on the front panel is held in a 2 kbyte RAM which contains the most recent 
vacuum gauge readings and the status of all the pumps and valves in the 
system. This data is continuously clocked out and multiplexed on to 16 
six-digit displays and 256 status displays. Messages for the operator 
are displayed on a 32 character alphanumeric display, while operator input 
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is accepted on a 20 character keypad. 

The software was written in Pascal and stored in EPROM providing a stand
alone system. Software development was aided by a simulation system 
built before software development commenced. 

The system is presently being tested on vacuum hardware in the laboratory 
and is proving satisfactory. 

The use of a microprocessor has resulted in a flexible and easily 
upgradable system. 

4.5.2.6 Test facility for CAMAC modules 

Because of the large number and variety of CAMAC modules used in the 
control of the accelerator, it soon became important to develop a semi
automatic test facility for testing these modules. A microprocessor-based 
system is being developed for this purpose. Currently six types of module 
can be tested by a program which is controlled by a menu-driven display. 
The menu driver is part of a root program which calls in the appropriate 
program overlay from a floppy disk for the test. This method provides a 
flexible and easy way to cope with a large variety of modules. 
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SECTION 5 THE BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

5.1 Introduction 

Assembly of the transfer beamline between SPC1 and the SSC is progressing 
well, and all dipole and quadrupole magnets have been mounted, excepting 
the last 5 quadrupoles which cannot be placed in position until field 
measurements on the SSC magnets have been completed. The first diagnostic 
chambers have been aligned and the diagnostic equipment for Che first 
section of the transfer beamline is in place. All diagnostic chambers, 
dipole vacuum chambers and beam pipe for this section have been vacuum-
tested. Four bi-directional steering magnets have been constructed and 
are ready for mounting on Che transfer beamline. 

The rotating-coil harmonic analyser has been used very successfully to 
measure the harmonic content of the 20 quadrupole magnets for the transfer 
beamline, and for precise location of the magnetic centre of these magnets. 
The effective lengths of these quadrupoles, and also of Che 4 transfer 
beamline dipoles, have also been measured, together with their excitation 
curves (i.e. field versus current). 

Sixty quadrupoles for the external ("high" energy) beamlines have been 
delivered and fitted with survey alignment bushes. The first two dipoles 
after extraction have been shipped, with a 90 dipole for the vertical 
beamline for isotope production due to follow shortly. Three large 90 
analysing magnets for the experimental area monochromators have also been 
ordered, together with the three switching magnets for isotope production, 
radiotherapy, and the experimental target areas, respectively. A prototype 
dipole steering magnet for the external beamlines has recently been 
completed in our workshops and is now being tested. Certain of the 
diagnostic devices for the external beamline have already been delivered, 
but the rest of these items are still on order. The stainless steel beam 
pipes for these beamlines have also been ordered. 

The interactive graphics version of Che program TRANSPORT has been completed 
except for implementation of hard-copy routines for Che new plotter. A 
microprocessor-based control system for the vacuum system has been compleced 
and is currently being tested in the vacuum laboratory on a beamline 
containing a representative array of diagnostic devices, pumps, valves 
etc. 

5.2 Transfer Beamline 

The four dipole magnets and 15 of the 20 quadrupole magnets making up the 
transfer beamline have now been mounted in their final positions in the 
transfer beamline. The first 5 quadrupoles and 3 of the dipoles have been 
aligned by our surveyor «»- . the upper half of each magnet has since been 
lifted off to permit the vacuum chambers and beam pipe to be installed. 
This first section of beamline can be seen in figure I, in which some of 
the diagnostic devices can also be seen in position. 

Two of the four bi-directional steering magnets constructed in our workshop 
are shown in figure 2. The design and construction of the prototype have 
been discussed earlier {1} and details are reported elsewhere {2}, 
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5.2.1 Harmonic analyser 

The rotating-coil harmonic analyser described last year has been delivered 
and has performed extremely well. We have used it to measure the harmonic 
content of all 20 quadrupole magnets for the transfer beamline. This device 
can be seen in figure 3, with the first of many quadrupoles for the external 
beamlines ready for analysis. 

A typical plot resulting from such a measurement is shown in figure 4. 
From the amplitudes of the various peaks, arising from Fourier analysis of 
the waveform obtained from the rotating asymmetric coil, we are able to 
determine the percentage of each multipole present, relative to the quadru
pole component. 

The device also proves to be extremely sensitive to misalignment of the 
magnet, with a sensitivity better than 0,05 ran, and can therefore be used 
to align the survey bushes on the magnet. Any misalignment causes a dipole 
component to appear, which is immediately visible on the display. As the 
rotating coil is long, extending well beyond the mirror-plates of the 
magnet, the results show the harmonic content integrated along the axis of 
rotation, which could, in principle permit a rotational misalignment to 
give a false zero dipole component. However this was checked using a 
colloidal suspension of magnetite in a small glass holder: when illuminated 
by two bright fibre-optics light sources and viewed through a theodolite, 
the magnetic centre is plainly visible as a small dot at the intersection 
of two bright lines. This is shown in figure 5. 

5.3 External Beamlines 

Sixty quadrupole magnets (with 75 and 100 mm nominal apertures respectively) 
for the external beamlines have recently been delivered. Each magnet has 
been fitted with a pair of survey alignment bushes ("CERN plugs"). A 
number of these quadrupoles are seen in figure 6, prior to being mounted 
in their stands. Once mounted, the survey bushes will of course be 
vertically above the optical axis of the quadrupole, as in figure 3. The 
specifications for these quadrupoles were given in last year's annual 
report. 

Three large 90 analysing magnets {3} have been ordered for the double-
monochromator systems serving the experimental target areas. The two 
systems share the first of these 2 m radius dipoles, as well as the nine 
quadrupoles on the beamline between the first two dipoles. The third 
dipole then forms the second stage of the double monochromator serving the 
future spectrometer area. The specifications are summarised in table I. 

Switching magnets to serve the isotope production, radiotherapy and 
experimental target rooms respectively, have also been ordered {4}. The 
specifications for these three switching magnets are summarised in table 2. 

A number of steering magnets will be needed for these external beamlines. 
In principle one requires a pair of vertical steerers and one horizontal 
steerer (using another dipole to complete the pair) for every straight 
section of beamline. Where space permits the horizontal and vertical 
steering can be achieved using separate magnets. A prototype dipole 
steering magnet which can be fitted around a 100 mm nominal diameter beam 
pipe has been constructed in our workshop and is at present being tested. 
This air-cooled prototype can be seen in figure 7. This magnet is similar 
to those used at GANJL in France {5}. 
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Table 1 Double-monochromator magnet parameters 

Magnet Type : D90 

Number ordered : 3 
Angle of bend : 90° 
Radius of bend : 2,0 m 
Max. field (B) : 1,2 T 
Edge angles {&ltQ2) : Double-focusing 
Total gap height : 60 mm 
Min. uniform field width : 100 mm 
Tolerance on effective length : ±0,5% 
Max. inhomogeneity (AB/B) : 5 x lO*" 

Table 2 Switching magnet parameters 

Magnet Type : S30 S45 S60 

Number ordered : 1 1 1 
Angle of bend (max) : ±30° ±45° ±60° 
Particle rigidity (BP) : 1,6 T-m 2,4 T-m 2,4 T-m 
Edge angles (31,62) • 0° 0° 0° 
Min. usable gap height : 40 mm 40 mm 40 mm 
Min. uniform field width : 40 mm 40 mm 40 mm 
Max. inhomogeneity (AB/B) : 5 y. 10"" 5 x 10"1» 5 x IO"" 
No. of exit ports : 7 3 9 
Angle between ports : 10° 45° 15° 

In order to increase the homogeneity of the magnet, calculations were done 
to determine the optimum size of shims to be added to the pole faces: a 
plot of the magnetic flux lines calculated for the shimmed magnet is shown 
in figure 8. With a current of 5A in the pair of coils the maximum field 
B 0 is 0,445 tesla, and the effective length is 263 mm. If we define the 
radial field uniformity U(r) across the median plane at the centre of the 
magnet by the equation 

then for r - 40 mm we measured U • 3,55% without shims and U * 1,78% with 
shims, i.e. almost a factor of 2 better, while at smaller radii the 
improvement is even better as evidenced by the flatter curve in figure 9. 
Investigation is continuing to see if greater homogeneity can be achieved 
by altering the shim dimensions, before proceeding with the manufacture of 
a large number of identical magnets. 
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5.4 Interactive TRANSPORT program 

An interactive graphics ccuputer program TIPP (i.e. TRANSPORT Interactive 
Plotting Package) has been written for the control computer. This enables 
the operator to use or edit previous data files, and run a first-order 
version of TRANSPORT, generating displays of beam envelopes, single rays 
and beam ellipses for any beamline. A new plotter has also been acquired 
for use with this essential program. We hope later to be able to display 
the measured beam ellipses alongside the calculated ones, to compare the 
predicted and actual behaviour of the beam at various points along the 
beamline. A simplified flow diagram of this program is given in figure 10. 
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Fig. 1 Part of the transfer beamline, immediately after extraction from 

SPC1. 

Fig. 2 Two of the bi-directional steering magnets for the transfer beamline 
made in our workshops. 
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Fig. 3 The r o t a t i n g - c o i l harmonic analyser , with a quadrupole ready for 
measurement. 
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Fig. 4 Amplitudes of the harmonics obtained by Fourier analysis of the 
waveform from the ro t a t i ng -co i l analyser . 
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Fig. 5 The magnetic centre of a quadrupole, obtained using a magnetic 
suspension and two light sources. 

Fig. 6 Some of the 60 quadrupoles magnets for the external beamlines, 
before mounting on their cradles. 
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Fig. 7 Prototype steering magnet for the external bearulines. 

Fig. 8 Magnetic flux lines calculated for the external beamline steering 
magnet (with shims). 
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5.5 Beam Diagnostics for Beamlines 

5.5.1 Introduction 

With the aid of the beam diagnostic equipment the various beam properties 
will be determined along the beamline not only to optimize the beam trans
fer but also to set up the various beamlines in as short a time as possible. 

During the past year installation of the beam diagnostic equipment for the 
transfer beamline has begun and some of the electronic systems have been 
tested and installed, while others are still in the process of being 
manufactured. Furthermore various diagnostic components for the high-energy 
beamlines have been tested for acceptance and delivered, while the remaining 
components are at various stages of the manufacturing process. The cooling 
computations for the Faraday cups and slits have received special attention. 

5.5.2 Beam diagnostic equipment for the transfer beamline 

The exact position and orientation of the diagnostic equipment was 
determined during the previous year and is summarized in figure 1. The 
various connections between diagnostic chambers and the beam pipe, which 
is often done with bellows to allow for chamber adjustment, is also 
illustrated in this figure. 

Installation of the diagnostic equipment is in progress and the components 
in the first straight section are already in position as illustrated in 
figure 2. The most essential spare components for all the devices have 
been identified, ordered and delivered. 

5.5.2.1 Beam profile scanners 

Eight beam profile scanners have been delivered and tested. A typical 
scanner is shown in figure 3. The whole head design was modified to 
attain the desired low noise performance, which is i 300 pA, as illustrated 
in figure 4. The scanner electronics was tested with specially designed 
test electronics to simulate the CAMAC interface (see figure 5). 

5.5.2.2 Segmented scrapers 

The segmented scrapers have been delivered and some have already been 
installed inside the beam pipe in a quadrupole. A typical segmented 
scraper is illustrated in figure 6. 

5.5.2.3 Harp electronics 

The electronics for the harps was tested and three special test modules 
were built for the final acceptance tests and also for future maintenance 
and calibration of the electronics. The three modules are: 

(i) harp test electronics to simulate the CAMAC interface (see 
figure 7); 

(ii) a channel selector to select one of 47 channels to inject 
current for test and calibration purposes (see figure 7); and 

(iii) a module to generate timing signals to drive one current-to-
voltage converter module which consists of 8 current-to-voltagc 
converter amplifiers. This module will mainly be used for 
calibration purposes. 
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A detailed calibration procedure has been set up and tests are being carried 
out with 2Ú m and 40 m lengths of 50-core individually-screened cable to 
determine the effect of the cable on the calibrated electronic system. 

5 .5 .2 .4 Emittance electronics 

This system was also tested to determine the accuracy of the system especially 
as a function of temperature {1}. An emittance electronics test unit was 
built (see figure 8) to simulate various test pulses and to operate the 
signal processing and amplifier unit without the computer and CAMAC. The 
tests have shown that a temperature-stable environment (±2 C) is recommended 
for current measurements to an accuracy of ±10% at 100 pA full-scale reading. 
We have decided to start with the emittance measurements without any 
temperature control and to evaluate its necessity under real operating 
conditions. 

5.5.2.5 Pneumatic actuator control electronics 

This control system illustrated in figure 9 consists of a standard 483 mm 
(19-inch) cardframe, containing 8 plug-in type control modules, each of 
which operates a pneumatic actuator. Various alarm conditions and status 
signals have been accounted for. These modules are linked by hard-wired 
connections for some alarm conditions to the safety interlock system, and 
by CAMAC to the computer control system. Two cardframes have been built and 
tested and are being installed in the low-energy electronics area. 

5.5.2 .6 Faraday cup bias-supply 

This unit, incorporating both a bias voltage supply and a sensing unit, has 
been designed and is presently being built. It consists of a 483 mm 
(19-inch) cardframe containing 15 plug-in type modules, a prototype of 
which has been tested. Each module supplies the desired bias voltage 
(typically of a few hundred volts) to the secondary-electron suppression 
electrode of a Faraday cup and contains also a sensor to monitor the voltage 
on the electrode itself to ensure that the voltage is applied. Vacuum 
sensors are continuously monitored to switch off the high voltage for safety 
reasons if the vacuum enclosure of the beamline is opened. 

5.5.2.7 Beam current measurement 

A system based on the logarithmic current amplifier technique, described 
previously {2}, is under construction. During the initial beam production 
with SPC1 in January this year, preliminary tests were carried out on a 
prototype logarithmic current amplifier (connected via CAMAC to a micro
processor) under real operating conditions. Trial current measurements 
were made during the limited time available by injecting current directly at 
a probe from a current source during cyclotron operation. Under these 
conditions periods of severe noise interference were observed which could 
not be filtered out, on account of the non-linear response of any logarithmic 
current amplifier. This effect could not be repeated when we later attempted 
to identify the source of interference. We decided to construct an 80-channel 
beam current measurement system for beam currents on Faraday cups, beam stops, 
slits, segmented scrapers and various screens along the transfer beamline. 
The system is managed by a local microprocessor unit and connected by CAMAC 
to the control computer. With the aid of reed relays preceding each 
amplifier, test currents can be applied to calibrate each amplifier or to 
test its performance with or without connection to the beamline diagnostic 
device. The current to be measured may also be applied to the amplifier or 
alternatively diverted to earth during self-calibration or power failure. 
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5.5.3 Beam diagnostic equipment for the high-energy beamlines 

The detail design of various beam diagnostic components on order was 
finalised during the past year. The detailed mechanical drawings were 
submitted to and checked by the NAC before manufacture commenced. The 
following components are to be delivered before the end of this year: 

(i) fifty beam diagnostic chambers; of the four types two are 
idential to those of the transfer beamline, 

(ii) ten pneumatic actuators with ten harps, which are identical 
to those of the transfer beamline, 

(iii) twenty-three beam profile scanners, also identical to those of 
the transfer beamlins, 

(iv) eleven Faraday cups with their pneumatic actuators, 

(v) seventeen double linear high-vacuum feedthroughs, and 

(vi) fifteen slit systems. 

These components are at various stages of the manufacturing process as 
witnessed during a recent visit to the manufacturer. However, acceptance 
tests have already been carried out on a number of components which have 
now been delivered, namely: 

(i) five capacitive phase probes (as illustrated in figure 10), 

(ii) sixteen segmented apertures (as illustrated in figure 11), 

(iii) twenty-five segmented scrapers; 7 have a diameter of 76,2 mm • 
an'' 18 a diameter of 101,2 mm (see figure 12), and 

(iv) one harp electronic system to serve up to 8 harps. Apart 
from minor modifications this system is identical to the 
one ordered for the transfer beamline. 

Three scanner electronic systems (each one serving up to 8 scanners) 
have been tested and accepted, and will be delivered shortly. Some spare 
components have already been ordered while those of other devices are being 
identified. 

5.5.3.1 Cooling computations for Faraday cups and slits 

Elaborate cooling calculations were carried out for various proton energies 
and intensities as well as for various physical dimensions {3,4}. It was soon 
realised that our specification* for minimum beam sizes for various beam 
energies and intensities were near the limit of any successful cooling of 
the devices. The broadening of the beam in the cup as a result of scattering 
was also taken into account since it is a considerable advantage from a 
cooling point of view. The two important criteria are the maximum 
temperature in the material (which should be less than about 900 C) and 
the maximum power density (i.e. watts/cm2) at the cooling surface (which 
should be typically less than 250 W/cm 2). From these cooling calculations: 

with the assumption that 90% of the beam (with a parabolic intensity-
distribution) lies within a radius R of a circular beam spot, the minimum 
allowable beam size can be deduced. These calculations are summarized below: 
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Proton energy Maximum 
beam 
intensity 

Minimum allowable beam 
radius R Proton energy Maximum 

beam 
intensity In Faraday cup On slit jaws 

25 MeV 
100 MeV 
200 MeV 

100 uA 
100 pA 
10 pA 

R = t. mm 
R = 2 ran 
R = 2 mm 

R = 3 mm 
R = 4 mm 
R = 2 mm 

The results for the Faraday cup were determined for an aperture of 90 mm. 
For a Faraday cup with a 60 mm aperture, the situation is less critical 
since the cooled surfaces are nearer to the axis. The cup itself is a 
cylindrical copper block with a depth of 50 mm of which all surfaces are 
water-cooled except the front face. Our initial requirements with a 4 mm 
beam diameter could just be met. 

Each slit jaw consists of a copper block 80 mm high by 40 mm wide and 48 mm 
deep which is water-cooled on all sides except the front face and the 
side facing the other jaw. It is evident that the present design cannot 
cope with the initial requirements of dissipating both 25 and 100 MeV 
proton beams (at 100 pA) with 4 mm diameter. One would have to seek 
alternative solutions like a sandwich assembly with pyrolitic graphite, 
but since this would have had considerable additional financial implications 
we decided to accept the above specifications and to ensure by other means 
that the full beam will not impinge on a jaw. 

5.5.3.2 Secondary-electron suppression electrodes for Faraday cups 

Owing to the required dimensions of the Faraday cup, the confined space 
through the CF150 mounting flanges and the length of the secondary-electron 
suppression electrode needed in front of the cup, it was found to be 
necessary to mount these electrodes in the diagnostic chambers separately 
from the Faraday cup. Special brackets will now be provided on all 
chambers to mount this electrode and the screen in front of it. The 
electrical connections will be supplied through vacuum feedthroughs on a 
CF35 flange on the chamber. 

5.5.3.3 The capacitive phase probes 

The aperture of these probes was defined to be 45 mm owing to the beam size. 
The dimensions of the probes were then optimized for our beam requirements. 
Computed beam pulse signals are illustrated in figure 13 for a 45 mm 
length of the inner pick-up ring. 
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Auslegungen der Faradaytassen, Sept. 1983. 



Fig. 1 Layout of the transfer beamline diagnostic elements, with sections. 
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Fig. 2 Part of the first straight section of the transfer beamline, showing 

some of the beam diagnostic components mounted onto diagnostic chambers. 

Fig. 3 Front view of the beam profile scanner for fixed installation on a 
diagnostic chamber. The entrance aperture for the beam is 55 mm. 
The I mm thick tantalum wire is driven by a DC motor and is usually 
parked outside the beam by the electronic system. 
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Fig. 4 Typical noise performance (i.e.±300 pA) of a beam profile scanner 
measured with an oscilloscope with I Mft input impedance. This noise 
is measured without the scanner electronics. 

' 'í^í-r «'-'^•'* 

Fig. 5 The scanner electronics test equipment to simulate the CAMAC inter
face. 
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Fig. 6 A segmented scraper for the transfer beamline. It consists of four 
90° segments which are individually insulated. The scraper is 200 mm 
long and fits into a beam pipe with an aperture of 152 mm. 

'4: ' "\ =•/ „"i_*. ' !*i, •• .VV-f.''' 

Fig. 7 The harp electronics test equipment (bottom) to simulate the CAMAC 
interface,and a harp channel selector (top) to inject current for 
test and calibration purposes into I of 48 channels (i.e. the harp 
has 47 wires in each p l a n e ) . 
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Fig. 8 The emittance electronics test equipment to simulate the CAMAC 
interface and to generate various test pulses to operate the signal 
processing and amplifier unit of the emittance measurement system. 

wtk * Agj&Kfcs. 

Fig. 9 The pneumatic actuator control electronics to operate and control 
eight actuators, either locally or via CAMAC. Various alarm con
ditions and status signals have been accounted for. 
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Fig. 10 Rear view of the capacitive phase probe designed for the high-
energy beamline, with the laminated copper plate (needed for imp 
impedance matching) removed to expose the insulated support of the 
inner pick-up ring as well as the two bent copper plates which add 
additional capacitance to ensure correct 30 ' termination between 
inner and outer conductor. The lenth and aperture of the inner 
ring are both 45 mm. 
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Fig. II The segmented aperture. Various segments defining different apertures 
can be mounted on the same frame, which fits into a 150 mm opening. 

Fig. 12 Three types of segmented scrapers for the transfer beamline (left, 
see also figure 6) and the high-energy beamlines (the two on the 
right). These scrapers fit into beam pipes with apertures of 152, 
101 and 76 mm, respectively. 
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5.6 Beamline Vacuum System 

5.6.1 Envelope and pumping system for transfer beamline 

Preparations for installation of the vacuum envelope have been concluded 
with leak-testing of all bellows and tube assemblies, as well as the bending 
magnet vacuum chambers. The flange assemblies for the beam pipes were 
welded in our own workshop, and some flanges had to be re-machined after 
welding to satisfy the tight tolerances on parallelism and concentricity. 
Installation of the first section of the vacuum envelope is now complete. 

A pumping system is being provided for each of the three vacuum sections of 
this beamline as described in the 1983 annual report. The sections can be 
isolated from each other and from the cyclotrons with in-line valves for 
independent evacuation and venting. All pumps acquired have been tested 
to confirm their performance and the pumping stations have been assembled 
in the laboratory for developing and testing the vacuum control system 
(see figure 1). 

5.6.2 Vacuum control system for transfer beamline 

Development of the vacuum control system for this beamline (see figure 2) 
has been completed this year and first tests in the laboratory are 
satisfactory. All pumps and two vacuum meters as well as six valves on 
each section are controlled by a microprocessor with a mimic panel, both 
developed at the NAC (see section 4.5.2.5). One vacuum meter measures 
the pressure in the relevant beamline section and the other at the turbo-
pump. Both these pressures are displayed on the mimic panel. The gauges 
cover a pressure range between 1000 and I0~B mbar. Four valves are used 
to isolate each beamline section or its turbo-pump separately, and two 
arc used for venting them. The operational status of the pumps and valves 
is also displayed with LED's on the mimic panel. 

The control system is operated through a 20-key keyboard and a 32-character 
alphanumeric display for messages to the operator. There is a manual 
mode in which pumps and valves can be operated individually and an automatic 
mode where a pre-programmed operating procedure will be followed for 
evacuation and venting of each beamline section. 

A number of interlocks are programmed into the control procedures 
in the microprocessor. All interlocks are operative in the automatic as 
well as in the manual mode. The isolation valves for each beamline section 
will not open if the pressure difference across them exceeds 30 mbar. 
The turbo-pumps are isolated if their speed drops below 80% of the nominal 
running speed. For venting a beamline section or turbo-pump its isolation 
valves must be closed. 

5.6.3 High-energy beamline vacuum system 

The vacuum which is required for the high-energy beamlines is determined 
by a satisfactory transmission for the beam. It is estimated that with 
a pressure of 3 x lO-1* Pa, transmission values of more than 85% can be 
obtained even for beams with the lowest energy and the highest mass of 
the ions anticipated to be accelerated in our facility. The positions and 
pumping speeds of the various pumps required on these beamlines were 
determined using the pressure as the most important criterion. 

The layout of the high-energy beamlines was shown in the 1983 annual report. 
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The first layout for the vacuum envelopes has been completed and work on 
the detailed de ign is now in progress. For efficient control of the 
vacuum, the beamline is divided into 17 sections, separated from each 
other with isolation valves. The sections can therefore be evacuated and 
vented independently. The conductances through the various beam diagnostic 
elements and pipes strongly influence the local pressure and calculations 
were done to establish the pressure at the centre of each element in the 
various sections and on the beamlines as a whole, taking into account the 
outgassing and the conductance oi each element. 

The results obtained for the pressure in the centre of each element on the 
line from the SSC to the high-energy experimental area are shown in figure 3. 
The average pressure is lower than 3 x 10" Pa, using pumps of 50 H/s 
each and an outgassing rate of 1 * 10" Pa m s~ . For an outgassing rate 
of 5 x io*6 Pa m s , pumps of 150 S./s will be just sufficient. Similar 
results were obtained for the lines to the isotope production area and 
to the radiotherapy area. 

The feasibility of using ion-getter pumps where possible was also investigated 
because of their economy. Where two pumps must be used on a long section, 
one should preferably be an ion-getter pump. Results show that a turbo-
molecular pump with a capacity of 150 l/s will create a vacuum at the 
position of the ion-getter pump which will be low enough (<2 * 10 _ 3Pa) for 
the ion-getter pump to be started. 

In total we will need approximately 21 such pumps or pumping stations for 
these beamlines, and negotiations with suppliers for purchasing the 
equipment are now in progress. 
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Fig. I Test assembly of vacuum equipment and vacuum control system for 
the transfer beamline. 

U;. 2 Mimic pane! and microprocessor control system for the transfer 
beamline vacuum system. 
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Fig. 3 The computed pressures at various points along the high-energy 
beamline between the SSC and the experimental areas, using pumps 
with speeds of 50 £/s and 150 £/s respectively. For the latter, 
a computation was also performed for a five-fold ir-rease in the 
outgassing rate,(F=5). 
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SECTION 6 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

6.1 Introduction 

Much of the work undertaken by the mechanical section is described in the 
relevant sections of this report; therefore only a few of the items will 
be discussed here. 

The major components which have been designed during the past year include:-

(a) for SPCI 

(i) the 2nd magnetic channel MEK.2, 
(ii) the electrostatic extraction channel, and 

(iii) co-ordinate encoder (x,y) 

(b) for the SSC 

(i) the coupling capacitor, 
(ii) the septum magnet SPM1, 

(iii) short circuit plates and driving mechanisms, 
(iv) resonator trolleys, 
(v) injection and extraction valley vacuum chambers, 
(vi) trolleys for the valley vacuum chambers, and 
(vii) central region platforms. 

Many of these components are at present being manufactured by South African 
companies, with our technical staff monitoring progress and quality. Our 
own workshop is also deeply involved and is utilised for work requiring 
a close understanding of our special requirements. 

6.2 SPCI 

6.2.1 Electrostatic extraction channel 

The mechanical design of this complex component, which guides the beam 
from its final orbit into its extraction path, has design parameters 
requiring high insulation, indirect cooling of the anti-septum and direct 
cooling of the septum. The orbit gap must have a range of adjustment of 
12 mm and the channel as a whole must be adjustable by up to 35 mm with a 
variable angle as well. The final design is shown in figure I. 

The unit has been detailed and is at present being manufactured in our 
workshop. 

6.2.2 Co-ordinate encoder (x,y) 

An x,y-co-ordinate measuring apparatus has been built to facilitate the 
rapid positioning and alignment of any component in the SPCI central region. 
The base axis of the apparatus is kept at a fixed distance from the centre 
of the cyclotron by two nylon wheels which reference to the concentric 
sealing rim of the vacuum chamber. The other axis cantilevers at right 
angles from the base ax's and carries a small carriage from which repeatable 
measurement can be taken. The co-ordinates are read directly from x and 
y shaft-encoders with a resolution of 0,1 mm. Due to its high mechanical 
precision, the apparatus has an absolute accuracy of ±0,1 mm in the central 
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region decreasing to ±0,3 mm at the outer limit of the measurable area. 
The apparatus is shown in figure 2. 

6.3 SSC 

6.3.! Valley vacuum chambers 

Detailing and tendering were all done in the second half of 1983 and the 
manufacturing contract was awarded to an SA company which has started 
manufacture of both chambers. These chambers will house the main bulk of 
the diagnostic equipment and this required careful investigation as to the 
position and type of the many ports in the chambers which are clearly 
seen on figure 3. 

6.3.2 Resonators 

A great deal of interest was shown in the arrival early this year of the 
first resonator which has now been assembled on its special stand. Assembly 
was carried out by the manufacturer and our workshop staff. 

Special frames were constructed for supporting the inner and outer conductor 
assemblies, for attachment of the inner deltas to the inner conductors and 
for removal of the lower trimming capacitors. 

The extension of the inner delta cooling tubes up the inner conductors 
was completed on site prior to assembly. After assembly the total structure 
was vacuum-tested successfully, and the critical deflections were measured 
and compared with results obtained from a finite-element analysis done 
prior to manufacture. 

Two minor problems are currently receiving attention. These involve the 
alignment of the rods operating the trimming capacitor contact fingers 
and distortions in the bellows around the trimming capacitor adjustment 
screws. 

Delivery of the second resonator was completed at the end of the period 
under review. 

6.3.3 Resonator short-circuit plate 

The short-circuit plate is a solid copper plate of 1265 mm O.D. and 511 mm 
I.D. The total number of contacts is 696, of which 216 are on the inner 
resonator tube and 480 on the outer resonator tube. Cooling is provided 
by one hollow copper conductor soldered to the short-cirruit plate. This 
coil has 10 mm I.D. and a total length of 16m. 

The method of providing contact pressure is similar to that used on SPC1, 
i.e. with two contacts soldered onto a spring-loaded contact finger. 
Contact pressures per finger are 400 g on the outer and 600 g on the 
inner resonator tubes. Because of close manufacturing tolerances and the 
method of installation of the resonator tubes, the required retraction 
is only 5 mm on the outer conductor and 3 mm on the inner conductor. For 
this reason, the retracting mechanism is simplified compared to the SPCI 
short-circuit plate, tor operation, the contacts are arranged into 12 
groups, each with a retracting mechanism onto a fixed ring and a movable 
ring operated by 6 bellows as shown in figure 4. 
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A test segment with one operating mechanism and an additional guide system 
to compensate for the imbalance of forces, has been manufactured and tested. 
The first test, running for 16 440 cycles showed up some shortcomings in 
the shape of the contact fingers and the position of the contacts. 

New contact fingers had to be manufactured and the test was then repeated, 
this time reaching 23 820 cycles, enough for a life-span of 20 years. 
Although a crack of approximately 3 mm length appeared on one of the inner 
contact fingers near the weld after 1 400 cycles, it did not lengthen until 
the test reached 23 820 cycles. We have sL.ce established that the crack 
occurred during the welding operation. A local company has started 
manufacturing these short-circuit plates. 

6.3.4 Short-circuit plate transport system 

Owing to space limitations, a telescoping pusher system has to be used to 
move the short-circuit plates. Each pusher is sealed with a double seal, 
having a guard vacuum between the seals. 

The movement for pushing the short-circuit plates is transmitted by a type 
of chain which can bend only in one direction. 

These chains are used in pairs, forming a solid rod when placed back to 
back. 

When tested, it was found that resistance against buckling was very good 
for a load of 400 kg, which is sufficient for the weight of the short-
circuit plate plus vacuum and friction forces. Design of the system has 
been completed and is shown in figure 5. 

6.4 Cooling System 

The completed cyclotron cooling system was commissioned during October 
1983. The contractor who was responsible for the installation is also 
now responsible for maintaining the plant during the first year of 
operation. Major problems were experienced on two large chillers which 
failed to operate properly due to seal failures. The stainless steel 
accelerator pumps also presented some problems due to incorrect oil 
seals and excessive vibration on some pumps. 

Cooling pl<uit pipework was extended into the SSC vault and SSC resonator 
amplifier areas and no further extensions will be necessary until the 
high-energy beamline is assembled. 

Manifolds have been completed for all the SSC main magnets. During the 
next few months the manifolds for the low-energy beamline and SSC resona
tors will also be completed. The manifolds for the SPCI resonators were 
also completed during the past >ear. 

The main users of the cooling system at the present time are the SSC main 
magnets, the power supplies, occasionally the SSC resonator amplifiers 
and the air-conditioning load provided by the computer rooms. The total 
maximum load is about one megawatt and this is too small to test the 
system effectively as its maximum capability is about six megawatts. 
This has meant that during the first year guarantee period the system 
will not have run with sufficient load for a period long enough to detect 
all faults. 
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Figure 6 shows a general view of the heat-exchanger room where all the 
equipment for the accelerator circuits is housed. Figure 7 is a general 
view of the chiller plant room containing the five chillers and all the 
pumps except those on the accelerator circuits. Figure 8 is a view of 
the cooling tower area showing the large cooling tower containing four 
independent sections and the three closed-circuit fluid coolers. 

A special feature of this system is the industrial programmable controller 
which allows for unattended operation of the system. This unit will 
switch chillers, together with their associated equipment, on and off as 
the load requires and will by-pass equipment that develops a fault during 
operation. 
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Fig. I General arrangement of electrostatic channel for SPCl. 
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Fig. 2 Co-ordinate encoder showing x and y carriages with associated 
encoders. 

Fig. 3 Layout of extraction valley vacuum chamber. 
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Fig. 4 General arrangement of resonator short-circuit plate. 
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Fig. 5 Short-circuit plate transport system. 
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Fig. 6 General view of heat exchanger plant. 

Fig. 7 The chiller plant room. 



Fig. 8 The three fluid coolers and the four-section cooling tower. 
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SECTION 7 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

7.1 Introduction 

The Electrical Engineering Division of the NAC is involved in many aspects 
of the work on the various accelerators, notably the acquisition and testing 
of power supplies for the numerous magnets, and the design and construction 
of interfaces and drivers required for special applications. 

Only a small number of these projects will be described here as the majority 
of tasks completed during the year were part of larger projects dealt with 
in detail elsewhere in this report. 

7.2 Power Supplies 

During the past year sixty-seven power supplies were specified and ordered, 
bringing the total number of supplies ordered to date to approximately one 
hundred and eighty units, of which a hundred and forty have been delivered. 
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the power supply room with the 140 power 
supplies. Approximately 80% of these have been tested. Although all power 
supplies are tested prior to leaving the factory the final tests are done 
on our premises before installation. The supplies undergo the following 
tests: long and short-term stability, ripple factor, interlocking functions 
and interfacing with our computer control system. Stability tests are 
carried out as shown in figure 2. An instrument (indicated by the dotted 
lines) designed and constructed at the NAC provides a very stable analogue 
voltage supplied by a twenty-bit digital-to-analogue converter, which is 
compared to the signal from the main current-sensor by a stable and noise-
free operational amplifier. The deviation between the two signals is then 
recorded. 

A gain of 1 x 101* is used so that a 1 micro-volt input drift is represented 
by a 10 mV signal at the recorder. This enables a drift of one part per 
million to be clearly seen. When starting the test the recorder is brought 
to its zero position by adjusting the reference voltage to the voltage from 
the current sensor. This is done automatically by a slow counter which 
increases or decreases the output voltage of the digital-to-analogue 
converter until the two voltages correspond. A switch is then thrown, 
locking the reference voltage. The current-sensor used to measure the 
current from the power supply is a high-stability direct-current transformer 
or a water-cooled shunt. The shunt is usually used only when measuring 
currents below 500 amperes. The temperature of the cooling water passing 
through the power supply is monitored and recorded on the same graph as the 
current to show any deviations due to cooling water temperature. The 
remote control functions are tested using a Camac power supply control 
module. 

7.3 Instrumentation 

7.3. 1 A_ temperature gauge for Cryopumps 

A temperature gauge was designed and constructed to monitor the temperature 
of the vacuum cryopumps using copper-constantin thermocouples. The range 
required was 10 K to 350 K with a resolution of 1°. Four adjustable set-
points are provided which operate one of four separate relays when the 
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sensor temperature reaches the set-point temperature. 

A block diagram of the design is shown in figure 3. The thermocouple input 
voltage is first amplified via the differential amplifier while any ac 
noise pickup is filtered out by the low-pass filter. As the thermocouple 
output is dependent on ambient temperature, 0 C compensation is provided 
from the ambient temperature sensor combined with a fixed offset voltage 
via the summing amplifier. (The ambient-temperature sensor is placed in 
close thermal proximity to the reference junction of the thermocouple.) 
The resulting difference signal is passed to a 12-bit ADC. As the input 
signal is non-linear, especially below SOK, we decided to use an EPROM 
as a look-up table to linearize the output signal. The output from EPROMI 
is in binary and is converted to bed via EPR0M2. The binary output is 
also fed to a 12-bit ADC to provide the linearized analogue output of 
the gauge as well as input to the comparator circuit which compares the 
temperature reading to 4 set-point values, which in turn drive the set-
point relays via buffers. This same analogue output is also fed via an 
analogue multiplexer to the final ADC and display driver. The multiplexer 
allows one to display the set-point values on the front panel display by 
using the appropriate switch. 

7.3.2 Fast stepping-motor drivers 

A stepping-motor driver was constructed for driving motors where high torque 
and high speed is required. This system consists of a commercially available 
current amplifier connected to two printed circuit boards, designed in-
house, interfacing the current amplifiers to a Camac module. The interface 
board also allows the stepping motor to be driven in local mode, by-passing 
the Camac system. In local mode the speed, direction of rotation, and 
acceleration of the motor can be controlled. Figure 4 shows the circuit 
diagram of the two interface boards. At the top left of the diagram the 
inputs from the position controllers as well as the connections to the 
microprocessor used for controlling the interlocking functions can be seen. 
The bottom left corner shows the output to the current amplifier and the 
top right hand corner the connections to the front panel with indicating 
light and local controls. Figure 5 shows a front view of the assembled 
instrument. 

7.4 High Voltage Power Supplies 

To date three high-voltage (100 kV and over) power supplies have been 
purchased for the electrostatic extraction channels of SPC1 and the SSC. 
A fourth supply will be needed for SPC2. These four supplies should if 
possible be interchangeable, and therefore each supply has been given a 
digital code which is recognized by the control system working via the 
Camac power supply controller. All power supply data such as maximum 
voltage, maximum current etc. is stored by the computer under the code 
identifying that supply. In an emergency any high voltage supply may be 
used and the computer will automatically identify it and adjust the 
instructions accordingly. An interface system was built to interface the 
power supplies to the Camac control system and to incorporate several 
interlocks not normally included in the supplies. Each power supply now 
has three levels of control. A "stand-alone" mode can be selected with 
a switch inside the power supply. In this mode the power supply is 
controlled from its own front panel and all the interlocks built into the 
rack containing the interface system are inactive. This mode will normally 
not be used. If the "stand-alone" mode is not selected and the local/remote 
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switch on the front panel of the power supply is in the "local" position 
then control is transferred to the rack containing the interface system. 
In this mode all interlocks are active and the controls on the front panel 
are inactive. In "remote" mode control is transferred to the computer via 
Camac and the interface system. 
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F i g . 1 View of the power supply room. 
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Fig. 2 Circuit used for power supply stability tests. 
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PART B REPORT OF THE PRETORIA CYCLOTRON GROUP 

SECTION 8 

8. I Introduction 

The primary facility at the Group's disposal is a 110 cm variable-energy 
cyclotron with an external beamline leading to a separate experimental 
hall. The cyc-lotron is equipped for the bombardment of both internal and 
external targets for the production of radioisotopes; the machine is 
continually being upgraded and modernized and the extracted beam current 
has recently been increased to provide a suitable external deuteron beam 
for neutron therapy. The radioisotope production programme embraces 
research and development plus the routine production of radioisotopes, 
labelled compounds and radioactive sources for local medical and industrial 
use. Some long-lived radioisotopes are also produced for export in bulk. 
A fast-neutron therapy facility has almost been completed in collaboration 
with the Hillbrow and H F Verwoerd Hospitals of the Transvaal Provincial 
Administration (TPA). In support of the future neutron therapy programme, 
physical and radiobiological studies are being undertaken with fast neutrons. 
Services to industry and other organisations are rendered in the form of 
the regular supply of radioisotopes, preparation of special products and 
advice on the use of radioisotopes. 

The current activities of the PCG can be divided into the following six 
main categories: 

(a) Cyclotron operation and development 
(b) Production of radioisotopes 
(c) Neutron therapy facility 
(d) Radiation Physics 
(e) Radiobiology 
(f) Services to industry and other organisations. 

Progress in each of these categories is summarized in the following pages. 
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8.2 Cyclotron Operation and Development 

Sunmary: A re-designed ion source gas supply is facilitating a more stable 
yield from the ion source. A stabilizer for the main magnet was 
designed and installed. Modifications to the deflector shielding 
block and more fficient cooling of the system permit consistent 
deflection of higher internal currents. The additional electro
static channel did not improve the overall deflection efficiency 
as intended and further measurements have been postponed. The 
position of the active magnetic channel has been optimized and 
final adjustments to the therapy beamline completed. The 
extraction and transport of a high-intensity deuteren beam for 
neutron therapy has been successfully concluded. 

8.2.1 Maintenance and development 

Aside from the upgrading of the radiation safety interlock system, the 
design and manufacture of various control panels, the commissioning of a 
twelve-channel current monitor {1} and the laying of innumerable cables 
for the therapy facility, the following ancillary equipment was purchased 
and installed: 

(i) a remote-controlled HV power supply for the main 
deflector, 

(ii) a self-contained high-vacuum turbo-molecular pumping 
unit (0,3 m s - 1) for thc> therapy beamline, and 

(iii) a replacement for the existing main vacuum fore-pump 
which has been in use for 27 years. 

The gas supply system for the ion source has been replaced by a new unit 
with superior gas regulation characteristics. The new system employs a 
piezo-electric control valve that ensures a more stable and consistent 
yield from the ion source. Other new features of the re-designed system 
are the remote control facilities and the ability to mix gases at preset 
rates when operating the cyclotron at very low internal currents. Minor 
modifications to the remote control and pressure read-out circuitry are 
still required before the system becomes fully operational. The stability 
of the existing amplidyne and associated control circuitry was found to be 
inadequate for maintaining a stable external beam. This system has been 
replaced by a purpose-designed electronic control circuit, which results 
in a stable magnetic field (figure I). The beam-handling capacity of the 
deflection channel was improved by shielding the deflector from excess 
beam using a modified screening block attached to the septum. The 
capability of the system was further enhanced by the installation of a 
multi-piston pump and a freon cooling unit. Together these have resulted 
in better circulation and more efficient chilling of the coolant water. 
Beam currents of approximately 130 uA can now be deflected for prolonged 
periods without impairing the performance of the deflection channel. 

Owing to the priority allocated to the neutron therapy facility, the 
following projects have been temporarily postponed: 

(a) manufacture of new short-circuiting plates, 
(b) manufacture of the target transport system, and 
(c) modification of the ion «lource control and drive system. 
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8.2.2 Electrostatic deflection 

The initial results obtained using an additional electrostatic channel (El), 
which was designed to increase the overall transmission efficiency of the 
deflector system, have been discussed in a previous report {2}. Despite 
the utilization of a re-designed position encoder and display unit for El 
which functioned as intended, the use of two electrostatic channels in 
tandem did not produce the desired results. Under practical operating 
conditions the SiC wire invariably melted, thereby defeating its purpose. 
Further measurements with the channel have been postponed until the neutron 
therapy programme is well under way. 

8.2.3 Active magnetic channel 

The design and performance of the active magnetic channel (MC2) is described 
in the last annual report {3}. Owing to unforeseen difficulties in the 
production of isotopes downstream from MC2, the channel was relocated in 
the isotope production chamber, isotope targets are now inserted approxi
mately 70 mm upstream from the entrance to MC2 and the final positions of 
the passive magnetic (MCI) and the active magnetic channels are shown in 
figure 2. 

After fine adjustments along the length of the therapy beamline, it was 
found that some form of beam diagnosis was essential to assist in the 
optimization of the deuteron current intensity on the therapy target 14 m 
from the isotope production chamber. Three harps were designed and placed 
at various positions within the production chamber (before and after MC2 
and at the entrance to the therapy beamline). Each of the grids consists 
of II vertical and 5 horizontal tungsten wires (figure 3), respectively 
1 mm and 0,1 mm thick. The area covered is 130 mm in the horizontal 
direction and 12 mm in the vertical direction with each harp being able to 
withstand total beam currents of 15 \iA. These diagnostic units proved very 
effective in accurately centering the active channel and obtaining the 
horizontal and vertical beam profiles of the extracted beam as shown in 
figures 4 and 5. 

The positioning of the active magnetic channel, combined with the recent 
modifications to the main deflector system and the final alignment of the 
therapy beamline have all contributed to consistent beam currents in excess 
of 40 yA on the therapy target for prolonged periods. However, unacceptable 
beam losses during extraction and transport are still being experienced and 
will necessitate further attention. For practical purposes the extraction 
and transport of a high-intensity deuteron beam for neutron therapy has been 
successfully concluded and the necessary physical and biological measurements 
prior to patient treatment can now proceed. 

8.2.4 Utilization 

During the past year the total cyclotron operational time amounted to 
6656 hours. As in the previous year, the machine had to be shut down 
several times in order to implement essential modifications required for 
the therapy project. The cyclotron was available to users for 5533 hours, 
during which time 4049 beam hours were logged. This represents a running 
efficiency of 73,2%. 

A breakdown of the cyclotron utilization is given in table 1. 
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Table I Cyclotron operation 

Hours % 

Planned service 581 8,7 
Interruptions 54 J 8,1 
Radioisotope production 51 16 76,9 
Experiments 417 6,3 

Total 6656 100 Total 6656 

References 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/82-01 (CSIR, 1982) 
p 101 

2. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/83-01 (CSIR, 1983) 
p 189 

3. Ibid, p 190 
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Fig. 2 Schematic layout of cyclotron showing the vacuum chamber, dees, 
deflector DFL, isotope production chamber IPC, and the positions 
of magnetic channels MCI and MC2. 
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Fig. 3 One of three identical harps designed for centering MC2 and 
determining the horizontal and vertical beam profiles of the 
extracted beam. The lower cross-bar is a Cu heat sink for 
the 1 nun thick vertical tungsten wires. 

- o — Entrance to MC 2 (harp 1) 
•••— Exit from MC 2 ( „ 2) 
«a— Entrance to beamline( „ 3) 

- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 
Horizontal position (cm) 

Fig. 4 Horizontal beam profiles of the extracted beam as determined 
with the diagnostic harps positioned in the isotope production 
chamber. 
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Fig. 5 Vertical beam profiles of the extracted beam as determined by 
harp 2 at the exit from MC2 and harp 3 at the entrance to the 
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8.3 Production of Radioisotopes 

Summary; Attention was again given to various radioisotope production 
procedures along with the upgrading and extension of facilities. 
Improvements were introduced in the recovery of 5 2Fe, 5 5Fe, 8 5Sr 
and l l xIn from bombarded targets. In the case of 5 SFe the target 
preparation has been altered to give a product of higher specific 
activity. A method has been developed for the production of 

11In-oxine for labelling of blood platelets and the product is 
now produced on a routine basis. Investigations were initiated 
to study the feasibility of producing 2 8Mg and 5 7Co in the 
Pretoria cyclotron. The recycling of enriched 1 0 9Ag recovered 
from targets bombarded for the production of 1 0 9Cd has been 
started. 

In response to a call for registration of radiopharmaceuticals 
as medicines by the Registrar of Medicine, a final application 
for 67Ga-citrate has been submitted. Other applications are 
being prepared. 

Further improvements in the production facilities include better 
designed hot cells and a more efficient dispensing system for 
the radiopharmaceutical products. Other new items acquired 
include a laminar-flow cabinet, facilities for sterility tests 
and a water purification unit. 

8.3.1 Recovery of 5 2Fe from Cr targets 

A new procedure was developed, in collaboration with the Analytical 
Chemistry Division of the NCRL, to separate 5 2Fe from the chromium target 
material. Iron-52 (III), 6 6Ga and 6 7Ga are retained by the anion-exchange 
resin AG1-X2 in 9,0M HCl. Chromium, Cu and Zn pass through the resin and 
are completely eluted with 9,0M HCl. Iron-52 (III) is reduced and eluted 
with 6,0M HCl containing 0.05M HI (or Nal) while 6 6Ga and 6 7Ga are retained 
by the resin. The 5 2Fe eluate is evaporated to dryness, treated with HN0 3 

to expel the iodides and evaporated with HCl to convert the nitrates to 
chlorides. More than 95% of the 5 ZFe is recovered by this method. 

8.3.2 Production of 5 5Fe 

In the past, production of 5 5Fe from a manganese target has resulted in 
varying and sometimes unacceptably high levels of Fe in the final sample. 
Recent developments in target preparation include an electroplated layer 
of Ag between the Cu base and Mn layer to prevent the Fe present in the 
Cu base from being dissolved along with the Mn during the etching of the 
target, and the electroplating of targets in a smaller volume with a 
lower concentration of electrolytes to reduce the inclusion of Fe 
impurities during the electroplating step. 

In collaboration with the Analytical Chemistry Division of the NCRL, a 
method similar to the one described for 5 2Fe in paragraph 8.3.1 has been 
introduced to separate 5 5Fe from Mn targets. Iron-55 (III) is retained 
by AG1-X2 in 9,0M HCl while Mn, Cu and Zn pass through the resin and are 
eluted with 9,0M HCl. Iron-55 is eluted with 0,5M HCl, the eluate is 
evaporated to dryness and 5 5Fe dissolved in 10 ml of 1,0M HCl. More than 
95% of the 5 5Fe is recovered with extremely low levels of Mn, Cu and Zn 
present in the final solution. 
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To avoid the laborious absolute standardization procedures hitherto used 
to determine 5 5Fe recovered from bombarded targets, the possibility of 
using a commercial liquid scintillation counter was investigated. Using 
standardized 5 5Fe solutions (0,2 g FeCl3/i. in 0,5M HCl) of up to 1 ml in 
15 ml of 'Insta gell', a counting efficiency of 42% was obtained. Following 
the automatic quench correction, the efficiency was 98,6% indicating that 
reliable measurements of unknown samples can be made. In practice these 
measurements will alw? /s be compared with a standardized solution of 5 5Fe. 

8.3.3 Recovery of s 5Sr from RbCl targets 

The existing method for the separation of 8 5Sr from a RbCl target on 
the 50W-X12 cation-exchange resin has been revised to permit a quicker 
separation of the two elements. An investigation of the distribution 
coefficients of Sr and Rb on resin 50W-X8 indicated that by reducing the 
molarity of HCl, the conditions for the absorption of Sr over Rb were much 
improved. The present separation requires one tenth of the previous 
quantity of resin and washing solvent, and is consequently more efficient 
and quicker. 

8.3.4 Production of l x lIn and l uIn-oxine 

An improved procedure was introduced to separate i n I n from Fe(III), 
because traces of iron caused problems in the preparation of n iIn-oxine. 
The work was done in collaboration with the Analytical Chemistry Division 
of the NCRL. Iron(III) is retained by the resin (AG1-X2) in 9,0M HCl 
while 1 M I n passes through and is eluted with 9,0M HCl. The eluate is 
evaporated to dryness, the organic residue oxidized with HN0 3 and the 
nitrates are converted to chlorides by evaporation with HCl. After 
evaporation with acetic acid to expel the HCl, U 1 l n is dissolved in a HCl 
solution of pH 2,0. 

The preparation of n lIn-oxine for blood platelet labelling was continued 
{l}. Further work has been done to improve the quality of the product and 
problems such as the failure to resuspend the platelets after labelling 
with one batch have been attended to. Approximately 20 batches of l l lIn-
oxine have already been prepared and supplied to the Groote Schuur and 
Universitas Hospitals for the labelling of different types of platelets. 
The results obtained are very promising. An important advantage of the 
product is that it is prepared in an aqueous medium without the use of 
alcohol. 

8.3.5 Production of 2 8Mg 

Following a request for 2 8Mg to be used in a generator to deliver 2 8A1 
(Ti «2,3 min) for soil studies, its production feasibility at the Pretoria 
cycloctron was investigated. A natural magnesium target was bombarded for 
4.3 h with a l,He current (32 MeV) of 160 uA. The 2 8Mg yield from the 
26Mg(ot,2p)28Mg reaction at the end of bombardment was 0,12 mCi. Owing to 
this low activity and the relatively large amount of natural Mg present in 
the target it was not possible to prepare a suitable generator. However, 
by using highly-enriched 2 6Mg the activity can be increased approximately 
nine-fold. Together with the 2 8Mg, the 25Mg(ct,ap)2l,Na reaction yielded 
9.4 mCi of 2"Na. 
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8.3.6 Production of 5 7Co 

We decided to investigate the possibility of producing 5 7Co simultaneously 
with 1 0 9Cd by bombarding a double-layered target of 1 0 ,Ag and 5 6Fe with 
deuterons. Published excitation functions {2,3} for the 5 6Fe(d,n) 5 7Co 
reaction indicate that it may be possible to produce useful amounts of 
S 7Co by utilizing the beam after suitable degradation in the 1 0 9Ag layer. 
The success of this procedure is critically dependent on the 5 6Co and 
5 8Co levels in the final product and therefore on the energy of the 
degraded beam. Ue therefore decided to remeasure the excitation 
function for the production of 5 6Co, 5 7Co and 5 8Co in the energy range 
below 9 MeV. 

Programmes were simultaneously launched to prepare double-layered targets 
of enriched 5 6Fe and 1 0 9Ag by electroplating and to separate the 5 7Co and 
1 0 9Cd from the target materials and radioisotopic impurities. The first 
prototype target has already been bombarded successfully with beam 
currents of up to 500 yA. 

8.3.7 Recycling of enriched 1 0 9Ag 

The project on the recycling of enriched 1 0 9Ag, obtained from silver 
targets bombarded for 1 0 9Cd production,has been continued {4} and further 
improvements were introduced to the recovery procedures. The routine 
recovery of 1 0 9Ag from waste samples, of which the l l o m A g (Ti = 250 d) has 
decayed to acceptable levels, was started. Ten targets have been prepared 
from the recovered material and three of them have already been bombarded 
successfully for routine production purposes. 

8.3.8 Registration of radiopharmaceuticals as medicines 

Registration of radiopharmaceuticals has been requested by the Registrar 
of Medicine during the past year. A final application for the registration 
of 67Ga-citrate injection has been submitted. Applications for the 
registration of 81Rb/81mKr-generators, l1'in-chloride injections, l u I n -
oxine for the labelling of blood platelets and 123I-solution for oral 
applications and injections will shortly be submitted. 

8.3.9 Accommodation and facilities 

The upgrading and extension oi the facilities for isotope production and 
quality control were continued. Improvements are being introduced into 
the design of the hot cells to improve ventilation and to combat acid 
vapours in the cells. Due to a substantial increase in the demand for 
6 7Ga, much larger quantities of the isotope have to be handled and an 
improved dispensing system based on a semi-automatic peristaltic pump has 
been introduced. Other new items acquired include a laminar-flow cabinet, 
facilities for sterility tests and a water purification unit. 

References 
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8.4 Neutron Therapy Facility 

Summary; The neutron dose monitoring system has been installed and the 
physical characteristics of the transmission ionization chambers 
have been determined. 

8.4.1 Transmission ionization chambers 

Monitoring of the neutron beam is achieved using twin transmission 
ionization chambers (figure 6) incorporated into the dose monitoring system 
{1,2}. Since installation, the chambers have been irradiated for some 50 
hours and have given satisfactory performance. 

The saturation characteristics of both chambers were examined and an 
operating voltage of 300 V was found to be appropriate. The leakage 
current associated with the application of this bias is approximately 
2 nA for each chamber. This represents less than 1% of the ionization 
current generated by typical neutron therapy dose rates and is very 
acceptable. Figure 7 shows the linear responses of the chambers to the 
neutron flux in the intended treatment dose range. Throughout these 
measurements no significant polarity effects could be discerned. 

The interfacing between the hardware of the monitoring system and the 
microprocessor will shortly be completed. Following this the transmission 
ionization chambers will be calibrated and the system commissioned for 
therapy. 

References 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/82-01 (CSIR, 1982) 
p 184 

2. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/83-01 (CSIR, 1983) 
p 202 
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Fig. 6 Twin transmission ionization chambers which form an integral 
part of the neutron dose monitoring system. A pre-collimated 
neutron beam passes through the central A150 plastic plates 
shown in the figure. 

TE chamber charge (no 

Fig. 7 Integrated charge from deuteron beam and transmission ionization 
chambers as a function of the charge monitored by a tissue-
equivalent chamber. The TE chamber was positioned in the radiation 
field in the treatment vault. 
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8.5 Radiation Physics 

Summary; Instrumentation at hand was employed, together with commercially 
purchased detectors, to determine the physical characteristics 
of the therapy beam in air and within a water phantom. An 
absorbed dose intercomparison between Hammersmith Hospital 
(London) and the CSIR (Pretoria) was performed at Hammersmith 
Hospital using tissue-equivalent ionization chambers. The total 
yield from the Pretoria neutron facility was determined at SSD. 

8.5.1 Ins trumentation 

The physical characteristics of the therapy neutron field were evaluated 
using two precision electrometers and a divider circuit. The divider 
circuit was designed to accommodate variations in beam intensity and Nimbin 
modules were employed for the accumulation of data. Figure 8 is a block 
diagram of the system and the circuit diagram for the divider unit is 
shown in figure 9. Tissue-equivalent detectors (0,5 cm3, 0,1 cm3 and 
0,05 cm 3) were used for total dose measurements and a Geiger-Mviller 
detector to determine the photon component {l,2}. The mechanical drive 
system of a redundant isodose plotter obtained from Groote Schuur Hospital 
was used to position the probe within a 50 x 50 * 40 cm water phantom. 
The front surface of the phantom was set up at an SSD of 135 cm. Thin 
horizontal and vertical windows at the front surface ensured greater 
experimental accuracy. 

8.5.2 Beam characteristics 

Horizontal and vertical beam profiles confirmed the symmetry of the beam 
for both the total field and the associated y-field. No significant 
differences could be detected between profile measurements using 0,1 cm3 

and 0,5 cm3 TE detectors. Total dose and y-dose profiles in air at SSD 
for a 9,5 x 9,5 cm field are shown in figure 10. An in-phantom depth 
dose and a beam profile measured at a depth of 10 cm (figures 11 and 12 
respectively), yielded d(50%) and penumbral width values that are juxtaposed 
in table 2 with therapy facilities having comparable neutron energies {3}. 
Information obtained from the depth dose and beam profiles at various 
depths was used as input data for a treatment planning system and an 
isodose distribution generated. Figure 13 shows total dose isodose curves 
for a 10 x 10 cm field. 

An intercomparison between Hammersmith Hospital (London) and the CSIR 
(Pretoria) was performed at Hammersmith Hospital using a NAC tissue-
equivalent ionization chamber. Tissue-equivalent chambers obtained from 
the same manufacturer with volumes of 0,5 cm3 are being used at both 
institutions. The results of the intercomparison are summarized in table 
Figure 14 depicts the total yield (in air) as a function of the inverse 
squared target distance. The deviation from the inverse square law near 
the entrance to the collimator can be ascribed to neutron and photon 
components that are scattered out of the defined field. The total yield 

-l at SSD is 0,51 cGy min pA .-i 
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Table 2 Comparison of relevant data from fast-neutron therapy 
sources with similar beam characteristics 

Facility Reaction SSD Phantom d(50Z)a Field size x(20Z)-x(80Z)b 

(E in MeV) (cm) material (cm) (cm x cm) (cm) 

Essen d(14,3)+Be 125 H20 8,1 10 x 10 2,4 

Edinburgh d(15) + Be 125 H20 9,0 lixii 2,3 

London d(16) + Be 117 TE solution C 8 , 7 9,5 x 9,5 2,2 

Pretoria d(16) + Be 135 H20 8,6 9,5 x 9,5 2,1 

Depth at which total (a + Y) dose is reduced to half its maximum value 
Distance off axis between 80% and 20% of the central axis total dose 
Corrected to unit density 

Table 3 Intercomparison of 0,5 cm TE chamber absorbed dose 
measurements 

Ratio 
Fast Neutrons d(16) + Be Photons 

( 1 3 7Cs) 
Ratio 

In air 5 cm deep in H2O 

Photons 
( 1 3 7Cs) 

Pretoria/London 1,017 1,002 1,017 
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10x10 cm 

13 Isodose curves for 10 x 10 cm field constructed from depth dose 
curve and beam profiles at 98%, 80%, 50% and 20% levels. 

' jsW 

14 Total dose yield as a function of 1/r2 (r - target to detector 
distance). 
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B.b Radiobiology 

Summary: The basic equipment required for a t i s sue cul ture laboratory 
has been acquired and techniques mastered to sus ta in V79 
Chinese hamster f i b r o b l a s t s . Computer software was wr i t t en to 
analyse the data from V79 dose-response curves. Two in vivo 
assays were performed to determine the RBE of the P re to r i a 
neutron beam, namely mouse t e s t e s weight- loss and Vioia faha 
10-day growth s t ud i e s . Dose-effect data obtained from the 
l a t t e r assay i s being invest igated as a ca l ib ra t ion system for 
therapy beams. 

8.6.1 Tissue culture studies 

The basic equipment to maintain cell cultures at the Pretoria cyclotron 
has been purchased. The following items were acquired: 

(i) a water-jacketed incubator (with gas processor), 
(ii) a small vertical laminar-flow cabinet, 
(iii) a centrifuge (bench-top model), 
(iv) an autoclave, 
(v) an analytical balance, 

(vi) a refrigerator, and 
(vii) an inverted microscope (with phase-contrast facility 

and Nomarski differential-interference light system). 

The techniques to sustain V79 Chinese hamster fibroblasts have been 
mastered - doubling times between 9,5 and 10,5 hours and plating 
efficiencies in excess of 90% are now readily achievable for the cell line. 
Monolayers of the cells in the exponential growth phase were irradiated 
with 6 0Co photons and d(16)-Be neutrons and survival curves drawn. To 
process the data in terms of the linear quadratic model, computer soft
ware was written to determine the coefficients a and S which reflect the 
two mechanisms of radiation damage {l}. This programme also incorporates 
a routine to calculate, for different dose regions, a set of parameters 
which define the 95% confidence limit for the evaluated coefficients. By 
determining confidence ellipses for the different dose regions, the 
validity of the linear quadratic model can be verified over the whole 
dose-response curve. Preliminary values for the mean lethal dose (D ) 
and the extrapolation value (n) were derived from the dose-response 
curves as well and these concurred with published values. This work is 
still in progress and the results await final evaluation. 

8.6.2 In vivo assays 

The observed weight loss in mouse testes following irradiation is one of 
the biological systems used for the international intercomparison of 
fast-neutron therapy beams {2}. The system is characterized by a non-
repairable end-point (no shoulder on the dose-response curve for both low 
and high LET radiation). Furthermore, the testes response to irradiation 
is independent of dose rate. Mice from the Bureau of Standards in Pretoria 
were selected by total body mass and two groups irradiated with fast 
neutrons and 250 kV X-rays respectively. The dose-response curve 
(figure 15) for each modality is described by the expression 

p 2D P l fD 
W(D) - p e + p e 

1 3 
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where W is the testes weight aad D the absorbed dose. The coefficients 
pj to p 4 were determined by means of non-linear regression analysis and 
the RBE deduced from the more sensitive component ratio p2(neutrons)/ 
p2(photons). A value of 3,15 ±1,34 was calculated. The large error can 
be attributed to the relatively small scale on which the experiment was 
performed. Geraci et al {3} obtained a value of 2,78 ±0,22 for d(16)-Be 
neutrons. 

The broad bean Vioia faba was used as a second in vivo biological test 
system to evaluate the RBE of the therapy beam. Two independent 10-day 
growth studies on the roots were undertaken following irradiation with 
6 0Co y-rays and fast neutrons. An RBE value of 4,4 ± 0,2 was obtained at 
the 50Z survival level and compares favourably with the value of 4,7 
determined by Hall et al {4}. The consistency in the observed response 
to irradiation is one of the advantages of this system and is exemplified 
in figure 16. The number of micronuclei formed per 100 cells was 
determined after irradiations covering a lower dose range. This assay has 
been proposed as a more rapid, reliable and easier method to quantify 
mutations than the conventional method of scoring chromosome aberrations 
{5}. Micronuclei are formed from acentric chromosome fragments and this 
fragmentation is one of the causes of growth arrest in cell culture 
systems. The formation of micronuclei as a function of absorbed dose 
yielded the dose-effect curve shown in figure 17 from which an RBE value 
of 5,2 ± 0,8 was calculated at 5 micronuclei per 100 cells. 

At present this additional information cannot be used for intercomparison 
purposes due to the lack of published data. The relative ease with which 
the observed micronuclei may be quantified for therapeutic dose ranges 
does, however, qualify it for further investigation as a test system. 
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Fig. 15 The testes weight of mice as a function of absorbed neutron and 
X-ray doses. The results depict two exponential components in 
the dose-response curve. The more sensitive component represents 
the decreasing mass of the sperm cells and is the relevant 
biological parameter. The less sensitive component mostly 
represents the degradation of connective tissue. 
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Fig. 16 Survival curves determined from two 10 day growth studies on 
the broad bean Viaia faba after irradiation with fast neutrons 
and °Co y-rays. An RBE 4,4 ±0,2 was calculated at the 50% 
survival level. 
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17 The formation of micronuclei in meristimatic cells of Viaia faba 
after irradiation with fast neutrons and 6 0Co y-rays. The RBE 
of the system was calculated from this dose-effect curve at 
5 micronuclei per 100 cells. 
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8.7 Services to Industry and other Organisations 

8.7.1 Health physics 

The PCG physicists of the NAC, and physicists of the NPRL, are jointly 
responsible for the regulatory aspects concerning the use of radioactive 
materials at Scientia and for implementing the Department of Health's 
'Regulations Concerning the Control of Electronic Products'. Advice was 
given on the protection of personnel against the hazards of ionizing 
radiation and the handling, storage and disposal of radioactive wastes 
were attended to. The upkeep of records and registers was continued. 

8.7.2 Commercial production of radioactive isotopes 

The routine supply of short-lived radioisotopes to South African hospitals 
and other organisations for diagnostic and research purposes was continued. 
In the case of e 7Ga, 8 1Rb/ 8 1 mKr and n i I n there was a significant increase 
in the number of consignments and total activities with respect to the 
previous year's production {l}. Twenty of the i In consignments were 
supplied as 'ln-oxine for the labelling of blood platelets. A summary 
of the past year's production of short-lived isotopes for medical 
applications is presented in table 4. 

Table 4 Medical radioisotopes delivered to South African 
hospitals and other organisations 

Radioisotope Consignments Millicuries 

6 7Ga 358 7877 
7 7Br 8 38 

8 1Rb/ 8 i mKr 358 J 5066 
n i I n 39 200 
123j 17 46 

Three consignments of l l lIn with a combined activity of 17 mCi were 
supplied to the Nuclear Physics Research Unit of the University of the 
Witwatersrand for a non-medical application. 

A number of long-lived radioisotopes were also produced for export and 
details are summarised in table 5. 
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Table 5 Radioisotopes produced for export 

Radioisotopes Cons ignments Millicuries 

2 2Na 2 25 
5 5Fe 2 120 
8 5Sr 1 20 

l o qCd 16 5220 
1 3 9Ce 3 22 

Reference 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/83-01 (CSIR, 1983) 
p 209 
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PART C REPORT OF THE VAN DE GRAAFF GROUP 

SECTION 9 THE 6 MV VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR 

9.1 Operation 

The accelerator passed a major milestone in December 1983 when it achieved 
100 000 hours of running time after nearly 20 years of operation, an 
average of over 5000 hours per year. The accelerator utilisation remains 
at a high level. The total running time during the calendar year 1983 
was 5600 hours. About 50% of the available time was devoted to nuclear 
and atomic physics, more than 20% to nuclear analytical chemistry, and 
about 8% to ion-solid interaction studies. 

Research groups from several universities and research institutions have 
used the accelerator facilities separately and in collaboration with 
Van de Graaff Group staff. The users and students who have undertaken 
work with the facilities are listed elsewhere. The demand for accelerator 
time remains in excess of available time. During the year under review, 
research groups have been provided with beams of H + , D + , H e + + , Ar + + , 
Kr +, N + and 0 + . More than 1 uA of low-energy oxygen beam was made 
available on target using the penning-type ion source. The gas stripper 
above the analyzing magnet made it possible to deliver higher-energy 
beams to the target areas. The accelerator has also been run for long 
periods with 6 MV on the terminal, in particular, for studies making 
use of 12 MeV He + + beams. A duoplasmatron ion source is installed for 
pulsed beam operation. During the past year, pulsing requirements have 
been limited to the 1,5 ns pulses available from the top terminal bunching 
system. Post-acceleration bunching to 0,2 ns is available but has not 
yet been required. 

9.2 Maintenance and Development 

Most of the time required for maintenance (about 15% of the total running 
time) was taken up by routine ion-source changes and the subsequent 
conditioning up to operating voltages. 

The pulsing and bunching system in the terminal was overhauled and some 
of the circuits were modified for greater reliability. 

The duoplasmatron ion source requires cooling with circulating freon. 
Trouble has been experienced over a number of years with sparking down 
the insulating pipes carrying the cooling freon from the base to the 
top terminal of the accelerator. A new set of pipes has been made of 
polythene tubing formed into spirals about 150 mm in diameter. They 
have functioned satisfactorily for several months up to 5,5 MV on the 
terminal. 

The original 50 kV belt-charge supply failed and has been replaced by 
a modern supply which is functioning satisfactorily. 

A liquid nitrogen storage tank (600e capacity) was installed to provide 
for the needs of vacuum pumps and research equipment. This was at first 
found to be a costly exercise because a significant fraction of the liquid 
was wasted as boil-off. The solution to this problem was to pipe the 
boil-off nitrogen into the storage tank for the Van de Graaff accelerator 
gas, thus reducing the regular requirement for purchased nitrogen gas. 
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SECTION 10 NUCLEAR REACTIONS AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURE 

10.1 Neutron Physics 

10.1.1 Neutron cross sections of 8^Y analysed in terms of the level 
structure and reaction mechanisms 

W R McMurray, M J Renan, I J van Heerden*, C Budtz-Jorgensen**, 
P T Guenther***, A B Smith*** and J F Whalen*** 

* University of the Western Cape, Bellville 
** Geel, Belgium 
*** Argonne National Laboratory, USA 

Yttrium is mono-isotopic and magic in neutron number (N=50). Despite 
extensive charged-particle studies its level structure above 3 MeV was 
essentially unknown and uncertainties remained at lower excitations. 
Low lying levels of 8 9 Y have been attributed to a proton coupled to 
excitations of the 8 8Sr core { 1 } and there is some support for core 
excitations which are collective in nature. It has also been suggested 
that the absorption strength of the optical-model potential is small 
near shell closures { 2 }. There is thus basic interest in both the level 
structure and the neutron interactions in this energy region. There 
is additional applied interest in that yttrium is a fission-product in 
the neutron fission of 2 3 2 T h and 2 4 0Pu. 

The present study was a collaborative effort between NAC (which provided 
the (n.n'y) data and level scheme information) and Argonne Nat. Laboratory 
(which provided total, elastic scattering, and (n,n') data). 

Total cross sections were deduced from the observed transmissions of 
approximately monoenergetic neutrons through the samples using the Argonne 
total cross section apparatus. Total cross section measurements were 
made at incident neutron energies of 0,5 x 0,1 to 4,2 MeV. 

Differential neutron scattering measurements were made using the Argonne 
time-of-flight facility which incorporates ten shielded detectors at 
different angles. Measurements were made at 50 keV intervals from 1,5 
to 4,0 MeV. Differential inelastic scattering cross sections were 
determined concurrently with the elastic scattering cross sections. Seven 
inelastic neutron groups were observed corresponding to the more detailed 
level structure deduced from the (n,n'y) measurements. 

Inelastic gamma ray measurements were made on the NAC 6 MV Van de Graaff 
using a pulsed proton beam with pulse duration of 1,5 ns. The T(p,n)3He 
reaction was used as a neutron source with the tritium in a gas cell 
3 cm long. The scattering sample was placed 9 cm from the tritium gas 
target and y-rays were detected in a time-gated Ge(Li) detector about 
60 cm from the sample at an angle of 125° to the incident neutrons. Results 
were obtained at 100 keV intervals from 1,6 to 3,8 MeV neutron energies. 
A mixed sample of Al, Na and Ca was irradiated together with the yttrium 
sample at a few neutron energies to provide internal gamma-energy 
calibrations relevant to the well-known levels of these stable isotopes 
{3}. Levels in yttrium were assigned from the threshold of observation 
of the y-rays, together with the requirement that y"rays from cascade 
transitions must show similar excitation shapes and that their energies 
must sum to the level energy within experimental errors. In this manner, 
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30 levels were identified extending up to an excitation energy of 3715 
keV as listed in table 1. The corresponding -y-ray energies and branching 
ratios are given in table 2. Levels at 2893 and 3247 keV reported from 
(p,p') measurements {4} were not observed. No comparable data is available 
for excitations above 3260 keV. 

Table 1 Observed neutron excitation energies 

E x, keV a Ex» keV E x, keV 
Neutron observations (n,n'y) observations Ref . {4} 

909 ± 23 909,0 + 0,5 909 (9/2+)b 

1504 ± 20 1507,4 + 0,3 1507 (3/2") 
1747 + 16 1744,5 + 0,3 1745 (5/2") 
2224 ± 16 2222,6 + 0,5 2222 (5/2+) 

2530,2 + 0,8 2530 (7/2+) 
2567 ± 26 2566,4 + 1,0 2568 (11/2+) 

2622,5 + 1,0 2622 (9/2+) 
2889 ± 12 2871,9 + 1,5 2871 (7/2+) 

2880,6 + 2,0 2881 
(28931 

(3/2") 

3067,0 + 2,0 3067 (3/2") 
3104 ± 10 3107,0 + 2,0 3106 (3/2,5/2") 

3140,0 + 2,0 3138 (3/2,5/2") 
3410,0 + 2,0 
3450,0 + 2,0 
3504,0 + 1,5 
3514,0 + 2,0 
3556,0 + 2,0 
3619,0 + 3,0 
3629,0 + 3,0 
3715,0 + 3,0 

a) Uncertainties defined as RMS deviations of a number of measurements 
from the simple means. 

b) Underlined spin-parity assignments were used in the model 
calculations. 
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Table 2 Observed gamma-ray energies and deduced transitions. 

Level (keV) Y-energ> r (keV) Transition Branching Ratio (%) 

909, 0 * 0,5 909,0 + 0,5 909-0 100 

1507, 4 ± 0,3 1507,4 + 0,3 1507-0 100 

1744, 5 ± 0,3 1744,5 + 0,3 1744-0 100 

2222, 6 ± 0,5 1313,9 + 0,3 2223-909 70 
715,0 + 0,3 -1507 30 

2530, 2 ± 0,8 1621,2 + 0,3 2530-909 100 

2566, 4 t 1,0 1657,4 + 0,5 2566-909 100 

2622, 5 ± 1,0 1713,5 + 0,5 2622-909 91 
1115 + 0,7 -1507 9 

2871, 9 ± 1,5 1962,9 + 0,5 2872-909 100 

2880 + 2,0 2880 + 2,0 2880-0 100 

3067 ± 2,0 3067 + 3,0 3067-0 91 
1560 + 1,0 -1507 9 

3107 ± 2,0 3107 + 3,0 3107-0 87 
1600 + 1,0 -1507 7 
1362 + 1,0 -1744 6 

3140 ± 2,0 3139 + 3,0 3139-0 86 
1633 + 3,0 -1507 10 
917 + 1,0 -2223 4 

3140 ± 2,0 2501 + 1,0 3410-909 100 

3450 ± 2,0 2541 + 2,0 3450-909 100 

3504 ± 1,5 1996,8 + 0,7 3504-1507 100 

3514 ± 2,0 3513 + 4,0 3514-0 ... 
1770 + 1,0 -1744 ---

3556 ± 2,0 2647 + 2,0 3556-909 
1812 + 1,0 -1744 ---

3619 ± 3,0 2170 + 3,0 3619-909 100 

3629 ± 3,0 2720 + 3,0 3629-909 100 

3715 ± 3,0 2806 + 3,0 3715-909 --. 
1492 + 1,5 -2223 
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Considerable effort was devoted to the absolute normalisation of the 
photopeak y -ray yields via the observed yield of a known y-ray from a 
"reference" sample {5} . Several such reference samples were compared. 
Li was eventually used because the inelastic excitation of the 478 keV 
level is slowly-varying over the energy range from 1 to 4 MeV and free 
of the sharp fluctuations which complicate the similar use of 6 Fe as 
reference. Sample size effects were also investigated. The 
angle-integrated cross section data contained in figure 1 agreed within 
the experimental errors with the (n,n') cross sections derived from neutron 
time-of-flight measurements at Argonne. 

One objective of this work was the derivation of the parameters of a 
spherical optical-statistical model, illuminating underlying physical 
properties, and suitable for interpolation in this mass-energy region. 
The parameters of such a model were deduced by concurrently chi-square 
fitting the measured differential cross sections. Compound nucleus 
processes contribute predominantly at the energies of the present work. 
They were calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism as modified 
by Moldauer, with the level characteristics given in table 1. The 
theoretical predictions give a reasonable fit to all the experimental 
data including that given in figure 1. 

Assuming that the °°Sr core is, to some extent, a collective vibrator, 
then coupling of the pij proton to the excited core splits the 1836 keV 
(2 +) level of 8 8Sr into the 1507 keV (3/2") and 1744 keV (5/2") levels 
strongly excited in the present work. The calculated "direct" cross 
sections for the excitation of these levels when added to the compound 
nucleus cross sections does not detract from the good agreement with 
the experimental (n,n') cross sections. 

The present work {6} has provided a comprehensive yttrium data base and 
a good basis for extrapolation to unraeasurable cross sections of applied 
interest. 
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Fig. I The 8 9 Y i n e l a s t i c s ca t t e r ing cross sec t ions derived from (n,n'Y) 
measurements (data points) compared with Hauser-Feshbach predic t ions 
( fu l l l ines) for the J 7 1 values of table 1. 
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10.1.2 Fast-neutron cross sections of elemental indium; decay scheme 
of LlaIn and optical model parameters 

I J van Heerden*, W R McMurray, A B Smith**, P T Guenther**, 
and J F Whalen** 

* University of the Western Cape, Bellville. 
** Argonne National Laboratory, USA 

Elemental indium is 96% 1 1 5 In which is one g<)/2 proton short of the closed 
shell at N = 50. Previous studies of the properties of this nucleus 
have provided evidence for 25 levels in the excitation range 0,5 to 2,0 
MeV. The average level spacing of about 60 keV makes it very difficult 
to observe experimentally the inelastically scattered neutrons from the 
excitation of discrete levels. The present neutron measurements were 
therefore confined to the total and elastic scattering cross sections. 
This part of the work was undertaken with the Argonne facilities. A 
separate study using the (n.n'-y ) technique was made at the NAC Van de 
Graaff at Faure. With its superior resolution and non-selective population 
of low-lying levels it has been possible to identify at least 35 levels 
up to an excitation of 2442 keV. 

Total cross sections were measured by the observed transmissions of 
essentially monoenergetic neutrons through the measurement sample. The 
neutron energy was varied from 0,8 to 4,5 MeV in steps of less than 50 keV. 

The neutron elastic scattering cross sections were measured with the 
Argonne ten-angle time-of-flight system. The neutron detectors were 
placed 5,4 m from the scattering sample to separate the elastically 
scattered neutrons from inelastically scattered neutrons. 

Neutron inelastic scattering cross sections for individual states in 
5In were obtained from (n,n'y) measurements. Gamma spectra were obtained 

at intervals of about 100 keV for neutron energies between 0,86 and 
2,4 MeV. Yields were obtained in the usual way for the excitation of 
gamma decays from levels of 1 1 5In. The complex nature of the decay scheme 
derived from this study is shown in figure 2. Inelastic scattering cross 
sections from the measured yields of the gamma-rays have to be unravelled 
from the unusually complicated excitation functions of the decay gammas. 
The derived cross sections are given in figure 3. In this work the gamma-
ray yields were normalised to the yield of the 846,8 keV gamma from a 
"reference" sample of 5 6Fe. Effects due to the fluctuations in the known 
56Fe(n,n'Y) cross sections were minimised by the large energy spread in 
the incident neutron beam and by measuring the "reference" yield at 4 
different energies between 1400 and 2400 keV. 

The sum of the inelastic cross sections is the total inelastic scattering 
cross section. That sum compares favourably with the nonelastic cross 
section obtained from the Argonne neutron measurements (total less elastic 
cross sections). 

The model interpretation was based on the differential elastic scattering 
cross sections, assuming a spherical optical statistical model. A real 
potential energy dependence was assumed in accord with global models. 
The imaginary potential strength was assumed to be energy-independent. 
A spin-orbit potential of the Thomas form was included. Compound elastic 
and inelastic cross sections were calculated using the modified Hauser-
Feshbach formula. The calculations explicitly treated the excitation 
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of the first 19 levels of figure 2, assuming the indicated J* values. 
Higher-energy excitations were represented by the statistical formalism 
and parameters of Gilbert and Cameron {1} . The set of optical model 
parameters thus obtained gave a good account of all the observed neutron 
cross section data. The absorption strength of the present model is 
found to be relatively small, as is characteristic of nuclei near shell 
closures. In most cases the calculated inelastic scattering excitation 
cross sections give a reasonable fit to the observed cross section data 
(see figure 3). 

There is however evidence that the measurements are incompletely explained 
by the deduced level and decay properties of figure 2. In particular, 
the data poinds in figure 3 for the 597,1 keV level indicate the existence 
of additional feeding transitions. Another anomaly is the indication 
of a 9/2 + level at 933,9 keV rather than the expected J * = 7/2+. 

The present work has extended the present knowledge of the decay scheme 
and provided a basis for an optical model which quantitatively describes 
the observations. The anomalies in the experimental data are being 
investigated. 
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10.1.3 Studies involving (n,p) and (n,d) reactions 

W R McMurray, K Bharuth-Ram* and F Gafoor* ' ^ ' :2/\JSooo'?S 

* University of Durban-Westville, Durban 

The study of the Zr(n,p)Y reaction in collaboration with S M Perez 
(University of Cape Town) has been completed { 1} . Resonant structure 
observed in the energetic proton emission from this reaction has been 
shown to correspond in position, gross structure and fine structure, 
and in strength and angular dependence of the resonant cross sections, 
with expectations for the excitation of the T> giant dipole resonance 
of 9 0Zr. DWBA cross sections were derived and fitted to the experimental 
data with a Lane potential of 150 MeV. 

Recent work has been directed at the observation and analysis of several 
(n,d) reactions. Initial work on 9 0Zr(n,d) 8 9Y obtained with an enriched 
9 0Zr foil target has previously been reported { 2} . Additional results 
have been obtained for 5 6Fe(n,d) 5 5 Mn and 2 7Al(n,d) 2 6 Mg. Analysis of 
the experimental data and comparison with DWBA calculations has begun. 

All the earlier work undertaken by ourselves used a particle spectrometer 
{3} operated in air and consisting of 3 thin multi-wire proportional 
counters 200 mm in front of a curved scintillator 5 mm thick, 50 mm wide 
and 300 mm long. The necessary foil windows and air path lengths which 
had to be penetrated by particles before entering the scintillator energy-
and-angle-detector increased the threshold energy of the system and 
worsened the particle identification. A simple vacuum chamber has been 
constructed to contain the curved scintillator and reduce the energy 
attenuation of particles detected by the spectrometer. The system has 
been shown to operate satisfactorily and has been used for the most recent 
measurements on the 2 7Al(n,d) 2 6Mg reaction. 
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10.1.4 Photodisintegration of the deuteron near threshold 

F D Smit*, F D Brooks*, D W Mingay** and E Stadler** 
* University of Cape Town 
** NUCOR, Pelindaba 

The angular distribution of neutrons emitted in photodisintegration of 
the deuteron at energies close to threshold (2,226 MeV) provides a means 
for determining the dipole cross section ratio (i.e. ratio of Ml and 
El contributions) at these energies. Measurements of this ratio are 
of particular relevance in view of the present interest in the role of 
two-body interaction currents in the N-N system {1} and the present 
interest in deuteron photodisintegration {2}. 

Measurements of the neutron angular distribution for Ey < 3 MeV were 
reported before 1951 by various authors {3} . They used gamma-rays from 
radioactive sources and BF3 counters or activation techniques for neutron 
detection. Despite the great advances that have been made in neutron 
detection methods in the meanwhile, it appears that no new precision 
measurements have been reported of the neutron angular distribution from 
this reaction. The present project was initiated with the aim of measuring 
the angular distribution for incident gamma-rays of 2,313 MeV from the 
14N(p,p'"y) reaction {4} . Interest has now shifted to measurements with 
the same sources as used in the earlier experiments {3} notably, 2 2 8Th 
(2,61 MeV), 2 4Na (2,75 MeV) and 7 2Ga (2,51 MeV). The experimental method 
involves producing the photodisintegration in a deuterated anthracene 
crystal (1 2 cm 3) which then also detects the photoproton. The photo-
neutron time-of-flight to a liquid scintillator at a distance of t» 10 cm 
is also measured and pulse shape discrimination is employed in both 
detectors. A two-parameter analysis as a function of photoproton pulse 
height and photoneutron time-of-flight shows a very clear signature (peak) 
for the 2H(y,n)1H reaction, as illustrated in figuie 4. 

A number of measurements have been made at the incident gamma energies 
of 2,61 and 2,75 MeV. The data are now being analysed. 
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Fig. 4 Number of events (vertical) as a function of neutron time-of-flight 
T and proton pulse height L. The peak from 2H(y,n)1H is centred at 
channels (T,L) = (23, 26). The ridge at T * 32 channels is due to 
gammas breaking through the pulse shape discriminators. Data are 
for 2,75 MeV gammas at 9 = 60°. 
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Fig. 5 Analysing power A^ in n-p elastic scattering at 21,6 MeV as a 
function of neutron centre-of-mass scattering angle . Experimental 
data are: ref {4}, •; ref {5}, A; this work, o. Curves show 
predictions of phase analyses : solid line - LRL X {7}; dashed 
line - Yale IV {6}. 
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10.1.5 Polarization in n-p and n-d scattering at 16,9 and 21,6 MeV 

B R S Simpson*, F D Brooks* and D T L Jones** 

* University of Cape Town 
** Cape Provincial Administration 

Accurate values of the analysing power in n-p scattering are needed {1-
3} for N-N phase-shift analyses, where they are vital for fixing the 
T = 0 phase parameters, especially the S-D coupling parameter, ej . If 
sufficiently accurate measurements are made it may also be possible to 
detect the isospin splitting of the A ̂  phase parameter, by comparing 
data obtained from p-p and n-p experiments at incident energies close 
to 25 MeV. 

Figure 5 shows experimental values {4,5} together with predictions of 
phase analyses {6,7} for the n-p analysing power at 22 MeV. The 
experimental data have been adjusted from those originally published 
ft,5} in order to incorporate more accurate values of the incident neutron 
beam polarization which have meanwhile become available {8} . The data 
of Morris et al. {5} shown in figure 5 were calculated from the asymmetry 
values listed in their paper. These adjustments reduce the previously 
noted {1-3} discrepancies between different experimental data and between 
experiment and theory, but do not remove these discrepancies entirely. 

A large amount of new experimental data has been gathered at 21,6 MeV 
and at 16,9 MeV, using an improved version {9} of the anthracene 
scintillation polarimeter developed at the University of Cape Town {4}. 
About one quarter of the new measurements made at 21,6 MeV have 
been processed using new data reduction procedures designed to detect 
and remove systematic false asymmetries. These procedures have themselves 
been rigorously tested using computer-simulated data. The results obtained 
to date from the new measurements at 21,6 MeV are also shown in figure 5. 
The precision attained is comparable with that of the earlier data {4,5} 
and should be significantly improved when the reduction of all the data 
is completed. The data obtained at 16,9 MeV are also being analysed. 

A programme of measurements of the analysing powers in neutron-deuteron 
elastic scattering at the same incident energies has also been undertaken 
using an analogous technique based on a deuterated anthracene crystal 
polarimeter. The data from these measurements will be analysed after 
the analysis of the n-p measurements is complete. 
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10.1.6 Neutron spectrum from 2 5 2Cf fission 

M S Allie , F D Brooks* and W A Cilliers* 

* University of Cape Town 

Previous investigations, e.g. by Bowman et al. {1}, have attributed 907« 
of the prompt neutrons emitted in 2 5 2Cf spontaneous fission to a neutron 
evaporation process from the fully-accelerated and highly-excited fragment 
nuclei and the balance to neutrons emitted at "scission". However, the 
observed neutron spectra, when transformed to the rest frames of the 
emitting fragments, are found to deviate significantly from the simple 
form: 

N(E) = (4E/<E>2) exp(-2E/<E>) 

expected from an evaporation mechanism for a spectrum of average 
energy <E>. 

Although experimental techniques have improved considerably in the past 
20 years and several detailed studies have been made of the laboratory 
neutron spectrum from 2 5 2 C f fission, little additional information has 
been reported about the form of the neutron spectrum in the fragment 
rest frame. In order to transform laboratory observations to this frame 
the fragment direction and velocity must be measured together with the 
neutron direction and velocity, in each event detected. The present 
work consists of 3uch a measurement and uses a 12 p m thin film plastic 
scintillation (TFPS) detector to measure the fragment velocity and time-
of-flight to measure the neutron velocity. The measurements were performed 
at a neutron-fragment angle, (in the laboratory frame) of 0°. Data were 
recorded in multiparameter on buffer tape and analysed off-line. 

A preliminary analysis of the data was made by assuming that all neutrons 
for which v n > Vf originated from the fragment moving towards the neutron 
detector, where v n = lab velocity of the detected neutron and Vf = lab 
velocity of the associated fragment moving parallel to the detected 
neutron. Note that this fragment was not directly detected and tiiat vf 
was calculated from the velocity Vf of the detected complementary fragment, 
Vf having been estimated from the pulse-height response of the TFPS 
detector. Figure 6 shows the distribution of events as a function of 
v n and vf. 

The assignment of the parent fragment made in this analysis will be 
incorrect for a small fraction (estimated < 15%) of the selected events. 
Some of these may be events in which scission neurons were detected 
or events in which the detected neutron was emitted (with relatively 
high rest frame energy) from the receding fragment. The transformation 
to the fragment rest frame makes allowance for the effects of the fragment 
and the neutron motions on the acceptance solid angle of the neutron 
detector. 
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The derived spectrum, shown in figure 7 agrees with an equivalent spectrum 
derived from the results of Bowan et al. {1} and deviates from the 
prediction of the simple evaporation form. Further data have been taken 
in this experiment and they are now being analysed. 
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Fig. 6 Event density as a function of lab velocities of fragment (v ) and 
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evaporation spectrum for <E> = 1,3 MeV. Data and calculation are 
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10.2 Charged-Particle Induced Reactions 

10.2.1 The level structure, gamma-ray branching and mean lifetimes 
of states in **3Sc, **3K and b bMn 

S Froneman*, L D Olivier*, M P Janse van Rensburg*, W J Naudé* 
and J W Koen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

Levels in 4 3 S c , **3K and 5 5Mn were excited with (ot.py) reactions on ^Ca, 
4 0Ar and 5 2Cr at E a = 12 MeV. Gamma-rays were observed in coincidence 
with associated protons using a multi-parameter online data acquisition 
system. Measurements on K and preliminary results for Sc have been 
reported previously { 1} . The experimental study of these nuclei has 
now been completed. 

The energy level scheme of 4 3Sc up to 3,5 MeV excitation energy is shown 
in figure 1. Although no new levels are reported, more accurate energies 
were obtained for several of the higher-lying states; new branchings 
were observed and the branching ratios determined. Mean lifetimes were 
measured with the DSAM and new information on the mean lifetimes of excited 
states above 2 MeV excitation in 1*3Sc was obtained. Levels at 2,114 
2,875 3,123 and 3,327 MeV as adopted by Endt and van der Leun {2} were 
not observed. 

For the 1|0Ar(a ,p y) U 3K reaction where the deceleration time of 43K-nuclei 
is relatively long in the low-density target gas, DSAM results support 
the long mean lifetime of 275 ns previously reported for the second excited 
state at 738 keV. The decay found for the ninth excited state at 1866 
keV in 4 3 K is not in agreement with literature where present results 
yield branches of 22%, 547» and 247., to the ground state, and to the two 
excited states at 561 keV and 975 keV respectively. 
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10.2.2 Angular correlation measurements with (q,py) reactions 

S Froneman*, M G van der Merwe*, W J Naudé*, J A Stander* and 
W A Richter* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

The experimental arrangement for proton-gamma angular correlation 
measurements with £<0Ca(a,PY)'l3Sc and "*8Ti(a,pY) 5 1V reactions at E a = 12 MeV 
using Method II of Litherland and Ferguson, has been described previously 
{1}. 

Results have now been analysed and table 1 shows some of the mixing ratios 
obtained from these studies. 
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Since the analysis of these results, the experiment on **8Ti(a,p"y) V 
was redone in order to improve on statistics. This was accomplished 
by absorbing the a-particles with aluminium foil in the detection of 
the protons instead of using a AE-E telescope, therefore increasing the 
effective solid angle subtended by the particle detector at the target. 

Table 1 Mixing ratios of gamma-ray transitions in 4 i S c and b l V 

Nucleus 
E. -»• E , l f 
(keV) 

Radiation 

Type 
J. * J f ó 

"sc 844 - » • 0 M1/E2 5/2- - 7/2- -0,12 + 0,02 

880 - > • 152 M1/E2 5/2 + - 3/ 2
+ +1,06 + 0,08 

1337 - * • 0 E1/M2 7/2 + - 7/2" -0,04 + 0,11 

1337 -y 152 E2/M3 7/2 + + 3/2+ -0,07 + 0,02 

1406 - * • 0 M1/E2 7/2" - 7/2- -0,19 + 0,02 

1406 -> 844 M1/E2 7/2" - 5/2" -0,29 + 0,09 

1931 - * • 880 E2/M3 Vl+ + 5/ 2
+ -0,09 + 0,04 

1931 - > • 1337 M1/E2 V2 + > 7/ 2
+ +0,01 + 0,11 

1963 - * • 472 M1/E2 5/2' - 3/2" -0,15 •i- 0,07 

2289 -> 0 M1/E2 5/2' > 7/2" -0,41 + 0,17 

51V 321 -V 0 M1/E2 5/2" - 7/2" -0,11 j- 0,04 

929 -»• 321 M1/E2 3/2" - 5/2- 0,8 + 0,3 

1608 -> 0 E2/M3 H/2" - 7/2" -0,06 -t 0,04 

1814 -> 0 M1/E2 9 / 2 " > 7/2" -0,22 i 0,08 

Reference 

1. S Froneman et al., SUNI Annual Research Repott C.982) p 19 
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10.2.3 Spins of excited states in **3Sc, **3K and the mechanism of 
' ,0» b 0Ti(a,a ,Y)' 4 a' 5 0Tr reactions 

at E p = 6 MeV and E „ = 12 MeV 

S Froneman*, L D Olivier*, J van Waart*, W J Naudé* and J W Koen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

Spins of excited states in **3Sc and U 3 K were determined by comparing 
"•°Ca(o .p)1*3 Sc, **°Ca(o ,PY) **3Sc and ^0 Ar( a.p) 1* 3 K cross sections at E,, = 
12 MeV with Hauser-Feshbach predictions. 

The results for **3Sc are summarised in figure 1. As the spins of states 
in **3Sc up to the eleventh excited state at 1811 keV are assumed to be 
well-known {1} , only spin values for states exceeding this excitation 
energy are shown. 

For **3K new spin values were determined for excited states 5 at 1205 keV 
and 9 at 1866 keV respectively. For excited state 5 possible values 
of 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 + were deduced whilst for excited state 9 a limit of 
s 5/2 was established. 

(p.p'y ) and (o , O ' Y ) reactions leading to final states of known spin in 
<*8,5GTi w e r e studied at E p = 6 MeV and E a = 12 MeV to determine the 
contribution of Coulomb Excitation (CE) to Compound Nucleus (CN) formation 
in this mass and energy region. Results show that although CN-formation 
is dominant, CE-contributions cannot totally be excluded in ( a, ot') 
reactions at low nuclear excitation. 

Reference 
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10.2.4 Shell-model calculations in the s-d and f-p shells 

W A Richter*, B A Brown**, B H Wildenthal***, R E Julies+, 
M G van der Merwe*, S Froneman* and W J Naudé* 

* University of Stellenbosch 
** National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State 

University, East Lansing 
*** Drexel University, Philadelphia 
+ University of the Western Cape, Bellville 

The work on the spin-tensor analysis of effective interactions in 
collaboration with Drs B A Brown and B H Wildenthal was carried a step 
further with a detailed analysis of recent effective interactions. A 
new empirically-derived effective BRW (Brown-Richter-Wildenthal) 
interaction was compared with recent effective interactions derived from 
the Paris and Reid nucleon-nucleon potentials using a microscopic-folded-
diagratn effective interaction theory. The BRW interaction is based on 
a fit of 440 binding and excitation energy data in which all 63 two-
body matrix elements and three single-particle matrix elements were allowed 
to vary. 
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The comparisons between the various effective interactions are based 
on a technique employing a spin-tensor analysis of the L-S coupled two-
body matrix elements. From these comparisons we hope to obtain an improved 
method of calculating reliable effective interactions to be used in nuclear 
structure calculations. 

In particular, a reliable effective interaction for the Of-lp shell of 
quality comparable to those available for lower shells is required. Work 
in this direction is being pursued by M G van der Merwe. 

Calculations on a nucleus in this shell region, namely **3 Sc, are in 
progress. These calculations will complement experimental work done 
on this particular nucleus. 

R E Julies is presently completing a thesis on the mathematical basis 
of modern nuclear shell-model programmes employing the second quantisation 
formalism. He has also assisted in adapting programmes brought over 
from Oxford University to local computers. 

Several programmes relating to the above-mentioned work have been brought 
over from the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan 
State University, and put into operation on a new minicomputer of the 
University of Stellenbosch. A new high-speed multi-word version of the 
original Oxford shell-model code will soon be added. 
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10.3 Techniques ^ I****** 

10.3.1 Response of thin film plastic scintillators to fission fragments 

W A Cilliers*, M S Allie and F D Brooks* 

* University of Cape Town 

Thin film plastic scintillators (TFPS) are useful, as indicated in item 
10.1.6 of this report, for determining the velocities of fragments from 
the spontaneous fission of 2 5 2 C f . With this application in mind, a study 
has been made of the scintillation pulse-height response of TFPS prepared 
from NE102 plastic scintillator by the method described by Muga {1}. 

The response L was measured as a function of fragment velocity v and 
film thickness t for 1 < t < 70 um. The fragment velocity was measured 
by time-of-flight using a gamma detector to detect the time of fission. 
The fragment time-of-f light T and the TFPS pulse-height response L were 
recorded in dual-parameter on buffer tape and analysed off-line. Figure 
1 shows L as a function of v (calculated from the T-measurement) for 
six foils of thickness t in the range 1,6 - 61 um. 

Prominent features of the results obtained are: 

(a) the linear dependence of L on v; 

lb) the abrupt increase (by a factor of ^3) of the gradient 
AL/Av of this dependence in the range 6 < t <15 m; and 

(c) the extrapolated threshold velocity v 0 ~ 7-9 mm n s - 1 (see 
figure 1) for the detection of fission fragments. 

The Voltz model {2,3} of the scintillation mechanism in organic 
scintillators appears to provide a basis for understanding these features 
and an exploratory study along these lines is now being undertaken. 
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SECTION 11 ATOMIC PHYSICS 

11.1 Inner-Shell Excitation Mechanisms in Ion-Atom Collisions 

R Shanker*. R Bilau*. R Hippler*, H 0 Lutz*, U Wille** and 
W R McMurray 

* University of Bielefeld, West Germany 
** Hahn Meitner Institút fur Kernforschung, Berlin, Germany 

11.1.1 Krypton L-shell excitation in Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe collisions 

We have previously studied K-shell excitation where rotational coupling 
between the 2p7T and 2pO molecular orbitals (MO's) has been established 
as the main excitation mechanism in a broad range of collision systems 
{1} . A general review of inner-shell vacancy production in ion-atom 
collisions has been published by H 0 Lutz {2} . For the Ar-Ar system 
it has been established that the dominant mechanism for L-shell vacancy 
production is provided by promotion of 4fo electrons into the continuum. 
The 4fo MO becomes degenerate with the continuum at internuclear distances 
below a critical value of about 0,5 A • One therefore observes a steplike 
rise in the impact parameter dependence of L-shell vacancy production 
in Ar-Ar collisions {3}. 

Other quasimolecular mechanisms may give rise to L-shell excitation 
depending on the nuclear charge numbers of collision partners and the 
asymmetry of the collision system:(i) electronic excitation via rotational 
coupling among near degenerate MO's, and (ii) ionisation of promoted 
MO's by direct coupling to the continuum {4} . The present study of Kr-
Kr and Kr-Xe collisions should give information about heavy and asymmetric 
systems in contrast to the lighter Ar-Ar system. 

The correlation diagrams for Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe show a fairly large binding 
energy for the 4fo MO even at zero internuclear distances so that 4fo 
excitation can no longer be viewed as promotion into the continuum and 
they should not exhibit step functions in their impact parameter dependence 
for Kr-L vacancy production. Probable modes for the production of Kr-L 
vacancy appear to be (a) transfer mechanisms (rotational coupling) between 
the 4f$, 4f6 , 4fir and 4fo MO's, (b) direct transitions into loosely bound 
MO's or the continuum at very small internuclear distances, and (c) 
rotational coupling processes in the vicinity of 3p and 3d united atom 
shells. 

Krypton L-shell vacancy production in slow Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe collisions 
has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically. Impact 
parameter dependent vacancy production rates have been obtained for Kr-
Kr collision energies of 0,7 1,05 1,4 and 1,75 MeV (Bielefeld) and 
2,0 and 3,0 MeV (NAC) and for Kr-Xe collision energies of 0,7 1,05 and 
1,4 MeV (Bielefeld) and for Ar-Kr collision energies of 1,0 and 1,4 MeV 
(Bielefeld) and 2,5 4,0 6,0 MeV and 10,0 MeV (NAC). The experimental 
arrangement for these measurements has been outlined in previous 
publications {5}. 

The shapes of the data given in figure 1 are generally well-reproduced 
by the vacancy production rates calculated (full lines) for rotationally 
induced 4fa excitation. At energies of 1,75 MeV and above, there is 
a growing discrepancy between the experimental and calculated production 
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rates at small internuclear distances. The calculated enhancement due 
to direct 4fo ionisation roughly predicts the onset of this discrepancy 
and goes part-way toward improving the fit of experiment and theory at 
2 MeV collision energy but grossly over-estimates the production rates 
at 3 NeV. This suggests the beginning of a breakdown of the theoretical 
discription in terms of transitions between well defined MO's. A similar 
effect has been seen in the analysis of Ar L-shell excitation in Ne-
Ar collisions {6} . It should be noted that the Kr-Kr system at 3 MeV 
gives a ratio of collision velocity to 4f orbital velocity of 0,5 so 
that the adiabatic criterion is inadequately met at the higher energies. 
Our results show however, that the rotationally-induced 4fo excitation 
is probably the dominant mechanism at lower collision energies {7}. 

11.1.2 Differential cross sections for Kr L excitation in Ar-Kr collisions 

A detailed analysis of the Ar L vacancy production in Ne - Ar collisions 
at low energies by Shanker and others (see reference {6}) has shown 
that the data can be understood in terms of rotationally-induced vacancy 
transfer out of the initially unoccupied 3d6 MO into the 3do MO. In 
the Ar-Kr collision system both the 3d6 and 3dit MO's are initially 
occupied. Accordingly, the number of 3do vacancies produced via 3d<5 -
3dn -3do rotational coupling depends upon the number of vacancies ^2d& 
and N3J,, created in these orbitals at an early stage of the collision. 
Model calculations have been made for 3d6 -3dn-3do rotational coupling 
(direct 3do ionisation was found to be negligibly small) and the calculated 
cross sections were fitted to the experimental data by adjusting the 
values of ^3^ and N3<jïï . Good agreement was found using N3J5 ̂ 3 ^ = 
1:3. The comparison between theory (full line) and experiment (data 
points) is shown in figure 2 for collision energies of 2,5 {8} and 4,0 
MeV {9}. 

11.1.3 Total cross sections for Kr L-shell vacancy production 

Absolute measurements of the total Kr L vacancy production cross sections 
in Kr-Kr collisions have been made by calibrating the X-ray detection 
systems at Bielefeld and at the NAC Van de Graaff Laboratory. 

The X-ray detection system was calibrated using the Ar-Ar (Ar K) cross 
sections derived from a series of absolute cross section measurements 
at the NAC Van de Graaff {10}. Using the apparatus to provide simultaneous 
measurements of X-ray emission and scattered ion yields at fixed angles, 
we obtained comparative Ar K and Kr L yields for the systems Ar-Ar (Ar 
K) and Kr-Kr (Kr L). T'.._ absolute total cross sections for Kr-Kr vacancy 
production could then be deduced from 

aKr-Kr = (N x

K r / N K r ) (do / dfl)«r TAr ̂ Ar ^_^ 

(N x

A r / N A r ) (da / dí2)Ar T Kr^Kr 

where N x and Nj(r are the X-ray and ion count rates, (do/dft) is the 
calculated differential elastic scattering cross section using the Moliere 
interatomic potential (a realistic form of the screened Rutherford 
potential). The X-ray transmission factors (T) for the entrance foils 
of the X-ray detectors (both proportional and Si(Li) detectors were used) 
were obtained for the observed Ar K and Kr L X-radiation. (In a separate 
measurement it was shown that the specification for the Si(Li) window 
thickness was a factor 3 in error). The fluorescent yields w were assumed 
to be those obtained from proton excitation. 
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At Bielefeld the Kr L excitation was measured by comparison with the 
observed X-ray emission from the H + -Kr system at 350 keV, the ions being 
detected at a scattering angle of 18°. X-rays were detected in a 
proportional counter viewing the thin gas target at 90° to the ion beam. 

Data were obtained for the absolute vacancy production in Kr-Kr collisions 
at projectile energies of 1,05 1,4 1,75 MeV (Bielefeld) and 1,0 1,5 
2,0 2,5 and 3,0 MeV (NAC). The results have been combined with the 
previously measured cross sections of Woerlee et al. {11} by arbitrarily 
dividing their results by a normalisation factor of 2,5. 

The absolute experimental Kr L c-oss sections thus obtained (data points) 
are compared in figure 3 with thtoretical cross sections for rotationally 
induced 4fa excitation by integrating the corresponding vacancy production 
rates (calculated with N^f 0 = 4) over impact parameter. If the calculated 
4f<j> -4f6 -4fir -4fo rotational coupling result is normalised to the 
experimental data by a common multiplication factor of 1,5 (as plotted 
in figure 3), there is good agreement between theory and experiment for 
both Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe cross sections, except at the highest energies (see 
full lines in figure 3). The enhancement of the experimental cross 
sections above about 1,75 MeV projectile energy may be qualitatively 
explained as due to the onset of direct 4fo ionisation (see chain curve 
in figure 3). 

Although the impact parameter data obtained by us are not consistent 
with the qualitative implications of the Kessel model {12} , namely a 
step-functional behaviour of the excitation probability, we have also 
used this model to calculate the total cross sections for 4fo excitation 
(dashed lines in figure 3) by using a normalising procedure at 2 MeV 
to obtain the critical internuclear distance parameter required for the 
model (Rc = 0,115 X for Kr-Kr and 0,085 A for Kr-Xe). 

The theoretical analysis of the total cross section measurements favours 
rotational induced vacancy production in the quasi-molecular 4fo orbital 
as the dominant mechanism for Kr-L vacancy production. 
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11.2 Beam-foil Spectroscopy 

11.2.1 Beam-foil mean lifetimes in Kr II obtained from ANDC analyses 

F J Coetzer*, T C Kotzé* and P van der Westhuizen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 
The spectra of a foil-excited krypton beam between 200 and 500 nm were 
used to carry out lifetime calculations for a selected number of energy 
levels. 

One of the primary disadvantages of the beam-foil method is the cascade 
repopulation of the energy levels, and this aspect is receiving much 
attention in present beam-foil research {1,2} . In this investigation 
the cascade effect was dealt with by taking into account the most prominent 
cascades from higher excited levels through the application of the ANDC 
(Arbitrarily Normalized Decay Curve) technique {3}. The lack of published 
data is largely due to the fact that krypton lines are inherently weak 
in the beam-foil source {4} . This scarcity of reliable experimental 
and theoretical data concerning singly-ionized states in Kr prompted 
the present investigation. 

Krypton ions were accelerated in the 5,5 MV single-ended vertical Van 
de Graaff accelerator of the CSIR at Faure. The relatively low line-
intensities necessitated the use of spectrometer slit widths of 400 pm. 
This condition led to rather wide lines of 5-7 A FWHM. Additional 
improvements might have been possible by reducing the slit widths to 
perhaps 50-100 pm, but for the present purpose the advantages would not 
have compensated for the reduction of the signal. All the decay curves 
were analyzed using the multi-exponential curve-fitting programme DISCRETE 
{5}, which determined both the lifetimes and the number of exponentials 
that gave the best, second-best, etc fit to the experimental data. This 
programme produced the necessary smoothed functions needed for the 
programme CANDY {6}, which performed the ANDC analyses. 

A typical example of the allowed primary decays as well as the possible 
cascades which were measured for the 5p'2D° level are shown in figure 1. 
The transitions are based on the tables published by Striganov et al. 
{7} and Minnhagen et al. {8} . The experimental results are tabulated 
in table 1, which also includes theoretical values obtained with the 
Coulomb approximation and the single configuration Hartree-Fock method, 
as well as experimental results reported by other workers. The Hartree-
Fock wave functions, which are solutions of a system of integrodiffeiential 
equations, and parameters were obtained with the Froese Fischer computer 
programme {9}. 
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Table 1. L i fe t ime r e s u l t s for the Sp^S 0 . and 5p' 2 D° . energy l e v e l s 
in Kr I I . 

A(nm) Upper 
level 

Lifetimes (ns) 
A(nm) Upper 

level 
This work Other 

experiments 
Theory 

414,5 

430,0 

469,1 

381,7 

408,8 

384,4 

390,6 

S'* SS/2 

^1/2 

5 d 2°3/2 

VX/2 

5 d' 2 D3/2 

5 d' 2 f7/2 

3,15 t 0,0l a ) 

3,85 * 0,37 (14,02 ± 8,27) ' 

2,89 t 0.0l a ) . 
3,14 ± 0,12 (24,10 i 15,10) ' 

3,69 i 0,31 (16,41 ± l,01) b ) 

1,72 ± 0,38 . 
(-0,90 ± 0,34; 12,52 ± 0,65) ' 

5.68 ± 0,09 a > . 
5.69 ± 0,04 (-0,43 ± 0,15) ' 

0,92 ± 0,48 . 
(-0,88 • 0,48; 5,60 ± 0,17) D ; 

3,56 ± 0,14 (15,34 * 3,83) b ) 

3,38 C ); 7,l d ); 6,0 e ) 

6,40 C ); 3,40 d ) 

3,12 f ); 4,46 g ) 

3,52 f ); 3,74 8 ) 

0,63 f )
s 0,91 g ) 

4,69 f ); 6,00 g ) 

0,51 f ); 0,50 g ) 

4,02 f ); 4,06 g ) 

a) Result of the ANDC a n a l y s i s 
b) Result o f m u l t i - e x p o n e n t i a l curve f i t t i n g . Cascade l i f e t i m e s are g iven in 

p a r e n t h e s i s . A negat ive va lue i n d i c a t e s a growing-in cascade . 
c) Kotzé {10} 
d) Mi l l er e t a l . , (<»} 
e) Malakhov e t a l . , {11} 
f) The Hartree-Fock method 
g) The Coulomb approximation. 
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11.2.2 Radiative lifetimes in Kr III 

F J Coetzer*, T C Kotzé* and P van der Westhuizen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

The spectra between 120 nm and 500 nm were recorded at an accelerating 
voltage of 1 MV and a typical result of a spectrum scan between 300 nm 
and 350 nm is shown in figure 2. Identification of the lines was 
accomplished with the aid of the tables of Striganov et al. {1} and 
Minnhagen et al. {2}. 

All the decay curves were first analyzed with the multi-exponential curve-
fitting programme DISCRETE {3}. Details of this procedure are discussed 
in {4} . To investigate the reliability of the cascade corrections, we 
proceeded with ANDC investigations, using the computer programme CANDY 
{5}. The analyses were in general quite straight-forward and resulted 
in good and stable fits in accordance with the test criteria established 
in {5}. 

The various allowed primary decays as well as the possible cascades to 
the 5p 5P level are shown in figure 3. Also shown are the primary decays 
for the 5p 'Pj and 5p 5P2 levels measured at 335,2 nm and 332,6 nm 
respectively. The experimental results are tabulated in table 2, which 
includes theoretical values obtained with the Coulomb approximation {6} 
and the single configuration Hartree-Fock method {7} , as well as 
experimental results reported by other workers. 

Table 2. Lifetime results for the 5p 5P and 5p 5P energy levels in Kr III 

\ (nn) 
Upper 
l e v e l 

L i fe t imes (ns ) 
\ (nn) 

Upper 
l e v e l 

This work Other 
experiments Theory 

335,2 

332,6 

251,5 

243,9 

5 p 5 F 1 

5 p 5 P 2 

6 S 5 S 0 

5d5 D 0 

3.85 ± 0 , 0 7 a ) . 
3.86 ± 0 ,08 ( - 0 . 4 5 ± 0 . 2 1 ) ; 

3.51 ± 0 , 0 4 a ) 

3.52 i 0,07 ( - 0 , 5 0 í 0 , 2 0 ) ; 

1,20 ± 0,07 v-1 ,17 i 0 , 0 7 ; 
5,91 ± 0 , 3 5 ) b ) 

1,51 * 0 ,34 ( - 1 , 4 4 t 0 , 3 3 ; 
6,78 ± 2 , 6 4 ) b > 

3 , 5 7 C ) ; 7 , 3 d ) 

3 , 3 9 C ) 

1 , 8 3 C ) 

2 , 1 6 c ) 

e ) f ) 4 , 9 9 ; 3 ,68 ' 

4 , 8 7 e ) ; 3 , 5 9 ° 

e ) f ) 
l , 5 4 c ' ; 1,53 ' 

l , 2 1 e ) ; 1 , 2 0 ° 

a) Result of the ANDC analysis 
b) Result of multi-exponential curve fitting. Cascade lifetimes are given in 

parenthesis. A negative value indicates a growing-in cascade. 
c) Kotzé {8} 
d) Miller et al., {9} 
e) The Hartrce-Fock method 
f) The Coulomb approximation 
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11.2.3 Beam-foil spectroscopy of singly-ionized oxygen 

F J Coetzer*, T C Kotzé*, F J Mostert* and P van der Westhuizen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

The Van de Graaff accelerator provided an oxygen ion beam. The vertical 
orientation of this machine necessitated bending the beam 90° by an 
analyzing magnet. This magnet analysis also ensured the chemical purity 
of the beam {1} . The 0 + ions passed through a thin carbon foil ( ± 15 
ug/cm2) contained in a target chamber with a quartz window. The foils 
were prepared by a hydrocarbon cracking technique which greatly simplified 
the experimental execution of the project. The light emitted by the 
excited beam was observed with a spectrometer, the slits of which were 
perpendicular to the beam axis. The decay of the radiance of the beam 
was studied as a function of distance from the foil. Vables of Moore 
{2}and Stringanov et al. {3} were used to assign the observed lines. 

The analysis of the measured dcay curves proceeds by careful fitting 
of a sum of exponentials to the observed intensity decays. These fits 
were performed using the computer programme DISCRETE {4}. The exponential 
representations of the curves are then used as input to the programme 
CANDY {5}, which performs the ANDC analyses. These analyses are at the 
moment being done for the 3p' 2F° level in 0 II. The results presented 
in table 3 were obtained from curve-fitting and are compared to values 
obtained by other workers, af well as theoretical calculations by means 
of the Coulomb approximation and the Hartree-Fock-Slater method. 
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Table 3. Lifetimes for the 3p'2F° level in 0 II 

X (nm) 
Upper 

l e v e l 

L i f e t i m e s ( n s ) 
X (nm) 

Upper 

l e v e l 

This work 
Other 

Experiments 
Theory 

4 5 9 , 1 3 p " F 0 / 2 11,37 ± 1,25 ( - 5 , 6 8 ± 1,08) i i 7 6 ) IA n 7 ) 

13 ,7 ; 14,0 ; 

1 2 , 8 8 ) ; 9 , 5 9 ) : 
9) 9 ; 

10 ,7 ; 12,0 ; 
I A n 9 ) « 7 1 0 ) 

1 A , 0 : 8 , 7 ; 

1 0 , 5 U ) 

9 , 0 1 3 \ 

1 4 , 6 6 1 4 ) 

U , 5 a ) ; i i 7 6 ) IA n 7 ) 

13 ,7 ; 14,0 ; 

1 2 , 8 8 ) ; 9 , 5 9 ) : 
9) 9 ; 

10 ,7 ; 12,0 ; 
I A n 9 ) « 7 1 0 ) 

1 A , 0 : 8 , 7 ; 

1 0 , 5 U ) 

AAA, 8 3 d " 2 F 7 / 2 
2,67 ± 0 ,19 ( -0 .A0 ± 0,1A; 0 , 8 1 6 ) ; 0 , 9 2 7 > ; 

0 , 6 A 1 2 } 

0 , 3 6 1 3 ) 

3 d " 2 F 7 / 2 
11,041 ± 0 , 6 6 ) 

0 , 8 1 6 ) ; 0 , 9 2 7 > ; 
0 , 6 A 1 2 } 

A19.0 3 d ' 2 G 5 / 2 
7,20 ± 0 ,04 ( - 0 , 6 2 ± 0 ,17 ) 6.eJ|j 6 , 1 7 ) ; 3 , 9 8 1 3 )

; 5 , 2 9 a ) 

Al l ,A 3 d ' 2 D

5 / 2 

1,97 ± 0 ,29 (10 ,18 ± 0 ,81 ) 6 , 1 5 a ) 

327 ,3 
^ ' 2 5 / 2 

1,85 ± 0 ,09 ( 7 , 7 2 ± 0 , 6 2 ) 4 , 1 4 1 3 ; ; 

A , 0 2 1 4 ) 

4 , 2 8 3 )

; 

A59.6 V 2 F ° 5 / 2 11 ,38 ± 0 ,34 ( - 3 , 3 4 ± 0 ,37 ) 8 , 7 1 0 )

; 1 A , 2 8 7 ) ; 

1 2 , 8 3 ) 

9 , 0 2 l 3 ) ; l l , 5 a ) 

AAA, 3 3 J , 2 F

5 / 2 
1,68 ± 0 ,37 ( -0 .A9 ± 0 , 3 6 ; 0 . 9 2 U > ; 0 , 6 A 1 2 ) 0 , 3 6 1 3 ) 

3 J , 2 F

5 / 2 
13,34 i 2 ,93 

A18.5 3 d ' 2 S / 2 7,16 + 0 ,07 ( - 0 , 3 5 ± 0 ,10) 8 , 4 7 l l ) , 7 , 1 9 U ) ; 

5 , 0 5 8 ) 

4 . 1 l 1 3 ) , 5 , 3 0 a ) 

A11.0 3 d ' 2 D 3 / 2 
1,9A ± 0,25 (10 ,32 ± 1,2A) 6 , 1 4 a ) 

327,1 4 . ' * D 3 / 2 6 ,70 ± 0 ,13 ( 1 , 4 8 ± 0 ,22 ) 4 , 1 4 1 3 )

; 

A , 0 2 1 4 > 

4 , 2 8 a )

; 

a) The Coulomb approximation. 
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11.2.4 The manufacture of hydrocarbon cracked foils 

F J Coetzer*, T C Kotzé* and P van der Westhuizen* 

* University of Stellenbosch 

Carbon foils are used to excite a distribution of atomic charge states 
in a mono-energetic fast ion beam. When foil excitation is used for 
measurements of the atomic properties of excited states of the beam ions, 
the survival time of an individual foil usually represents an important 
experimental limitation. 

For many years carbon foils were prepared in various laboratories by 
the carbon arc and electron beam evaporating techniques {1}. The useful 
lifetimes of conventional carbon-arc-evaporated carbon foils used in 
beam-foil spectroscopy were very short, especially under irradiation 
with heavy ions {2} . The lifetime is limited by the splitting of the 
foil due to radiation-induced shrinkage and the foil thickening which 
is mainly attributable to the cracking of hydrocarbon vapours in the 
vacuum system by the ion beam. In this investigation foils were prepared 
by means of cracking ethylene in a glow discharge so that the deposit 
was continuously displaced and diffused {3,4,5} . For a detailed 
description of the equipment used, refer to reference {6}. 

Some difficulties were experienced with pinholes and breakage on drying. 
It is thought that the pinholes could be due to spurious arc discharges 
in the vacuum chamber or to defects in the substrates. Figure 4 shows 
the lifetimes measured in uA-minutes using a 1 MeV K r + + beam with a beam 
current of 0,4 - 0,6 \iA and evaporating conditions as indicated for the 
foils prepared by the two methods. It was found that the lifetime of 
the ethylene cracked foils increased with the voltage of the glow discharge 
and with foil thickness {3}. These foils had lifetimes which were more 
than 100 times as long as those of the standards carbon arc foils. 

The results of this study confirmed the encouragingly long lifetimes 
observed by others {1,3,7}. 
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SECTION 12 NUCLEAR ANALYSIS 

12.1 Improvement of Facilities 

12.1.1 Standardisation of PIXE equipment -fii)». ii._ 
M Peisach and C A Pineda 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

As a result of modifications made to the measuring system the entire 
PIXE apparatus required re-calibration. The main change was the acquisi
tion of a new Si(Li) detector with a long horizontal snout that enabled 
the detector to be positioned accurately from 15 to 215 mro from the face 
of the bombarded target. The detector has a resolution of 155 eV for 
5,9 keV X-rays and can be stored at ambient temperatures when not in use. 

Standard X-ray spectra were recorded from a set of thin foils covering 
44 elements. Backscatter spectra were used to check the target thickness. 
The data were stored on magnetic tape for subsequent spectral analysis 
with appropriate computer stripping programmes making use of interactive 
non-linear least-squares fitting procedures. 

Several X-ray spectral analysis programmes were studied with special 
attention given to TOURIX and AXIL. The former was adapted for use on 
the UCT computer and arrangements are in progress for acquiring the latter 
from the copyright holders. The yields of X-rays from the standard foils 
are being measured at different proton bombarding energies. 

12.1.2 Construction of XSQR irradiation chamber TI{K' \ SA-SS^Cioi 
M Peisach, C A Pineda* and T Swart 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

PIXE-induced X-ray fluorescence, the so-called XSQR technique, has the 
advantage that lighter elements can readily be analysed in a matrix 
consisting primarily of a single element. Use was made of this technique 
to determine Cr in steels. The existing apparatus makes use of an external 
beam incident on the primary target, but absorption of X-rays in air 
imposes a lower limit to the X-ray energies that can usefully be measured. 
To overcome this difficulty it was necessary to construct an XSQR system 
operating in vacuo. 

The apparatus designed for use with the Ghent cyclotron provtJ to be 
useful for trace metal analysis at concentrations above 100 ug.g-1. To 
improve the sensitivity, the design had to be made more compact so that 
a larger solid angle is subtended at the detector. Such an apparatus, 
in which the solid angle is improved from 1 msr to 4 msr is under construc
tion and it will include ports for using Si(Li), intrinsic Ge, Ge(Li), 
Si surface barrier and annular detectors. The arm carrying the XSQR 
unit will be removable so as to allow a vertical sample ladder to be 
used for standard PIXE analysis. 

To cope with the heating effect of the large currents required on the 
primary target, where 4-5 uA will impinge on an area of 6 mm diameter, 
arrangements are being made for cooling with refrigerated water. 
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12.1.3 Construction of clean laboratory 

Trace elements and the role they play in medicine and biology in particular 
are being studied with increasing intensity on a world-wide scale. Improved 
expertise and analytical precision have shown the need for a high degree 
of cleanliness in the areas used for sample preparation and manipulation. 
Contamination of samples by aerosols have, in the past, limited the 
determination of some elements to concentration levels of the order of 
10 ug.g - 1, well in excess of the capabilities of the analytical technique. 
For this reason it has become essential to construct a special laboratory 
with a station for clean work. 

An existing laboratory is being modified to allow for the installation 
of a laminar-flow work-station. The room will operate under a positive 
pressure generated by pumping ait from the internal passage of the building 
through a primary filter with an efficiency of 98% for particles of 5 
um diameter. The subsequent filtration of this air through a final HEPA 
filter will decrease the number of particles with diameter greater than 
0,3 ym by a factor of 101* in the air flow over the work-station. In 
addition movement of personnel will be strictly limited in the clean 
area, and special attention is being paid to the provision of suitable 
external clothing to prevent fibre particle generation, and to the use 
of tacky floor surfaces to reduce contamination from footwear. 
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12.2 Basic Studies 

12.2.1 The search for molecular effects in range corrections in 
elemental determination by proton bombardment 

C. Olivier* and M Peisach 

* Department of Chemistry, University of Stellenbosch 

In analyses with charged particles of a few MeV, it is assumed that in 
any thick matrix, the number, N, of prompt product particles reaching 
an external detector will be proportional to the atomic concentration, 
c, of the element under investigation and the reaction cross section, 
o(E). It is further assumed that the reaction Q-values will be adequately 
high to yield products with sufficient energy to escape from the matrix, 
even when generated at the end of the range of the bombarding particle. 
The differential number of counts is given by dN = K.c. o(E)dx, where 
K is the proportionality factor and dx the incremental thickness of the 
target. Hence 

Eo 
N - v r- f o(E).dE 
N " K' C i dE/dx ' 

Eth 

where dE/dx is the stopping power of the bombarding particle of energy 
E, inside the matrix and E 0, E t n are respectively the initial bombarding 
energy and the effective energy threshold of the reaction. 

The constancy of the proportionality factor K was checked experimentally 
on the assumption that Bragg's Law was valid and that available stopping 
power tables were sufficiently accurate. The proton bombardment of boron 
was studied in matrices consisting of a wide range of chemically pure 
boron compounds and mixtures of known composition. 

The gamma-ray spectrum of proton-irradiated pure boron showed intense 
peaks due to the 718 and 2124 keV coulomb excitation gamma-rays from 
1 °B and liB respectively and the 428 keV gamma-ray from the reaction 
1°B(p,Oj) 7Be. Excitation functions were measured for each of these three 
gamma-rays for proton energies up to 4500 keV; as an example, that for 
the 428 keV gamma-ray is shown in figure 1. 

The values of K were determined as a function of the effective Z-value 
of the irradiated material. The results obtained for the 2124 keV gamma-
ray are shown in figure 2, normalised to a mean value of unity. From 
these data the maximum value of any molecular effect was deduced to be 
< 10%. 

The initial phase of a study similar to that of boron was carried out 
in which the prompt alpha particles from the reaction 7Li(p,a )"*He and 
the prompt gamma-rays, 429 keV 7 Li n(l,0) and 479 keV 7 Li p(l,0) were 
measured. No other prompt gamma-rays from lithium were observed under 
proton bombardment {1} even up to bombarding energies of 6 MeV {2} . 
Excitation functions calculated from data obtained by bombardment of 
a thick target of lithium phosphate are shown in figure 3 for a proton 
energy range up to 4500 keV. In these calculations, corrections were 
made for the variation of stopping power with energy. 
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Fig. 1 Exci ta t ion function for the 428 keV prompt gamma-ray from the 
react ion l 0B(p,oij ) 7 Be. 
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Fig. 2 Normalisation factors for the 2)24 keV prompt gamma-ray from 
coulomb excitation of boron-11 in boron compounds and mixtures, 
as a function of "effective atomic number". 
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3 Excitation functions for prompt alpha-particles from the reaction 
Li(p,a0)''He and for the prompt gamma-rays 429 keV 7Li n(l,0) and 
479 keV Li p(l,0) obtained from proton irradiation of a thick 
target of lithium phosphate. 
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12.3 Applications in Archaeology and Related Subjects 'T'lAj; «MSSo^aAt 

12.3.1 Studies of South-West African interest 

D Gihwala*, L Jacobson**, M Peisach and C A Pineda* 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 
** Ftate Museum, Windhoek 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

12.3.1.1 Analysis of clays and pottery from the Kavango and Caprivi 
areas of northern SWA 

As part of a long-term project in which trace element concentrations 
have been used {1} for provenance studies of archaeological as well as 
cultural historical material objects, a suite of clays and pottery from 
the Kavango and Caprivi areas of northern SWA was analysed. A smaller 
number of clays and pottery from southern Damaraland was also included 
for purposes of comparison. The main purpose of the investigation was 
to analyse clays from known sources and the pottery produced therefrom, 
in order to evaluate the extent to which the elemental composition of 
a pot resembles that of the clay from which it was made. This question 
is basic to provenance studies. 

From analysis by PIXE and PIPPS the concentrations of the following 
elements were submitted for correspondence analysis {2}: K, Ca, Ti, Cr, 
Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Ga, Rb, Sr, Zr, Nb and Pb. The plot of the first two 
computed axes is shown in figure 1. A similar plot is obtained when 
axis 3 is plotted against axis 1 and together these axes account for 
74,8% of the total inertia, so that little can be gained by considering 
further axes. 

Clays and the sherds made from thsm resemble each other satisfactorily. 
However, the intercomparison results are surprising because all the points 
representing samples from the Kavango-Caprivi area in the north form 
a single cluster from which no sub-cluster can be separated. For example, 
samples 17 and 18 from Osharabo in the west have sample 21 from Katima 
Mulilo in the east as a near neighbour. 

It appears that the trace metal composition pattern for samples from 
the entire northern area is, within experimental error, constant for 
the whole area, and hence provenance studies in this region would be 
difficult by this method. 

12.3.1.2 Trace element analysis of Namtb sands 

Analysis of clays from the northern regions of SWA indicated that the 
Kalahari sands contained minor and trace elements of a surprisingly uniform 
composition. Since the atmospheric conditions ir. the Namib desert are 
not much different, it was suspected that a similar situation should 
exist in the south. Fine windblown sands were collected at various sites 
in the southern Namib desert for analysis. Th«. J sands varied in colour 
from pale cream to dark brown. 

Samples for analysis were prepared by sprinkling a thin layer of sand 
onto Mylar and fixing with a thin spray of polypropylene aerosol. Samples 
were analysed by PIXE in vacuum using 4,5 MeV protons. The elements 
that were determined were K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr, Zr, 
Y and Pb. Since Cr, Y and Pb were not detected in all samples, 
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Fig. 1 Plot of the first two axes from correspondence analysis showing 
the clustering of samples from the Kavango-Caprivi area. 
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Fíg. 2 Plot of the first two axes from correspondence analyses of 10-
element concentration data of Namib sands: differences among sand 
samples are clearly evident. The apparent group (lower left) is 
dispersed on axis 3 (not shown). Samples are identified by letters 
in circles and elements by rectangles. 
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correspondence analysis was carried out using the data for 10 elements. 
The plot of the first two axes is shown in figure 2 which emphasized 
the differences among the sands. Even the apparent group in the lower 
left region was shown to consist of widely differing compositions in 
the data from axis 3. 
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Studies of Africana interest 

Analysis of trace metal composition for the identification 
of Woodstock glass 
D Gihwala*, L Jacobson**, M Peisach, C A Pineda , 
M P S van der Merwet and H N Vostt 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 
** State Museum, Windhoek 
t Cultural History Museum, Cape Town 
ft The Stellenbosch Museum, Stellenbosch 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

Preliminary data on the trace metal composition of 19th century glasses 
have already been reported {1}. More detailed investigations were carried 
out on glass fragments excavated in the Paarl district and supplied by 
the Stellenbosch Museum, and on intact objects from the glass museum 
in Constantia, supplied by the SA Cultural History Museum as well as 
intact objects from private collections. All samples were analysed using 
an external beam of 4 MeV protons. The minor and trace elements determined 
by PIXE were K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, As, Rb, Sr, Zr and Pb, while 
the matrix elements Li, Na, Mg, Al, Si and Ca were determined by PIPPS. 

The concentrations of most of the elements in the suspected local glasses 
were comparable to those of foreign origin. However, while local glasses 
were sodium-rich and contained appreciable concentrations of manganese, 
imported glassware had high concentrations of potassium but little 
manganese. The data from PIXE were used for correspondence analysis and 
the plot of the first two axes is shown in figure 3. The points 
representing samples suspected of being of Woodstock origin formed a 
tight group clearly separated from the groups of European, English and 
Dutch origin. 

Examination of figure 3 shows that the Woodstock group included an item 
reportedly of English origin, while one sample from La Concordia could 
not be associated with the rest of the samples from the same suite. 
Furthermore the reportedly Dutch imports were distributed between the 
Dutch and English groups. To verify that the classification was indeed 
representative of the composition, the analytical data from PIPPS were 
also used for correspondence analysis. The first three axes of the result 
are plotted in figure 4. Despite the fac( that an entirely different 
set of elements was determined, the grouping was exactly the same as 
that obtained from the PIXE data. 

Reference 
1. SUNI Annual Research Report 1982, SUNI-76, p 46 

12.3.2 

12.3.2.1 
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Fig. 3 The first two axes of the correspondence analysis plotted for glasses 
analysed by P1XE for 12 elements. The identifying symbols are: 
1. La Concordia site; 5. Private collection A; 
2. 19th Century English; 6. European (unknown origin); 
3. Dutch imports; 7. Private collection B; 
4. European (German origin); 8. Private collection C; 

X. Intact objects of unknown origin. 

Fig. 4 The first three axes of the correspondence analysis plotted for 
some glasses analysed by PIPPS for 6 elements. (Symbols as above) 
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12.3.2.2 Detertr ning the origin of 18th century Cape pottery 

D Gihwala*, L Jacobson**, M Peisach, C A Pineda+and H N Vos*** 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 
** State Museum, Windhoek 
*** Stellenbosch Museum, Stellenbcsch 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

Virtually nothing is known of the early South African pottery industry, 
although Cape Town already had a tradition of pottety manufacture before 
the start of the 18th century. While it is virtually impossible to 
distinguish visually between very similar Dutch imported wares and the 
local product, it was considered possible to obtain an indication of 
provenance by comparison with samples of known Dutch origin and 
manufactured in the same period. Such identified samples were available 
from a salvage excavation near the Tropen museum, Amsterdam, Holland. 

In addition to samples from the Tropen suite, pottery fragments were 
supplied by the Stellenbosch Museum from excavations from a drostdy, 
from the Schreuder House, Stellenbosch, from an old Cape Dutch house 
in Cape Town and various isolated finds around Stellenbosch. PIXE 
analysis, using an external beam of 4 MeV protons, enabled the elements 
K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, As, Rb, Sr, Zr and Pb to be determined. 

Correspondence analysis was carried out using the data for 10 elements, 
because there were too many missing data points for the elements K and 
As. The plot of the first two axes is shown in figure 5. While most 
of the points formed a wide group on the right of the figure, a well-
defined smaller group was clearly distinguishable to the left. Using 
the Tropen suite as an indicator of Dutch origin, it appeared that the 
samples from the Drostdy excavations and from the Schreuder House were 
of local origin, even though archaeological sources expected the latter 
samples to have been imported from Holland. 

12.3.2.3 Studies on the origin of archaeological gold objects 

L Jacobson*, D Gihwala**, C A Pineda+and M Peisach ***^,# Âj!S"Q«ofri* 
* State Museum, Windhoek 
** Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula TechnA^v/n 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

Gold objects have been found at a number of archaeological sites in the 
northern Transvaal and particularly at Great Zimbabwe. It is of 
archaeological interest to establish whether the source of this gold 
was from the known extensive prehistoric workings at Zimbabwe, or possibly 
from alluvial deposits in the eastern Transvaal. 

Qualitative analysis by PIXE using 4,5 MeV protons were carried out on 
gold sheet from Zimbabwe and a Blank Veld Pond of the ZAR, both supplied 
by the South African Cultural History Museum, and modern pure gold foils. 
Because of the nature of the matrix, a low bombarding current of 0,2 
nA was used, but even under these conditions coincidence sum peaks of 
gold were sufficiently intense to obscure the presence of any heavy 
elements. 

The observed X-ray spectra are shown in figure 6. While the Blank Veld 
Pond contained an appreciable concentration of copper with traces of 
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Fig, 5 Correspondence analysis plot for pottery samples, based on PIXE 
analysis for 10 elements. The identifying symbols are: 

1. Dutch Tropen suite; 4. Schreuder House, Stellenbosch; 
2. Drosty excavation; 5. Isolated finds around Stellenbosch; 
3. Old Cape House in Cape Town; X. Samples of unknown origin. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of X-ray spectra of gold objects obtained from a blank 
Veld Pond (ZAR), a sheet of gold from Zimbabwe and a modern gold 
foil. All unmarked peaks are due to gold. 
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iron and possibly tin, the Zimbabwe specimen contained considerably less 
copper but more iron. Respite these differences, there was no indica
tion that PIXE analysis could serve for provenance studies because copper 
is a known additive for gold coinage metal. The investigation is 
continuing with attempts to detect heavier impurities by other means. 

12.3.3 Miscellaneous studies on cultural history 

12.3.3.1 Examination of Chinese ceramics and pottery excavated in the Cape 

D Gihwala*, L Jacobson**, M Peisach, C A Pineda+and H N Vos *** 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 
** State Museum, Windhoek 
*** Stellenbosch Museum, Stellenbosch 

Fragments of Chinese ceramics and pottery excavated in the southern Cape 
were supplied by the Stellenbosch Museum. The ceramics consisted of 
two fairly distinctive types. Those from the northern Chinese provinces 
were of good quality, thick or thinly potted, which could be dated by 
design, quality and shape to the middle of the 18th century. The specimens 
were glazed on the inside and outside and were of the type that was widely 
distributed in Europe. By contrast samples from the southern provinces 
were of coarse quality and of a type about which little is known as it 
was apparently seldom exported to Europe. The material, possibly from 
the middle of the 18th century, is difficult to date and the specimens 
found in the Cape are possibly unique. Most of the porcelain specimens 
were also from the southern provinces. A suite of English porcelain 
from the same period was submitted as a control. 

PIXE analyses of the glazes were carried out with 4,0 MeV protons using 
the external beam facility. Data were obtained for the content of K, 
Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr and Pb. Correspondence analysis 
showed a clear distinction between the English and Chinese samples, as 
shown in figure 7, but the various Chinese samples could not be clustered 
according to their place of origin or type of pottery. Studies on the 
body of the pottery are in progress. '1\L}' 4?A?$&O< 

12.3.3.2 Qualitative analysis of isolated archaeological trade beads 

M Peisach, C A Pineda+and L E Webley* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Department of Archaeology, University of Stellenbosch 

Various isolated single beads possibly used for trade purposes and 
originating from local and overseas sources were obtained from the 
Department of Archaeology of the University of Stellenbosch. These beads 
were made of glass, of pcicelain with and without painted decoration, 
and of various metals. The beads were threaded separately on aluminium 
wires and mounted on frames for analysis by PIXE and PIPPS at the external 
beam facility. Proton beams of 4,5 MeV were used. 

Glass and ceramic beads usually contained Fe, Cu & Pb at important trace 
concentrations and minor traces of Al, Ca, K, Ti, Zn and Sr. The metal 
beads were identified as being of iron, copper, and surprisingly, 
manganese. Quantitative analyses will be undertaken subject to 
justification on archaeological grounds. 
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Fig. 7 Correspondence analysis plot for ceramic glazes based on PIXE 
analysis of 12 elements. The Chinese glazes formed one cluster, 
but could not be sub-divided to distinguish northern Chinese 
pottery from southern Chinese ones. Separation from English 
pottery glazes was distinct. The identifying symbols are: 
1. Ceramics, North China; 
2. Ceramics, South China; 
3. Porcelain, South China; 

4. Porcelain, Japan; 
5. Porcelain, English; 
6. Porcelain, North China. 
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12.3.3.3 Forgeries and reprints of postage stamps 

L Jacobson*, D Gihwala**, C A Pineda+and M Peisach 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* State Museum, Windhoek 
** Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 

The importance of distinguishing between a genuine and forged postage 
scamp or between reprints can often be expressed in terms of large amounts 
of money. However, postage stamps are fragile objects which can easily 
be damaged during analysis. The non-destructive nature of PIXE offered 
important advantages, provided the bombarding beam left no mark on the 
stamp. The external beam technique was therefore tested using common 
current local stamps. Special attention was paid to efficient cooling 
at the site of bombardment and beam currents as low as possible were 
used. After successfully completing these tests, the method was evaluated 
by analysing the front face of the stamp, the front margin without printing 
and the gummed surface. 

Well-identified first, second and third printings of a recent South African 
stamp were irradiated with 3 MeV protons, carefully adjusting each stamp 
to ensure that the beam fell on the same portion of the design. The 
elements that were determined were P, S, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe and Zn. To 
compensate for ink intensity the Ca concentration was considered as an 
internal standard. While the three printings had similar concentrations 
of most of these elements, important differences were observed for Ti, 
Mn and Zn. The Ti concentration in the second printing was about half 
that of the first and third, the Mn concentration in the second printing 
was about ten times that of the other two, while the Zn concentration 
of the first printing was almost 3 orders of magnitude less than in the 
reprints. In all cases no damage could be observed on the samples. 

These data confirmed the suitability of PIXE for stamp analysis, and 
hence it was used to examine stamps of the Zuid-Afrikaanse Republiek 
and of South West Africa, where known forgeries werj compared with the 
genuine items. Differences were observed in the composition of gums, 
papers and ink. Further studies are intended to establish standard 
procedures for routine analysis. 



Applications in Industry 
Determination of silicon in crude and refined oils 
C A Pineda*, D Gihwala*, M Peisach and C A R 8ain + + 

+ Cape Provincial Administration 
++ Nuclear Corporation of South Africa 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 

During the refinement of crude oils the presence of silicon in the form 
of organometallic compounds can be tolerated in the feed, but its presence 
in either the light or heavy fractions in concentrations above already 
established levels is detrimental to the quality of the product. It 
was thus necessary to determine the silicon content of the 
different fractions. 

Using a known silicon organometallic compound, and silicon-free naphtha 
and diesel oils, a series of standards was prepared containing silicon 
in concentration from 3,75 to 30 Ug.g - 1- Measured volumes were deposited 
on filters with an average pore diameter of 0,2 urn, and used as standard 
targets for PIXE analysis. Targets of the supplied samples were made 
in a similar manner. 

Preliminary tests showed that in addition to small amounts of Si, targets 
contained P, S, CI, K and Ca, with the CI in very high relative concentra
tion. Although the Si K X-ray could readily be resolved energetically, 
the high count rate (mainly from CI and S) raised the level of the 
background against which the Si had to be measured. To improve the 
precision for Si determination, the proton energy was varied between 
0,8 and 1,5 MeV, from which it was found that 1,0 MeV was optimal. 

Analysis of the standards yielded a linear calibration down to below 
3 pg.g"1 i but at lower concentration results were erratic. After a 
prolonged investigation it was found that the erratic results were due 
to contamination by atmospheric dusts. For this reason, clean laboratory 
conditions were deemed essential for target handling. Accordingly the 
project was suspended pending the construction of suitable facilities. 

12.4.2 Comparison of local and imported heat-sensitive industrial 
intermediates 
M Peisach and C A Pineda* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 

Samples of local and imported industrial intermediates consisting of 
apparently similar inorganic components mounted on light element supports 
were submitted for analysis and comparison. Since the material was heat-
sensitive, preliminary tests were carried out to establish the extent 
tv which tiT! samples could withstand the heating effect of bombardment 
with proton and alpha particle beams. Thereafter analyses were carried out 
using Rutherford backscattering to measure concentration profiles and 
PIXE and PIPPS for elemental analysis. The latter were carried out in 
vacuum to prevent deterioration of the samples in air. 

In total, 20 elements were determined. While most of the components 
were present in comparable concentrations, a small number showed important 
differences between the local and imported products. However, a major 
difference was revealed by the results of the Rutherford backscattering. 
Whereas the qualitative composition of the two materials was comparable, 
one was apparently of uniform composition throughout while the other 
showed a rapid change of concentrations with depth, implying a layered 
structure. 

12.4 
12.4.1 
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12.5 Applications in Biology and Medicine 

12.5.1 The toxic effects of aluminium in vines 

B R Meyer, E le Roux*, M J Renan and M Peisach 

* Nederburg Wines, Huguenot 

Few vine-growing areas share the problems of the Western Cape where the 
soil has a low pH and a relatively high concentration of aluminium. The 
symptoms of aluminium poisoning have not been well documented, but 
consistently low yields and poor growth have been noted. The root systems 
were observed to end abruptly at the level where the pH value drops and 
the Al concentration becomes important. 

Elemental concentrations of Mg, Al, Si, P, S, CI, K and Ca were determined 
by PIXE in freeze-dried and homogenized pellets of samples of roots, 
stems, leaves, petioles and growth tips from plants grown in adapted 
Hoagland water culture solutions without and with added Al at the 
concentration level of 10 ug/g. Similar pellets of four different NBS 
standard reference materials were used for calibration. It was assumed 
that the matrices of samples and standards were directly comparable. 

Startling differences were observed between the test and control samples. 
Figure 1 shows the spectra for comparisons of concentrations in samples 
of leaves and roots. The presence of Al enhanced the uptake of P, S 
and K in the leaves and stems, but depressed Mg and Ca. It appears that 
the root system effects some selection of nutrients and retains much 
of the Al. 

Since the growth of vines is seasonal, the next stage will be studied 
during the next growth period. 

12.5.2 Bitter pit in apples ; possible effects of silicon uptake 

M Peisach, C A Pineda+and J Steenkamp* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Fruit and Fruit Technology Institute, Stellenbosch 

Crystalline material separated from bitter pit spots in apple fruit showed 
the possible presence of both Ca and Si. The presence of the latter 
could be envisaged as uptake of soluble silicon compounds. To obtain 
a better insight of the chemical mechanisms, in vitro tests were carried 
out in which known volumes of standard aqueous solutions of calcium 
chloride and sodium silicate were mixed with a fixed volume of acid 
solution and the precipitates removed for analysis. The acid solution 
consisted of a mixture of oxalic, citric, maleic and fumaric acids in 
the calculated proportions needed to simulate conditions in the fruit. 

Thin layers of the crystalline material were deposited on 10 urn thick 
mylar and fixed to the support by a small droplet of glycerine. These 
targets were bombarded with 1 MeV protons in vacuum and the count ratio 
of Si to Ca was determined. It was found that for relatively high 
concentrations of silicon, a, the count ratio of Si/Ca varied with the 
percentage, r, of sodium silicate in the mixed Ca Cl2/Na2Si03 solution 
according to the relationship a - ke c r where the constants k and c had 
the values 0,00237 and 0,044 respectively. At low concentrations of 
Si the results were apparently erratic, which could have been due to 
contamination by atmospheric dust particles. 
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Fig. 1 Typical PIXE spectra showing the comparison beteween test and 
control samples for leaves and roots. In each pair the lower 
spectrum is from a control sample. Note the increased Al in 
the roots and decreased Ca in the leaves. 
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12.5.3 Radioactive impurities in 9 9 m T c generators 

N Hartman*, C A Pineda*,M Peisach and G Felix* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Tygerberg Hospital, Bellville 

One of the criteria for the comparison of "™Tc generators is the nature 
and intensity of longer-lived radioactive impurities present in the eluate. 
Generators were obtained from a variety of sources by Tygerberg Hospital 
and eluates were drawn on three occasions within the first week of arrival. 
After the 6-hour 9 9 m T c had decayed, the samples were analysed by gamma-
ray spectrometry over a period of several months. The molybdenum-99 
in the generators had been produced either from neutron-irradiated 
molybdenum or chemically separated from fission products. The range of 
impurities thus depended on the mode of production. 

The eluates from 10 generators have already been tested, and definite 
identification has been established for the nuc lides " M o and 1 0 3 R u in 
many of them. The quantitative determination of the impurities is in 
progress. 

12.5.4 Environmental lead analysis 

D Gihwala*, M Peisach, J Mets**, J J van Heerden*** and C A Pineda* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon, Bellville 
** Medical School, University of Cape Town 
*** Department of Health Sciences, Peninsula Technikon, Bellville 

Because of the known deleterious effects of lead, even at low concentra
tions {1}, a study was undertaken to measure lead in aerosols, especially 
in working areas of industries where lead is an important component. 
Solid residues obtained by pumping known volumes of air through suitable 
filters were collected at a number of sites and these residues were 
analysed by atomic absorption and PIXE. 

Typical PIXE spectra, measured through an absorber to reduce the intensity 
of low energy X-rays, of air samples obtained in areas with very high 
and with relatively low lead contamination are shown in figure 2. As 
expected, air drawn near the working face (upper curve) showed excessive 
concentrations of lead, but at a distance from the working area the air 
still containec appreciable levels (lower curve). 

The ease with which other elements were detected (see lower curve) enabled 
the study to be extended to a more general survey of atmospheric pollution 
in closed working areas. This study is continuing. 

Reference 

1. H L Needleman, Neurotoxicology k_ (1983) 121 
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Fig. 2 Typical X-ray spectra showing the differences in lead concentration 
of air, sampled near the working face (upper curve) and at some 
distance away. 
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Fig. 3 X-ray spectrum of rat liver showing a large range of detected 
elements. Some metallic elements could be present as contamination 
from the metal instruments used in sampling. 
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12.5.5 The effect of nicotine on the trace element composition of 
rat liver 

J Matthews*, G S Maritz**, C A Pineda*,D Gihwala*** and 
M Peisach 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Department of Paramedical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon, 

Bellville 
** Department of Physiological Sciences, University of the 

Western Cape, Bellville 
*** Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 

Nicotine is known to reduce the oxygen uptake and work capacity of the 
rat. As a supplementary investigation to the biological effects of 
nicotine, possible changes in the trace element content of liver tissues 
of the rat are being studied. 

In order to standardise the procedures for the handling of liver samples, 
a test liver sample was frozen and pulverised in a teflon container under 
liquid nitrogen cooling. The powder sample was transferred to a mylar 
support and irradiated with 3 MeV protons in vacuum for PIXE analysis. 
A typical spectrum is shown in 'figure 3. The presence of Cr, Ni and 
Co strongly suggests that the sample was contaminated through the use 
of steel instruments. The protocol for sampling is thus being studied 
with a view to eliminating the use of metal instruments. 

12.5.6 Effect of verapamil on the incidence of ventricular fi' rillation 
in relation to changes in regional left ventricular blood flow 

C A Muller*, F T Thandroyen*, C W Hamm*, L H Opie*, 
M Peisach and C A Pineda* TW. 2AT?500Aofc 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Heart Research Unit, University of Cape Town 

Increasing experimental evidence suggests that an intracellular accumula
tion of calcium ions in ischaemic tissue plays a role in the development 
of the fatal arrhythmia, ventricular fibrillation, which is often 
associated with acute myocardial infarction. Verapamil is a calcium 
channel blocking agent and should therefore prevent ventricular 
fibrillation. However, calcium channel blocking agents are also 
vasodilators. These agents may therefore exert antiarrhythmic activity 
by increasing blood flow to ischaemic tissue and thereby decrease cell 
damage. 

Verapamil 0,6 mg/kg IV was administered 30 min prior to coronary artery 
ligation in anaesthetized open-chest pigs. 

Regional left ventricular blood flow was measured before as well as 20 
min after coronary artery ligation by the introduction of carbonized 
microspheres (lOym) labelled with **3Sn and 1 5 3Gd. The introduction of 
microspheres into in vivo and in vitro beating hearts remains as the 
method of choice for the quantitative assessment of blood flow. Electro
cardiograms were recorded continuously. The heart was excised 90 min 
after ligation. Samples for gamma-ray spectrometry were dissected from 
the left ventricle as illustrated in figure 4. 
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visible ischaemic edge 

Fig. 4 Isolated left ventricle of pig flattened out, showing tissue 
sampling for gamma-ray spectrometry. 
1.7 : mid-ischaemic zone 
2.8 : peripheral-ischaemic zone (vithin 6 mm of visible edge) 
3.4.9 : peri-ischaemic zone (within 6 mm of visible edge) 
5.6.10 : non-ischaemic zone 
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The results obtained were as follows: 

Incidence of Blood flow in ischaemic zone 
ventricular mid pheriphery 
fibrillation (7. preligation control) 

Controls 13 out of 16 5,7 ± 0,7 16,2 ± 1,7 
Verapamil 0 out of 6* 1,1 ± 0,24* 17,9 ± 1,8 

* p < 0,001 

Verapamil prevented ventricular fibrillation. This antiarrhythmic action 
was not related to an increased blood flow in ischaemic tissue but is 
probably directly the result of blockade of the calcium channel. 

Using the same method, blood flow will be studied in isolated beating 
rat hearts with coronary artery ligation. Pharmacological agents will 
then be introduced into the hearts, with the aim of increasing blood 
flow to ischaemic tissue and thereby reducing cell damage. 

12.5.7 Trace element composition of maternal and infant serum 
determined by PIXE 

H de V Heese*, M Peisach, C A Pineda*,W S Dempster*, ' < ^ s o t 

D Gihwala** and G F Kirsten* 
+ Cape Provincial Administration 
* Institute of Child Health, University of Cape Town 
** Department of Physical Sciences, Peninsula Technikon 

The investigation previously reported {1} for 15 mother-baby pairs was 
extended to 30 pairs and prolonged to include data from babies at 3 days, 
7 days, 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months and 9 months after birth. 

PIXE analysis was carried out on the blood serum labelled with yttrium 
as internal standard. Since the concentration of iron was known to vary 
daily, the data for this element were not taken into account. Concentra
tions of Cu, Zn and Br were expressed relative to that in the mother 
at birth. The variation of the mean value for these elements are shown 
in figure 5, 6 and 7 respectively. The copper concentration increased 
from 0,136 to 1,16 at 6 months, thereafter falling to 0,56. The zinc 
concentration remained nearly constant at about 1,3 until 3 months, when 
the value almost doubled. The bromine concentration rose from about 
equal to that in the mother at birth to about three times the value at 
the age of 6 wetks and thereafter decreased gradually to about 2 after 
9 months. In most cases the standard deviation was between 40 and 60% 
of the mean value. 

In order to visualise interrelationship of all the data simultaneously 
correspondence analysis was used. The data at birth was compared for 
mothers and their babies. This showed that the mothers could be clustered 
into several groups, based on the trace element composition of their 
sera. While all the babies were distinctly separated from all the mothers, 
it was noted that the points representing babies, from mothers in the 
same group, were also closely related. 
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To compare the changes that occurred in the sera of the babies, during 
the first year of their lives, correspondence analysis was again used. 
Since the unit lengths on the plot axes are determined during the 
calculation, each batch of data could be plotted on a different scale. 
To overcome this problem data at birth were used for the calculation 
and all other data entered as supplementary points. The resulting plots 
thus had a single set of scales and were directly comparable with each 
other and with the original data (at birth). The surprising result was 
that the members of a group of babies originally clustered according 
to the mothers' sera, remained together over the period of experimentation, 
within experimental error. An example of the inter-relationship between 
the sera of a pair of twins is shown in figure 8. 

More detailed studies of the available data are being carried out in 
which medical clinical information is being combed in a search for possible 
explanations for the clustering. 

References 

1. Southern Universities Nuclear Institute Annual Research Report 1982, 
SUNI-76 p 81 
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SECTION 13 SOLID STATE AND MATERIALS RESEARCH 

13.1 Metal-Semiconductor Interactions 

13.1.1 Prediction of silicide first phase formation and phase 
sequence from heats of formation 

R Pretorius 

There has been much interest {1-3} in formulating rules for predicting 
the first silicide phase which forms during solid state interaction 
between thin metal films and silicon and also in the sequence of formation 
of subsequent phases. In all these predictions use is made of the phase 
diagrams of the relevant metal-silicon binary system. In the work reported 
here, direct use is made of silicide heats of formation to predict both 
first phase formation and phase sequence. 

An effective heat of formation AH', dependent on the effective concentra
tion of metal and silicon, is available to form a particular silicide 
phase. A new rule to predict first phase formation is proposed, which 
states: "The first silicide compound to form during metal-silicon inter
action, is the congruent phase with the most negative effective heat 
of formation ( AH') at the concentration of the lowest eutectic of the 
binary system". This rule is found to hold for all known experimental 
measurements of first phase silicide formation. 

The effective heat of formation may also be used to predict phase sequence. 
The effective heats of formation for CrSi 2, CrSi, Cr5SÍ3 and Cr3Si have 
been calculated as a function of concentration and are given in figure 
1 with the Cr-Si phase diagram. The lowest temperature eutectic 
composition (85 atomic % Si) is indicated at the top of figure 1 and 
it is clear that if the effective concentration of the reactants in the 
system have this value, CrSi2 will have the most negative AH' and its 
formation will thermodynamically be the most favourable. As has been 
discussed earlier, CrSÍ2 is thus predicted to be the first phase to form. 
If more Si is available than Cr all the Cr will be consumed to form CrSi2 

and because the effective concentration of Si at the Si/CrSi2 interface 
will move to values greater than the composition of CrSi2 » no further 
phases will form as none exist in this region (see figure 1). 

If we now, however, consider the Cr-Si system for the case where there 
is more chromium available than silicon (Cr > Si), CrSi 2 will again be 
1 he first phase to form according to our first-phase rule and will continue 
to form until all the silicon is consumed. At this stage the effective 
concentrations of the reactants at the CrSi2/Cr interface will move to 
the left of the effective heat of formation diagram (see figure 1) until 
an effective concentration (approximately 42% Cr and 58% Si) is reached 
where the formation of CrSi becomes thermodynamically the most likely. 
The CrSi phase is, however, non-congruent and is "skipped". The next 
phase which is expected to form is CT5SÍ3 . After complete formation 
of CT5SÍ3 the effective concentration of the reactants at the Cr 5Si 3/Cr 
interface again will move to the left until Cr3Si becomes the most likely 
phase to form according to the effective heat of formation rule. Free 
Cr will thus react with the Cr5SÍ3 and convert it completely to Cr 3Si. 
No further reaction will take place as no other phases which are more 
metal rich and have a higher AH' exist. The above prediction of phase 
sequence for Cr > Si and Si > Cr agrees with experimental 
observation {4,5}. 
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13.1.2 Mobility of Pd and Si in Pd?Si 

E C Zingu*, J W Mayer**, C Comrie*** and R Pretorius 

* Department of Material's Science, Cornell University, USA 
and Physics Department, Univ of the Western Cape, Bellville 

** Department of Material's Science, Cornell University, USA 
*** Physics Department, University of Cape Town 

A diffusing membrane technique has been developed and successfully applied 
to determine the mobility of Pd and Si respectively in Pd2Si. A multilayer 
film consisting of Ge/Si/Pd was used to determine the mobility of Pd. 
Initial annealing of this system produced Ge/Pd2Si/Pd. During subsequent 
annealing the flux of Pd through Pd2 Si was monitored with the aid of 
Ge which served as a sink for Pd by forming Pd 2Ge. The mobility of Si 
in Pd 2Si was determined in a similar manner using Si< 111 >/Pd/Cr and 
Si<100>/Pd/Cr structures. In this case Cr served as a sink for Si and 
formed CrSi2 with the Si which diffused through the Pd2 Si layer in the 
Si/Pd2Si/Cr structure. 

The mobilities of Pd and Si were calculated making use of the rate of 
Pd2 G- and CrSi2 formation respectively and are shown in figure 2. The 
value for Pd mobility determined around 200°C agrees with the parabolic 
rate constant for Pd2Si growth. The mobility of Si in both polycrystalline 
and epitaxial Pd2Si at this temperature, is found to be orders of magnitude 
lower. The higher Si mobility in polycrystalline Pd 2Si is attributed 
to the presence of grain boundaries. An activation energy of 2,1 eV 
has been determined for the Si mobility in epitaxial Pd 2Si whereas the 
value of 1,7 eV has been found for polycrystalline Pd 2Si (see figure 
2). Because of the relatively low Si mobility we conclude that Si is 
not the only diffusing species during Pd 2Si growth. Marker experiments 
indicate that both Pd and Si diffuse with comparable fluxes during Pd2Si 
formation. This suggests that the transport mechanism during the diffusion 
membrane experiment is not necessarily identical to the diffusion mechanism 
during Pd interaction with silicon to form Pd 2Si. Care should therefore 
be taken when comparing the mobilities to the parabolic rate constant 
for drawing conclusions regarding the dominant diffusion species during 
thin film compound formation. 

The successful application of the diffusion membrane technique to the 
Pd2Si system demonstrates its use as a method for determining the mobility 
of components in a compound. The technique can be applied to other 
systems, provided suitable combinations of multilayer films can be found. 
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13.1.3 The reaction between thin Ni and Co films and their disilicides 

E C Cahoon*, C M Comrie** and R Pretorius 

* Component Vendor Assurance, IBM, Poughkeepsie, NY 12602 
** Department of Physics, University of Cape Town 

Rutherford backscattering has been used to study metal/disilicide thin 
film interactions for Ni and Co ill. Upon heating, the metal first reacted 
with the disilicide to form NÍ2SÍ and C02SÍ, respectively. After complete 
consumption of the free metal, the monosilicide phase was found to form 
at temperatures between 350°C and 550°C. In the case of Co it was found 
that after all the metal had been converted to CoSi in this way, the 
reaction stopped. In the SÍ0/NÍSÍ2/NÍ system, however, all the disilicide 
converted to NiSi, even though the thickness of the deposited metal was 
insufficient to account for this. For this to occur, the disilicide 
had to dissociate into NiSi and Si, with the excess silicon regrown 
epitaxially on the silicon substrate. The differences between the 
behaviour of the cobalt and nickel systems are shown in figure 3. 

The stability of NiSi2 under various boundary conditions was investigated 
to determine the factors affecting dissociation. Partial dissociation 
was found to occur when the NÍSÍ2 /Ni reaction proceeded on an inert SÍO2 
substrate. The disilicide was stable, however, in the Si< >/NiSi/NiSi2 
structure. Argon sputtering at temperature was found to induce complete 
dissociation of NÍSÍ2 on single-crystal Si. We believe that the NÍSÍ2 
instability is due to the very small heat of formation from the 
monosilicide. In such a case, the thermodynamic driving forces are small 
enough that the reaction can be significantly influenced by the presence 
of kinetic barriers. 

Reference 
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13.1.4 Stability of palladium silicide 

C M Comrie*, J Leitner*, J Egan* and R Pretorius 

* Physics Department, University of Cape Town 

If a thin palladium film is deposited onto a silicon substrate and annealed 
at about 300°C the metal-rich silicide, Pd2Si, is formed. The next 
silicide phase, PdSi, is not easily formed and the sample must be annealed 
at temperatures above 800°C before PdSi suddenly grows. A recent 
investigation {1} has, however, shown that a thin layer of PdSi can be 
formed at the Si/Pd2Si interface by ion implantation and that if these 
samples are thermally annealed at temperatures as low as 350°C, PdSi 
will grow. The conclusion drawn was that the stability of the Si/Pd2Si 
interface prevents the low-temperature formation of PdSi and that when 
a PdSi layer is first formed between Pd2 Si and Si further growth can 
occur at low temperatures. On the other hand it has also been reported 
{2} that if PdSi is annealed at temperatures below its formation temperature 
(i.e. 500-800°C) it will dissociate and revert back to Pd2Si. As these 
two results appear contradictory it was decided that further investigation 
of the stability of palladium silicide was required. 
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Fig. 4 Rutherford backscattering spectra of (a) palladium metal deposited 
onto a PdSi layer previously formed, (b) the same sample heated at 
350°C, showing that the Pd metal reacts with PdSi to form Pd2Si. 
Further heating up to temperatures of 500 C shows that this struc
ture remains stable. 
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In our investigation Pd was deposited on to a Si(III) substrate and 
annealed at 850°C to form PdSi. Following this an additional layer of 
Pd was evaporated on top of the silicide to produce a Si/PdSi/Pd structure 
(see figure 4a). On subsequent annealing at temperatures as low as 300°C 
it was found that the free metal reacted with the silicide to produce 
Pd2Si (ie Pd + PdSi •+ Pd 2Si). By suitable choice of the metal layer 
thickness it was possible to arrange that there would still be some of 
the original PdSi remaining even after all the Pd had been consumed, 
thus producing a final Si/TdSi/Pd2Si structure (figure 4b). Further 
annealing indicated that this final structure was stable in the temperature 
range 300 to 500°C. (Annealing at higher temperatures would have resulted 
in the dissociation of the PdSi layer into Pd 2Si and Si.) One might 
have expected the PdSi to grow at the expense of the Pd2Si since the 
Si/PdSi/Pd 2Si structure produced is similar to that produced by ion 
implantation of Pd2Si. It would therefore appear that the ease of PdSi 
formation following implantation of Pd 2Si is not because of the PdSi 
layer between the Si and Pd 2Si (ie removal of the stable Si/Pd2Si 
interface) but is probably due to structural alteration of the Pd2Si 
layer during implantation. 
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13.1.5 The kinetics of CoSi? formation 

R Pretorius, M C Chen* and H A Ras** 
** University of Stellenbosch 
* National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 

Very little work has been done on the mechanisms and kinetics of CoSi2 

formation. We have therefore measured the kinetics of CoSi2 growth. 
Such measurements can also provide insight into the diffusion mechanism 
and diffusing species during cobalt disilicide formation. Rates of 
formation of CoSi2 were measured in the temperature range 550°C - 625°C 
and were found to be proportional to the square root of time (see figure 5) 
indicating that the growth is diffusion- rather than reaction —limited. 
The rate of formation is related to temperature by the relationship: 

Rate = R 0 e"Q/ k T 

where R 0 • pre-exponential factor 
Q = activation energy of formation 
k - Boltzmann's constant 
T = absolute temperature. 

By plotting the log of the rate of formation (A 2/min) against the 
reciprocal of absolute temperature, the activation energy of formation 
can be found. Such an Arrhenius plot is shown in figure 6 and the 
activation energy for the formation of CoSi2 was tound to be 2,3 + 0,1 
eV. This relatively high value favours a vacancy diffusion mechanism, 
although no definite conclusion regarding growth mechanism can be made 
from activation energy only. The fact that CoSi2 formation is diffusion-
limited is rather surprising as it has been found that all the other 
disilicides show reaction-limited kinetics. 
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Fig. 6 Arrhenius plot for CoSi 2 formation. The relatively high activation 
energy of 2,3 eV indicates that CoSi 2 is formed by a vacancy-
diffusion mechanism. 
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13.1.6 The influence of Au on the formation of cobalt and nickel 
silicides 

H A Ras, R Pretorius and J C Cruywagen* 

* Chemistry Department, University of Stellenbosch 

The formation of cobalt and nickel silicide phases is by now well 
documented. It has generally been established that the formation of such 
silicide phases normally occurs in a specific sequence and at specific 
rates which are characteristic of the metal used. Except for NiSi 
formation, all the other nickel and cobalt silicide phases were found 
to be diffusion-limited. The presence of gold is known to change the 
formation kinetics of certain metal silicides quite drastically. This 
phenomenon can be explained in terms of the phase diagram of the Au-
Si binary system. At a temperature of i370°C a liquid phase is formed 
in which the silicon atoms become much more mobile and thus more readily 
available than in the solid state (see figure 7). 

In the case of cobalt silicide formation it was found that by putting 
thin layers of gold (14A - 200A) between the cobalt metal (1500A) and 
the silicon substrate, the normal trends of cobalt silicide formation 
were greatly altered. On the one hand the temperatures of phase formation 
were found to be sigrificantly lower, depending on the amount of gold 
present. On the oth'.-r hand the sequence of phase formation was found 
to be changed as fol'ows: 

(a) without gold : Co2Si —-r* CoSi -r-> CoSi2 

ib) with gold : CoSi2 + Co2Si —r-* CoSi2 + CoSi —r-> CoSi2 

The effect of even very small amounts of gold is shown in figure 8 where 
Rutherford backscattering spectra are given for identically prepared 
samples with and without gold. The change in sequence of phase formation 
is in agreement with a recently formulated rule that predicts the sequence 
of phases to be formed by defining an effective heat of formation which 
takes into account the effective concentration of the reacting elements. 

In the case of the nickel silicides no change in the sequence of phase 
formation is observed and the lowering of the formation temperatures 
was found to be much less pronounced than in the cobalt case. This may 
relate to the possibility that silicon atoms are not the major diffusing 
species in the nickel silicide system. 
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This is ascribed to the low Au-Si cutectic at 370°C. 
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13.2 Laser Irradiation of Solids 

13.2.1 Heat flow in solids during pulsed laser irradiation 

M S Allie, R Pretorius, M 0 Simpson, J Pilcher and W Perold* 

* Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
Stellenbosch 

Pulsed laser irradiation has proved to be a very successful method for 
modifying the surface and sub-surface (first few microns) properties 
of solids. This technique has been successfully used to remove ion-
implantation damage in various solids and for direct laser-assisted doping 
of semiconductors. Because of the very high quench rates involved 
(^109°C/s) amorphous materials such as metallic glasses can be produced. 
These materials have very interesting properties for technological 
applications. For all the above-mentioned applications of pulsed laser 
annealing,it is essential to know the temperature profiles in the sample 
during laser irradiation. Not only does this enable melt-depths to be 
determined, but it also makes possible the calculation of 
re-crystallisation and quench rates. 

We have recently written a computer programme to calculate the heat-flow 
in a solid during pulsed laser annealing {1} . Because no analytical 
solution could be found for the classical heat-flow equation, a numerical 
approach had to be used. Although this programme has proved to be very 
useful, it had two main limitations, namely that it could only be applied 
to single-phase solids and that it was too slow, typically taking 12 
hours to calculate a single temperature profile. 

When forming glassy alloys, and when doping semiconductors with a laser, 
it is necessary to know the temperature profiles in multi-layered 
structures, each layer having different optical absorption and heat 
conducting properties. The programme is being modified to handle such 
cases. To increase the calculation speed it has been necessary to adapt 
the programme, to run on the newer mini- and mainframe computers at the 
NAC. This has resulted in a reduction of computing time of about two 
orders of magnitude, thus enabling certain checks to be performed on 
the programme which were not previously feasible. 

Reference 

1. M O Simpson et al., Southern Universities Nuclear Institute Annual 
Research Report, 1982 (SUNI-76) p 68 
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13.3 Nuclear Characterisation of Materials 

13.3.1 The characterisation of anti-reflection layers by Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry 

R Pretorius, D Bezuidenhoudt* and D Chinnery* 

* Optical Sciences Division, NPRL, CSIR, Pretoria 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry is an excellent technique for 
analysing thin films which range in thickness from about 100A to a few 
microns. This is typically the thickness range used for anti-reflection 
layers on optical components. In figure 1 a Rutherford backscattering 
spectrum is shown for a ZnS anti-reflection layer on silicon. The vertical 
arrows show the energy position for alpha particles scattered from the 
indicated atoms, when located on the surface of the sample. The dashed 
lines indicate the separate contributions of backscattered alpha particles 
from the Zn and S atoms in ZnS. The thickness of the ZnS layer can be 
determined from either the width of the Zn signal (a-a) or the S signal 
(b-b). The stoichiometry of the ZnS as a function of depth was determined 
by measuring the corresponding heights of the Zn and S signals. Other 
anti-reflection layers analysed by this technique were SÍO2, SiO, AI2O3 
and MgF2 , as well as multi-layered structures consisting of different 
combinations of these layers. The main advantages of using backscattering 
for this type of analysis, is that it is fast (2 min/sample), 
non-destructive, and provides quantitative depth profiles without the 
need for standards. 

13.3.2 Backscattering analysis of metallic contacts to GP*« 

R Pretorius, A P Botha* and H Booyens* fKNl ^Ajr«Oo//£f 

* N1MR, CSIR, Pretoria 

Typical metallisation schemes for contacts to GaAs include Au or Au/Ce/Ni 
multi-layer structures, in different sequences, combinations and thickness 
variations. Often the Au and Ge is deposited as an alloy. The electrical 
properties and stability of such contacts to GaAs are very important 
for reliable and satisfactory device performance. The interaction of 
the various metallic components with themselves and the GaAs substrate 
is thus of considerable importance. 

A backscattering spectrum of a GaAs/Au(Ce)/Ni sample is shown in figure 
2. The Au(Ge) alloy has a composition of 88 atom % Au and 12 atom X Ge. 
The vertical arrows indicating the surface positions for the various 
elements show that Ni is at the surface and that the energy difference 
between Ga, Ge and As is very small because their masses are so close 
to each other. The Ge signal is hidden under the Ni peak and is indicated 
with a dotted line in the spectrum. Such Rutherford backscattering spectra 
are very useful for seeing any changes in the structure during heating, 
as this will be accompanied by a change in the shape of the spectra. 
For instance the virgin sample in figure 2 was subjected to extra heating 
from a bonder. No change in the backscattering spectrum was observed 
indicating that the bonding process should not affect the performance 
of the contact. 
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Fig. 1 Backscattering spectra of ZnS anti-reflection layers on silicon. 
The ZnS thickness may be determined from the width of the zinc 
signal (a-a) or the sulphur signal (b-b). The arrows give the 
alpha energy expected from the indicated atoms if located on the 
surface of the sample. 
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Fig. 2 Backscattering spectrum of a metallic contact to GaAs. The 
composition of the contact is a Au(Ge) alloy with 88 atom % 
Au and 12 atom % Ge, with a thin Ni layer on top. Extra heating 
from a bonder shows no change in thp rontact. 
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SECTION 14 RADIOBIOLOGY «yj^. ^/WSOOOfao 

14.1 Radiation-Induced Damage and Carcinogenesis in Cultured Human Cells 

M J Renan, F van der Riet* and I Parker** 

* Department of Medical Microbiology, University of Cape Town 
** Department of Medical Biochemistry, University of Cape Town 

The need to provide new and relevant information on the molecular and 
cellular processes induced by radiation is generally acknowledged. 
Radiation-induced tumours in laboratory animals and human cancers following 
radiation exposure (eg after radiotherapy, or as a sequel to nuclear 
bomb detonations) have provided some understanding of the processes 
involved { 1} . Much data has also come from studies of mammalian (usually 
mouse) cells transformed in the laboratory with radiation (UV or ionizing) 
and with chemical carcinogens. The need for greater clarity, and for 
the development of a human tumour model have been felt for some time; 
however, human cells grown in culture have proved to be extremely difficult 
to transform by physical or chemical means. 

In this project, which is a continuation of the project initiated last 
year Í2}, several aspects of the problem were investigated. Human embryo 
fibroblasts, obtained from the Department of Medical Microbiology, 
University of Cape Town, were grown in 100 mm plastic Petri dishes in 
a suitable nutrient medium, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 
antibiotics. Since neutron irradiation (at doses of 500-1000 rads) was 
previously shown to be ineffective in inducing malignant transformation 
{2}, other treatment protocols were introduced. The following series 
of mutagens were utilized, both singly and in conjunction with each other: 

(1) Ultra-violet radiation, using the UV germacidal lamps at the 
Department of Medical Microbiology, calibrated with a Blackray 
meter. The total fluence absorbed by the cells ranged from 5 to 
50 J/m2. 

(2) Chemical carcinogens, such as BUdR, at concentrations of 50 to 
100 ng/ml. 

(3) Nucleosite analogues, such as 5-azacytidine (aza C) at micromolar 
concentrations (3-5 wM). 

Recent reports have indicated that aza C, which inhibits methylation 
at CG sequences in DNA, can induce phenotypic conversion in mammalian 
cells, possibly by gene de-repression {3} . Neither transformation nor 
other phenotypic conversions were observed with phase contrast microscopy. 
Other assays for malignant transformation, such as growth in soft agar, 
loss of contact inhibition and growth in depleted serum, also proved 
negative. 

As aza C has been shown to be a potent inducer of retroviruses production 
in mouse cells {4}, we also examined some of the treated human fibroblasts 
by electron microscopy and the reverse transcriptase (RT) assay. (This 
assay has been fully described in a previous report Í5}). Viruslike 
structures of about 80 nm diameter were observed in the treated cells 
more frequently than in controls, and elevated levels of RT were noted 
in some of the treated cells. These results are preliminary, however, 
and require confirmation. 
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Finally, we examined some cultured HeLa cells (an established line, derived 
from a human carcinoma) treated with aza C for evidence of viruses, using 
the electron microscope of the Department of Medical Microbiology, UCT. 
A small cluster of virus-like structures (approximately 80 nm in diameter) 
was observed in thin sections of treated cells, whereas no virus-like 
structures were seen in the control culture. The first results from 
this project have been reported {6} and investigations are currently 
checking whether 5-azacjtidine indeed induces virus production in the 
particular line of HeLa cells used, and if so, the nature of the virus(es). 

References 

1. The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing 
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14.2 Molecular and Biophysical Mechanisms Involved in Carcinogenesis 
and Mutagenesis 

M J Renan, F van der Riet*, I Parker* and co-workers** 

* UCT Medical School 
** Institute of Cancer Research, London 

It now appears likely that normal cells carry potential cancer-causing 
genes as part of their genetic apparatus. Such genes are found in many 
(probably all) avian and mammalian species, including man, and are 
physiologically essential constituents of the cell, under normal conditions. 
When these genes are altered, either in structure or in control, by 
oncogenic agents, they cause a variety of changes in the cell, which 
may ultimately lead to a cancerous growth. The aim of this project is 
the study of such activated genes (oncogenes) and the molecular mechanisms 
involved in carcinogenesis. The investigation is being conducted on 
two fronts, experimental and theoretical, and forms a natural complement 
to the radiotherapy studies being conducted at NAC. 

(a) Theoretical. A theoretical model has been developed, which 
seeks to explain the basic processes involved in carcinogenesis 
from the initial event (usually, exposure to a carcinogen such 
as radiation or a chemical agent), to the final transformation 
of a cell to the cancerous state. This model describes the 
transposition of a DNA segment (an LTR element, or long terminal 
repeat) from its normal position in the cell to a critical 
site, necessary for the activation of a potential oncogene. 
The translocation and integration of such a DNA sequence is 
suggested to result from genetic damage caused by an external 
agent, such as radiation or any other carcinogen. This 
theoretical treatment has been published {1}. 

(b) Experimental. A powerful method for the detection and 
characterization of human oncogenes is the DNA-mediated gene 
transfer technique. The procedures involved have been carefully 
researched, and this assay has now been successfully 
established {2}. In addition, the theoretical postulates 
described above are currently being tested. To this end, a 
human LTR element has been subcloned in a suiteble plasmid 
vector. This DNA segment can now be used, after radiolabelling, 
as a radioactive probe. Clinical specimens have been obtained 
from four different human cancer types (carcinoma of the breast, 
stomach, colon, and lung) and chromosomal DNA extracted and 
purified. This DNA is currently being studied to determine 
whether or not any translocations have occurred in the process 
of tumor development. It is hoped that such studies will 
ultimately lead to a better understanding of the multi-stage 
processes involved in carcinogenesis. 

References 

1. M J Renan, Spec. Sci. Tech. b_ (1983) 329 

2. M J Renan et al., SUNI Annual Research Report, 1982, p 77 
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SECTION 15 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING **XM; "iA*5e>©/Oa 

15.1 Hardware Maintenance for Van de Graaff Facility 

The old minicomputer system, used primarily for event tape sorting and 
data analysis, continued its reliable operation during the past year, 
although the system is beginning to show its age. This was most evident 
in the large number of fans which have had to be replaced recently. 

One disk drive also experienced three severe head failures, the first 
time that the disk itself has been damaged in a disk crash. The problem 
was traced to the perishing of the synthetic rubber material used in 
the forced air ducting of the drive. This resulted in small particles 
of the material being blown onto the disk surface, and occasionally being 
caught between the surface and head, which then badly damaged the disk. 
Replacement of the ducting has cured the problem. 

The old magtape drives connecCed to this minicomputer are also giving 
cause for concern, and have had a number of breakdowns during the year, 
although all have been rectified by the hardware personnel within a matter 
of hours. 

The new minicomputer systems, which are dedicated to on-line data 
acquisition activities, have operated reliably except for the floppy 
disk drives. These have exhibited intermittent read problems throughout 
the year, and one drive is still not fully operational. 

A second magnetic tape transporc for Che counCing room minicomputer-based 
syscem has been ordered, as well as an X-Y display Co replace Che currenC 
inadequate hisCogram display uniC. No further developmenC work has been 
performed on these systems during the past year as attention is now 
focussed on the new data handling system being designed and constructed 
to serve experiments based around the SSC. 

15.2 DaCa Handling SysCem for CycloCron FaciliCy 

The first 32-biC minicompuCer, on which Che on-line data acquisition 
system is to be based, was delivered and installed at the NAC during 
the past year. Personnel from the Van de Graaff group have been 
responsible for software and hardware aspects of the new data handling 
facility for the SSC. For further details, refer to section 17.2.4.2. 
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SECTION 16 NUCOR ISOTOPE UNIT 

16.1 Application of Nuclear Techniques 

Two staff members of the Nuclear Corporation of SA are stationed at the NAC 
to undertake various applications of isotopes and radiation in industry or 
for research. Recent projects are described briefly below. 

1 6 . 1 . 1 Fynbos d e n s i t y measurements 

C A R Bain, J Hanekom and F Botha* *^N'* dA*J«<>"S 

* Department of Forestry 

An attempt was made to develop a new method of measuring fynbos density 
in a natural setting to replace the traditional method of visual sighting 
which was felt to be subject to large errors. A gamma transmission method 
using low-energy gamma-rays was investigated. A number of laboratory 
and field trials were carried out using 2 4 1 Am and with collimators both 
on the detector and the source. The most sensitive arrangement for changes 
in bush density was with the source col lima ted and a narrow window set 
on the 60 keV Am-peak using a Nal detector. Despite a fairly active 
source (100 mCi), the need to do a few-minute count at each 10 cm height 
and to do background correction procedures makes this technique too 
time-consuming for normal field work. 

16.1.2 Autoradiographic gauges for penguin movements 

C A R Bain, J Hanekom and R Wilson* 

* Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of African Ornithology, UCT 

Depth gauges which provided information about penguins while under water 
were successfully developed and used on the Jackass penguins at Saldanha 
{1}. The Percy Fitzpatrick Institute was asked to supply to an 
ornithologist in California a set of speed-meters based on the same basic 
principles. The radioactive beads were fabricated at Faure and sent 
to the USA with the meters. The exposed films were returned for processing 
and interpretation at Cape Town. The speed-meters have been successfully 
used on various penguin species in Antartic waters. Tests are being made 
with different films and developers to make the autoradiographic method 
more effective. A longer-lived radioactive isotope (2"'*Ti) is also being 
investigated. 

Reference 

1. C A R Bain, J Hanekom and R Wilson, SUNI Annual Research Report 
(1981) p 83 
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16.1.3 Location of mole-rat food stores 

C A R Bain, J Hanekom, J Jarvis* and B Lovegrove* 

* Department of Zoology, University of Cape Town 

Radioactive gold beads containing 0,5 mCi of ''°Au were implanted into 
plant tubers or bulbs which were placed in mole-rat tunnels. If the 
mole-rat carried the tagged foodstuff to a storage area, monitoring above 
ground with a scintillation detector could reveal its location. Two 
different sites were investigated: a low-lying level sandy area and 
a rocky mountain slope. Most success was achieved in the flat sandy 
terrain. Recovery of the ' 9 8Au beads could be achieved up to depths 
of 75 cm and observed distances of transport of the labelled food were 
up to 100 m. 

16.1.4 Gamma counting of large-volume samples 

C A R Bain and J Hanekom 

A review of previous techniques for evaporating large water samples (up 
to 25 litres) to about 10 ml prior to counting was undertaken in order 
to simplify studies involving radioactivity studies of water movements. 
The efficiency of detection of gammas counted on a vertical Ge(Li) detector 
from medium-volume samples contained in Marinelli beakers was also studied 
using a computer programme to look for optimum conditions. Factors for 
self-shielding and build-up were included. For certain energies and 
activities, the larger-volume (Marinelli beaker) counting technique is 
superior to the small volume (10 m() system. 

16.1.5 Tritium levels and body burdens near the accelerator *TXfi' * *' 

C A R Bain and J Hanekom 

The use of tritium gas as a target for the production of high-energy 
neutrons gives rise to tritium contamination in the Van de Graaff 
laboratories and target area. Tritium body burdens of the operators 
most involved in working with the tritium gas system sometimes approach 
the annual limit of intake (ALI). The different routes of exposure are 
being investigated in order to determine effective control measures. 
The concentration of tritium in air moisture is being measured by several 
techniques, the most efficient being cold-trap sampling. Preliminary 
data show that the procedure used for installing the pyrophoric uranium 
storage unit on the accelerator results in a temporary 20-fold increase 
in HT0 concentration in the target area atmosphere, but this concentration 
is less than a tenth of the permissible maximum level for radiation 
workers. 
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PART D REPORT OF THE RESEARCH GROUP 

SECTION 17 

17.1 Introduction 

Until the SSC becomes operational the Group's experimental nuclear physics 
research will be carried out on a regular basis at similar facilities 
abroad, in collaboration with research groups there. Basic research is 
conducted on nuclear structure and nuclear reaction mechanisms at inter
mediate energies by studying charged-particle reactions and scattering on 
a variety of nuclei, using light particles as well as heavy ions as 
projectiles. The experimental nuclear physicists of the Group are also 
involved in the planning of equipment and experiments for future nuclear 
physics research with the SSC, in collaboration with working committees 
formed by prospective users of the facility for this purpose. 

In terms of the statutory responsibility of the CSIR, the Group also 
maintains methods for the absolute standardization of radioactivity in the 
Republic of South Africa and continuously develops new and improved methods 
for such measurements. This necessitates regular participation in 
international comparisons of radioactivity measu~ements. This division 
will also supply laboratory standards and exercise the necessary quality 
control in the future radioisotope production programme at Faure. In 
addition, it will be responsible for the regulatory aspects of the use of 
radioactive materials on the Faure site, the implementation of the 
Department of Health's "Regulations Concerning the Control of Electronic 
Products", the protection of personnel against the hazards of ionizing 
radiation and the handling, storage and disposal of radioactive wastes. 

The Research Group has recently also been made responsible for the future 
production of radioisotopes at Faure, and attention is now being given to 
the detailed planning of facilities and equipment needed for the produc
tion programme envisaged. 

J 7.2 Experimental Nuclear Physics 

17.2.1 Cross-section and analyzing power measurements of 100 MeV 
polarized protons on ''He. 

A Nadasen*, P G Roos**, G Ciangaru**, D Mack**, L Rees**, 
A A Cowley, K Kwiatkowski+, P Schwandt+ and R E Warner + +. 

* University of Michigan, Dearborn 
** University of Maryland 
+ Indiana University Cyclotron Facility 
++ Oberlin College 

An experiment was performed at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility 
(IUCF) in order to obtain high precision cross-section and analyzing power 
data in an energy region where very few measurements exist. This scarcity 
of previous cross-section data and especially the complete lack of analyz
ing power measurements between 55 MeV and 200 MeV, have not only prevented 
a complete understanding of the p+"*He interaction, but have also introduced 
large uncertainties in distorted wave calculations in transfer and knockout 
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reactions. Progress with the analysis of the data as well as further 
details of the experiment may be found in the IUCF Scientific and Technical 
Report of 1983. 

17.2.2 Analyzing-power measurements on quasi-free (p,pot) knockout from 
"«Be at 150 MeV 

T«.N: "i^aoaia A Nadasen*, P G Roos**, C W Wang**, N S Chant**, G Ciangaru**, 
F Khazaie**, D Mack**, S J Mills, R E Warner***, E Norbeck+, 
F D Becchetti++, J Janecke + +, P Lister + + and D Friesel + + +. 

* University of Michigan, Dearborn 
** University of Maryland 
*** Oberlin College 
+ University of Iowa 
+ + University of Michigan, Ann Arbour 
+ + + Indiana University Cyclotron Facility 

This experiment, performed at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility 
(IUCF), is an extension of previous ot-cluster knockout studies undertaken 
with unpolarized projectiles at lower energies. Coincidence measurements 
were performed at various quasi-free angle pairs for 150 MeV polarized 
protons incident on a 9Be target, covering the proton angular range 
20 - 90° (lab.). At this energy distortion effects are expected to be 
less se,rore than at the lower energies, while the quasi-free knockout 
reaction products should be well separated from those due to sequential 
processes. 

Further details of the experiment and the analysis of the data in terms 
of the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) may be found in the 
IUCF Scientific and Technical Report of 1983. 

17.2.3 Coincidence studies of projectile fragments and evaporation 
products of 1 60 + 1 9 7Au at 100 MeV/nucleon 

J D Silk*, A C Mignerey*, D Benton*, S Bradley*, H Breuer*, 
C C Chang*, G Ciangaru*, C W Wang , A Weston-Dawkes*, A A Cowley 
and S J Mills. 

* University of Maryland 

This experiment is an extension of a previous coincidence study performed 
on the low-energy beamline of the Bevalac of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
as reported in previous annual reports 0,2). As envisaged in ref. f2], 
the main improvement over the previous measurements was the availability 
of a closely-packed telescope array, suitable for placement near the beam 
and covering a large solid angle, with a wide dynamic range in mass 
identification and energy. By means of this array it should be possible 
to determine the systematics of the break-up process in much more detail 
than was the case with the detector configuration used in the previous 
experiment. The experimental data obtained are at present being analysed 
at the University of Maryland. 

References 

1. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/81-OI (CSIR, 1981) p 167 
2. National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/82-01 (CSIR, 1982) p 205 
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17.2.4 Experimental facilities and instrumentation 

17.2.4.1 Precision 1,5 m scattering chamber 

D Raave 

The design and construction of the controls for the stepping motors driving 
the detector arms and target mechanism have been completed. 

Digital shaft encoders with a resolution of one in a thousand, with 36 
turns to full capacity were obtained as custom made items according to our 
specifications. Delivery of these special shaft encoders has been taken, 
and preliminary tests have indicated that they meet specifications and 
consequently can be used to determine the angular settings of the detector 
arms to within the tolerance allowed by the mechanical accuracy of the 
scattering chamber. For the target mechanism, standard shaft encoders 
which were received at the same time will be used. The mechanical inter
facing of the shaft encoders, design and construction of decoding electron
ics as well as the actual readout will be undertaken presently. 

Modifications to the supporting structure in order to have the correct 
height with respect to the beam (1,5 m) have been completed. 

17.2.4.2 Data handling 

J Pilcher, C Wikner and K Springhorn 

The first 32-bit minicomputer, on which the on-line data acquisition system 
is to be based, was delivered and installed at the NAC during the past 
year. Since the time of installation only one serious hardware problem has 
occurred on the machine, involving the cassette tape controller and one of 
the processor boards. 

Two magnetic tape transports and controller were also delivered during 
the year, and installed by the hardware personnel. As this type of 
controller is not supported on this system by the computer manufacturer, 
a driver to run under the virtual memory operating system had to be 
written. This has been completed, and the driver appears to be performing 
satisfactorily. 

One of the minicomputer's asynchronous ports has been used to connect 
it to the local CSIR network port multiplexer. Software developed at NEERI 
(the National Electrical Engineering Research Institute of the CSIR) has 
been installed to allow interactive terminal and file transfer functions 
to be performed between the data acquisition minicomputers and the large 
mainframes connected to the network. 

A number of the in-house components of the data acquisition system have 
been constructed and are now in the test phase. The 2-Mbyte bulk memory, 
mapping unit, bus controller and NACBUS backplane are operational, whilst 
the real-time display together with its control console are being debugged. 

The order for the second data handling minicomputer is expected to be 
placed in the near future. This machine is intended to be used primarily 
for interactive event-tape scanning and analysis, and for program develop
ment. 
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17.2.4.3 Programs to calculate the percentage outscattering from a 
detector, and the energy loss or range for any ions in any 
material 

D M Whittal 

Users of the experimental beamlines will have a minicomputer at their 
disposal for off-line analysis and calculations (see section 17.2.4.2). 
For their convenience, several programs will be available to perform cal
culations which are often required before an experiment is set up or 
changed. The first of these programs calculates what fraction of a 
collimated beam is scattered out of a detector of specified dimensions. 
The results of such calculations will enable the user to choose a sensible 
size of collimator and detector. The input parameters are flexible with 
regard to collimator size and shape, beam distribution across the collima
tor, and detector material. The program is run interactively from a video 
terminal, and the "menu" style for setting input parameters makes it very 
easy to use. 

The next program, which calculates energy loss or range, and energy or 
range straggling, is still being developed. The calculations will be based 
upon semi-empirical formulae, which are more accurate and easier to 
implement than the fully theoretical treatment. The program will make 
provision for both solid and gaseous targets consisting of any element 
or compound. Once again, however, it will be easy to use interactively, 
through extensive use of "menus" for choosing beam and target parameters. 
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I 7.3 Standards of Radioactivity 

Summary; A new direct method of 5 SFe standardization was developed. 
Excellent agreement was found between the selective sampling 
method of radioactivity measurement and the coincidence method. 
Laboratory standards for the Pretoria Cyclotron Group (PCG) 
as well as for local use were made. 

Participation in international comparisons of radioactivity 
measurements, organized by the Bureau International des Poids 
et Mesures (BIPM) was maintained by taking part in the standardi
zation of 3 3Ba. Samples of a standardized 1 3 9Ce solution were 
sent to the International Reference System (SIR) of the BIPM for 
comparison. 

New electronic instrumentation was brought into use resulting 
in many teething problems. The year was also marked by numerous 
breakdowns of older equipment that has become unreliable. 

17.3.1 Development of new measuring techniques and maintenance of 
laboratory standards _ . 

Tfc/u: £AFS©©"3 
B R Meyer, J Steyn* and F M P Conard. 

A new method for determining the absolute disintegration rate of 5Fe was 
developed. The method is based on the relative counting efficiencies of a 
single photomultiplier tube and of two tubes in coincidence. It may prove 
to be the first direct method of absolute Fe measurement. Other near-
direct methods used thus far make use of certain other electron-capture 
nuclides added to the sample for efficiency tracing. The new technique 
needs none of these and will cause considerable savings in routine produc
tion yield measurements of this isotope. The first results obtained with 
the new method differed by approximately 3% from a known standardized 
value, but there is scope for a much higher accuracy with the necessary 
refinement of the theory on which the method is based. 

The selective sampling method of radioisotope standardization was tested 
with a °Co solution. Accuracies of better than 0,2% were obtained for 
source count rates up to 70 000 per second. The method is, however, very 
time-consuming at this stage owing to tbp relatively unsophisticated 
electronic arrangement. 

Radioisotope production yield measurements were made on two Fe solutions 
for the PCG. A 1 3 9Ce standardization was also made, primarily to supply 
the PCG with a laboratory standard of this isotope. 

17.3.2 Participation in the International Reference System (SIR) of the 
Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) 

-TRjj; 2AT*OOM7 
B R Meyer, J Steyn* and F M P Conard. 

When the laboratory standard of 1 3 9Ce was made for the PCG, two standardized 
samples of the same solution were sent to SIR for comparison in their 
special ionization chamber. Table I is the latest registration table 

deceased 



BUM, F-92310 SEVRES International Reference System for the Activity Measurement of Ganma-Ray Emitting Nuclides (SIR) 

Radionuclide: 1 J 3Ce Half-life adopted: Tjy2 " (137.65 ± 0.07) d 

labora
tory 

Ampoule 
number 

Method of 
standardization 

Reference 
date 

Results as reported 
by laboratory 

Activity Rel. uncert. 
at r e fe - Category 

rence date A B 

Ionlzatlon-chanber measurements carried out at Bim 

Date Relative Activity Ag which would produce the 
uncertainty sane ion current as the Ra ref. 

A e Combined uncert. of Ae 

(kBq) ( r l t 2 ) (r 2 ,Z) ( r 3 , X) (kBq) A e ( r l + r | + r$)* (kBq) 

compar. 15 
53 

unweighted mean of comparison 76-03-15 2 495.8 
2 494.2 

0.11 0.56 76-03-19 0.12 
0.12 

132.9'K) 3 

132.8 
O-8'IO3 

0.8 

KAE 20 
58 

rfal(Tl) 
Y spectrometry 

76-05-19 1 687.2 
1 689.4 

0.83 0.21 76-06-04 0.12 
0.12 

124.6 
124.6 

1.1 
l . l 

NAC A 
B 

4«3(LS)-Y 80-10-24 46 637 
47 249 

0.19 0.44 80-11-14 0.08 
0.08 

134.95 
134.90 

0.66 
0.66 

NPL A 258/81 calibrated ionization chanber 81-10-05 2 402 0.15 0.40 81-10-07 0.11 132.76 0.59 

NAC 1 4n(LS)-Y coincidence counting 82-04-01 42 667 0.39 0.33 82-04-29 0.08 134.20 0.70 

NAC A 
B 

4n(LS)-Y coincidence counting 83-11-01 55 171 
55 350 

0.18 0.42 83-12-01 0.08 133.77 
133.70 

0.62 
0.62 

IER M39Ce2A2 4n(pc)X,e-Y counting 83-11-15 2 690 0.05 0.30 83-12-22 0.11 132.63 0.42 

Table I Ionization chamber measurements on 9 C e samples sent to the BIPM 
International Reference System for Activity Measurement of Gamma-Ray Emitting Nuclides (SIR) 
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for this isotope {l}. Relatively good agreement was attained, in spite 
of the fact that the electronic equipment was malfunctioning during the 
measurements. 

17.3.3 International comparison of activity measurements 

B R Meyer 

The BIPM has organized an international comparison of 1 3 3Ba measurements 
which started during March 1984. Locally, measurements were made using the 
coincidence method only, but with two different gamma channels. Results 
from participating laboratories had to be reported by June 15, 1984 and 
the first report of the comparison will probably appear during the second 
half of 1984. 

A trial comparison of 1 0 9Cd measurements has also been organized by the 
BIPM, and is scheduled for the end of 1984. It was arranged that the NAC 
would donate the highly pure material, produced locally by the PCG, needed 
for this purpose. 

17.3.4 Ins trumentation 
B R Meyer, H Gargan*, D Raave and C Wikner 
* NEERI, CSIR 

The counting system in which a desk-top computer controls a CAMAC crate 
{2} was tested on a number of occasions. The system operated satisfactorily 
in general, but the eight-channel CAMAC scaler unit broke down on a few 
occasions. Data transfer between the desk-top computer and the larger 
mainframe facility was made on a number of occasions with only minor soft
ware problems. 

Numerous problems were encountered due to impedance mismatching between 
different pieces of electronic equipment. During the latest international 
comparison of 1 3 3Ba measurements the coincidence unit broke down completely. 
It was put back in service after repairs and modifications. 

The SABUS interface between the CAMAC crate and the desk-top computer, 
which was designed to facilitate faster data transfer for correlation 
counting, has been built by NEERI, but the system has not yet been handed 
over. It seems, however, as if all major problems have been sorted out 
and the project should be completed in the near future. 

A number of new high-voltage supplies, single-channel analyzers, pre
amplifiers and a 32-channel scaler unit have been purchased with the 
intention of completing a duplicate counting system and replacing obsolete 
unreliable equipment. 
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Radiation Safety and Regulatory Aspects 
B R Meyer, J A M T Dirkse and F M P Conard 
Radiation from SPC1 was produced for the first time during the 
latter half of 1983. Interim safety measures were adopted for 
protection of personnel against ionizing radiation. 

A large number of NAC staff members were registered as radiation 
workers and the health physics organization was set into motion. 
A training course, for educating radiation workers, was prepared 
and presented. 

Application was made to the Department of Health for a licence to run the 
SPC1. The installation was subsequently inspected by officials of the 
department and it was agreed that a licence would only be issued once the 
machine is fully operational. However, permission was granted to do any 
tests during which radiation is produced in the meantime, with the provision 
that the department be notified when such tests are to be performed. 

When the first internal beams were produced in SPC1 during December 1983/ 
January 1984 the shielding and safety interlock systems were not ready, but 
personnel were safeguarded by proper prior evacuation of the appropriate 
areas. Dose rates of up to 2 rem/h were measured inside the SPCI vault 
at a distance of approximately 7 m from a copper beam stopper. These 
doses were obtained under maximum conditions i.e. a 300 \sk beam of 6 MeV 
protons and were mainly due to neutrons. 

The number of staff members registered as radiation workers increased from 
4 to 76 during the period of interest. This brought about a significant 
increase in health physics administration, which mainly entails the 
registration of radiation workers with the authorities, organizing their 
annual medical examinations and making use of the film badge service. 
Film badges are exchanged on a four-weekly basis. Twelve staff members 
are issued with neutron film badges also. 

A series of lectures on radiation safety was prepared and presented lo 
radiation workers. They consisted of a brief introduction into the nature 
of radiation, the dangers and biological effects of radiation and the 
radiation safety programme at the NAC. In addition, an information 
booklet, covering the same material as the lectures, was prepared and 
issued to all radiation workers. 

The decontamination room has been reconfigured to make it safer, and these 
changes are nearing completion. This room w.ll offer wash and shower 
facilities for contaminated radiation worker^ during future maintenance 
work on the accelerators. 

During the latter half of 1983 a health physics course at the University 
of Stellenbosch was attended by three staff members of the Radioactivity 
Standards and Radiation Safety Division. During March 1984, two staff 
members visited the Pretoria Cyclotron to study the practical aspects of 
radiation protection and to attend the summer school of the South African 
Association of Physicists in Medicine and Biology (SAAPMB) which dealt 
with the implementation of the latest ICRP recommendations. 

17.4 

Summary: 
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PART E REPORT OF THE MEDICAL COMPONENT 

SECTION 18 

18.1 Introduction 

The Medical Component buildings are nearing completion and should be ready 
for occupation by the end of 1984. These buildings include the patient 
handling, laboratory and office area (Block C) and the 30-bed hospital 
(Block P). Dr C E van Wyk has been appointed Medical Superintendent of 
the facility. 

Construction of the isocentric neutron therapy unit is well advanced and 
should be installed during the first quarter of 1985. The proton treatment 
facility is still under consideration but it is hoped that application will 
be made soon for the necessary funds for a proton isocentric beam delivery 
unit. The plans for the nuclear medicine facilities have not been finalised. 

18.2 Overseas Visitors 

Dr J J Broerse of the Radiobiologisch Instituut TNO, Rijswijk, in the 
Netherlands spent two weeks as a guest of the Medical Component. His trip 
was financed by the Cape Provincial Administration. He is one of the 
foremost authorities on neutron dosimetry and radiobiology and was a 
valuable source of ideas, advice and criticism concerning the requirements 
for physical and biological calibration of the neutron therapy beam. 
Dr Broerse gave a series of seminars on neutron dosimetry and neutron 
radiobiology at Groote Schuur and Karl Bremer Hospitals respectively and 
also attended the annual congress of the S A Association of Physicists in 
Medicine and Biology in Johannesburg. 

Professor Roy Parker, head of the Medical Physics Department, University 
of Leeds, U.K. paid a short visit to the NAC. His main interests are in 
medical imaging and radiotherapy treatment planning. He was the official 
guest of the S A Association of Physicists in Medicine and Biology, but 
the Cape Provincial Administration contributed towards the expenses of his 
trip. 

Professor Lionel Cohen, Director of the Fennilab Neutron Therapy Facility, 
Batavia, Illinois, while on a private visit, spent a short time at the NAC 
and held discussions on the latest trends in particle radiotherapy. It 
was interesting to hear that Fermilab may be applying for funding for a 
200 MeV proton therapy facility. 

18.3 Committees 

The various committees and working groups which are concerned with 
implementing the medical programme at the NAC met during t/ie year. The 
Planning Committee and the Equipment Committee, whose tasks were essentially 
to plan the facilities and services and make recommendations concerning the 
equipment requirements for the Medical Component, wound up their work and 
will only meet in future on an ad hoc basis, if necessary. 
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The Radiotherapy, Nuclear Medicine and Dosimetry Working Groups continue 
to function and make recommendations regarding equipment, facilities and 
protocols for the respective disciplines. The Radiobiology Action 
Committee proceeded with its activities. A radiobiology seminar session, 
preceding the committee meetings, was instituted and will be held at 
approximately six-monthly intervals. 

The Joint Advisory Committee convened during the year. The CSIR, Medical 
Research Council and Cape Provincial Administration are represented on the 
committee, whose task it is to determine the division of responsibilities 
between the three organisations in respect of the medical facilities at 
the NAC. A Commissioning Committee was appointed to determine priorities 
regarding equipment, staff and services for the medical facilities and to 
ensure that they are satisfactorily brought into operation. 

18.4 Neutron Therapy 

Construction of the neutron isocentric treatment unit {1} is well advanced. 
The unit will allow ±185 gantry rotation and incorporate a continuously 
adjustable collimator giving field sizes of up to 300 mm x 300 mm at the 
SSD of 1500 mm. The neutrons will be produced by the reaction of 66 MeV 
protons on a 40 MeV thick beryllium target. The treatment unit will be 
comparable in every respect with X-ray beams from a modern 8 MV linear 
accelerator. It is expected that the unit will be installed on site early 
in i985, although final acceptance testing can only be undertaken once a 
suitable beam is available from the cyclotron. 

A new software package to control and operate the neutron treatment unit 
is being designed by the manufacturers in conjunction with NAC staff. The 
new package is user-friendly, modular and simple to operate and will 
include the usual radiotherapy record and verify functions as well as 
sophisticated performance and safety check routines. 

The European Protocol for Neutron Dosimetry {2} has been formally adopted 
by the Medical Component on the recommendation of the Dosimetry Working 
Group. Some preliminary comparative measurements have been made at the 
neutron therapy facility at the MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, 
London (see section 18.7.1). The NAC has been invited to join the European 
Clinical Neutron Dosimetry Group (ECNEU) in which all centres following the 
European Protocol are represented. The activities of the group centre 
around comparing and discussing problems, calibration, standardization and 
arranging dosimetry intercomparisons between the different centres. 
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18.5 Charged-Pavticle Therapy Proposal 

The charged-particle beam delivery system previously envisaged {l} has 
been modified and an isocentric gantry has been incorporated in the 
proposed system. Preliminary specifications have been drawn up and 
quotations requested from interested companies. A comprehensive scientific 
motivation for the treatment system is being drawn up by a committee 
appointed by the Biological Sciences Advisory Panel, following which 
application will be made for the necessary funding. Delivery time for the 
proposed system will be between l£ and 2 years. 

The main features of the system are listed below: 

Energy range: P 30 - 200 MeV 
d 15 - 100 MeV 

3He 20 - 320 MeV 
"He 25 - 220 MeV 

Gantry rotation: +270°, -45 
D 

Irradiation fields: Arbitrary patterns created by beam scanning:-

Fast system: S(50 mm x 50 mm) in 1 s 
Slow system: á(200 mm x 200 mm) in 30 s 

Patient alignment: Optical projection of irradiation pattern 
Laser light system 
X-ray verification system 

Dose monitoring: Proton current monitor 
3 independent transmission ionization chambers 

Treatment couch: Removable top 
Chair conversion 

7. Control System: Safety interlocks 
Irradiation pattern monitor 
Record and verify 
Treatment records 

References 

National Accelerator Centre Annual Report NAC/AR/83-OI (CSIR, 1983) 
p 231 
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18.6 Room Clearance System for Radiotherapy Treatment Rooms 

The radiation safety interlock system forms part of each radiotherapy 
control system and is designed to prevent accidents and unnecessary 
radiation exposure of personnel. The radiotherapy safety system will be 
interlocked into the therapy control computers only and will not be 
connected directly to the main NAC safety interlock system or control 
system. 

The following are the physical requirements for the radiation safety 
interlock system:-

1. An "arming" press-button switch at the entrance to the maze. 

2. A system of warning lights at the entrance to each maze. 

3. An invisible barrier (infra-red or photo-electric) at entrance to 
the maze. 

4. An audible alarm at entrance to maze. 

5. A light-weight boom Mm into the maze which can open both ways. 

6. An invisible barrier at same position as boom. 

7. Press-button ROOM CLEAR switch at exit of treatment room. 

8. An audible alarm in treatment room. 

9. PANIC buttons (three) at various positions in treatment room. 

10. Gamma/beta monitors (three) at various positions in treatment room. 

Binary status inputs to the control system will be by means of relay 
contacts which will provide SAFE/UNSAFE and CLEAR/NOT CLEAR signals. The 
relay contacts will be closed when in the SAFE or NOT CLEAR state. This 
means that in the case of power failure or removal of input line the 
contact will open and be interpreted by the control system as an UNSAFE 
or CLEAR status. There are three distinct situations regarding the state 
of radiation hazard in each radiotherapy room. These are: BEAM 
UNAVAILABLE, BEAM AVAILABLE and BEAM ON. 

(i) BEAM UNAVAILABLE 

Beam can only be directed into a treatment room when the 
therapy operator has control of the beam. The gamma/beta 
monitors will not be interlocked into the safety system. 
They will be connected in such a way that if any one of 
them registers a radiation level above the preset threshold, 
the RADIATION HAZARD light will flash. 

(ii) BEAM AVAILABLE 

The therapy operator will only be able to direct the beam 
into the treatment room once the ROOM CLEAR procedure has 
been successfully accomplished and other set-up procedures 
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have been properly completed. The last person to leave 
the room visually inspects the room to ensure that no one 
else is in the room (apart from the patient if treatment 
is being undertaken). If the room is seen to be clear the 
ROOM CLEAR button at the room exit is depressed. The person 
who initiated the ROOM CLEAR procedure must close the boom 
within 40 seconds from when the ROOM CLEAR button was pressed. 
Tht person then presses the "arming" switch at the entrance 
to the maze. If the sequence is successfully completed a 
ROOM CLEAR status signal will be sent to the therapy control 
system. 

(iii) BEAM ON 

When the operator directs the beam into the room the 
BEAM ON signal will be generated by the removal of a 
Faraday cup in the beamline. If the first invisible barrier 
at the maze entrance is penetrated while the BEAM ON condition 
prevails an audible alarm sounds. This barrier is not locked 
into the computer system and does not affect the operation 
of the system. 

The beam can be interrupted by any one of the following: 

(a) therapy operator by depressing the EMERGENCY STOP button 
on the treatment console, 

(b) opening the boom, 
(c) penetrating the second invisible barrier. 

The beam is interrupted by inserting a Faraday cup in the 
injector line via a hard-wired link, with a back-up Faraday 
cup controlled by the therapy control computer. 

18.7 Experimental Studies 

18.7.1 Neutron Dosimetry Intercomparison 

B C Page* and D T L Jones* 

* MRC, Hammersmith Hospital, U.K. 
+ CPA, Medical Component of NAC. 

These measurements were made in the d(16 MeV)/Be neutron therapy beam at 
the MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith Hospital. 

Two identical 0.5 cm3 tissue equivalent ionization chambers were used for 
the intercomparison study. One belonged to the MRC Cyclotron Unit and the 
other to the Medical Component of the NAC. Measurements were made with the 
two chambers in air (TSD = 135 cm, 10 * 10 cm field) and at 5 cm depth in 
a 30 x 30 x 30 cm water phantom. The chambers were calibrated in a 
caesium beam which was previously calibrated against a Farmer dosemeter. 
Several readings were taken in each case and the means were used in the 
calculations. The calibration factor for the NAC chamber in the caesium 
beam was 0,1954 nC/rad. 

The ratios of the charge collected per unit total dose by each chamber 
are given below: 
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Source: Neutron beam Caesium 

NAC 
R a t l ° MRC 

In air 5 cm water 

1,017 NAC 
R a t l ° MRC 1,017 1,002 1,017 

The reason why the ratio for the measurements in phantom differs from the 
other two is attributed to slight misalignment of one or both chambers. 
However, the results obtained were very satisfactory. 

It is important that such intercomparisons be undertaken at regular 
intervals in order to achieve standardisation in neutron dosimetry, thus 
permitting direct and meaningful comparison of physical, biological and 
clinical data. 

18.7.2 Biological effects of high dose rates 

L Robinson*, B J Smit**, L Bohm** and H Breuer 

* Dept. of Physics, University of Cape Town 
** Dept. of Radiotherapy, University of Stellenbosch 
+ CPA, Medical Component of NAC 

Since high instantaneous dose rates ( i 10" Gy.min- ) may be used for proton 
therapy, radiobiological studies have been initiated to investigate the 
response of cells as a function of dose rate. It is planned to irradiate 
cell monolayers with different currents of 5 MeV protons to the same total 
absorbed dose. 

18.7.3 Holography of CT images 

J Allis*, B J Smit** and H Breuer 

* Dept. of Physics, University of Cape Town 
** Dept. of Radiotherapy, University of Stellenbosch 
+ CPA, Medical Component of NAC 

A holography experiment is presently being designed at the Medical Research 
Council to produce 3-dimensional images from CT scans in order to facilitate 
proton therapy treatment planning. 
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PART F GENERAL 

SECTION 19 MAINFRAME COMPUTING FACILITIES 

The mainframe computing facilities available to the NAC have changed 
considerably since the last status report {l}. 

The data concentrators and port-hunting facility referred to in an earlier 
report {2} have been replaced by an "intelligent multiplexer" node, one 
of 6 similar nodes which together comprise CCSNET, the network set up by 
the Centre for Computing Services. This permits users to link to any of 
several CSIR mainframe and minicomputers as well as providing a gateway 
to overseas computer systems. Automatic alternate routing through a node 
at NRIO in Stellenbosch provides backup for the direct telecommunications 
link to the Pretoria campus of the CSIR. 

In January 1984, the installation of a small mainframe computer on the 
NAC campus was completed and the majority of NAC users are now using this 
machine which is fully compatible with the previously-used facilities in 
Pretoria. While it serves primarily NAC staff at present, upgrading of 
the hardware is planned and it is intended eventually to provide computing 
services to all Western Cape institutes of the CSIR. The machine will be 
permanently manned by CCS staff. The mainframe is configured with 262 000 
words of main memory, and approximately 460 megabytes of disk storage are 
presently available. Two 800/166 bpi (bits per inch) tape units are also 
installed. The machine is rated at slightly less than one million 
instructions per second. 

The Remote Batch Facility (RBF) and the communication equipment have been 
moved from the computer room to the terminal room alongside it, to provide 
extra space for the mainframe computer. The RBF is now linked to the local 
mainframe and controls a line-printer, pending a decision on the type of 
printer to be installed permanently. 

There are II video terminals available to users, 2 of which have graphics 
capabilities, as well as a small flat-bed plotter and a sophisticated multi-
pen sheet-fed drum plotter. An asynchronous link to the NAC "data collection" 
minicomputer has also been established, primarily for file-transfer purposes. 

Three terminals linked to a separate mainframe computer on the Pretoria campus 
are also used by the personnel department for administrative records. 
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SECTION 20 BUILDINGS 

20.1 The Faure Campus 

The present disposition of NAC buildings on the Faure campus of the CSIR 
may be seen on the site plan given in figure 1. Included on this plan 
are the buildings which house the Van de Graaff Group of the NAC. The 
entrance to these buildings is shown in figure 2, in which the tower 
housing the 6 MV single-ended Van de Graaff accelerator is clearly visible 
behind the office and laboratory block. 

Phase 3 of the construction programme for the new cyclotron facility 
is generally slightly ahead of schedule, and should be completed before 
the end of 1984. This phase includes a 30-bed hospital and patient-
handling areas for radiotherapy: the porte-cochêre at the main entrance 
for patients is shown in figure 3. Figure 4 shows the medical physics 
and radiobiology wings, situated to the east of the main cyclotron hall 
and the radiotherapy vaults. Part of the new isotope production block 
can be seen in figure 5. 

All the interlocking shielding blocks for the radiotherapy areas have 
been delivered and aligned to form the walls of labyrinths leading to 
the three radiotherapy vaults. Concrete beams are now being positioned 
to form roof shielding for these labyrinths, as can be seen in figure 6. 
These labyrinths are now being linked to the corridors of the patient-
handling areas. 

20.2 The Pretoria Cyclotron 

Figure 7 shows the offices and laboratories of the Pretoria Cyclotron 
Group, as well as the control room above the cyclotron basement. Part 
of the experimental area (also below ground level) is visible in figure 8, 
with the new radiotherapy vault, which has recently been constructed, 
visible behind the collimator and shielding used for preliminary 
radiobiology and dosimetry measurements. The roof of the new radiotherapy 
vault is shielded by means of a water bath, seen from above in figure 9. 
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Fig. 1 Site plan of the CSIR campus at Faure. 
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Fig. 2 The entrance to the Van de Graaff accelerator buildings. 
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FÍR. '3 The porte-cochêre for ambulances and out-patient access. 
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Fig. 4 The medical physics and radiobiology wings. 

Fig. 5 The new isotope production block under construction. 
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Fig. 6 The radiotherapy vaults (left) showing concrete shielding beams 
being installed over the Inbvrinths formed of concrete blocks. 

Fig. 7 The buildings occupied by the Pretoria Cyclotron Group. The 
cyclotron is located beneath the single-storey section (left) 
which contains the control and data areas. 
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Fig. 8 The newly-constructed radiotherapy vault, visible behind the 
collimator and shielding blocks used in preliminary experiments. 

I'ig. 9 Top view of the water shielding used on the roof of the radio
therapy vault shown in figure 8. 
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SECTION 21 VISITS ABROAD BY STAFF MEMBERS 

S J BURGER: USA, BELGIUM, WEST GERMANY 

APRIL - MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To attend and present two papers at the Tenth International 
Conference on Cyclotrons and their Applications. 

(b) To visit various cyclotron laboratories in the USA and 
Western Europe, mainly to discuss and investigate topics 
related to axial injection and central region design. 

General Impressions 

The conference covered most aspects of cyclotron design and operation. 
The interest in superconducting magnets for cyclotron main fields, ion 
sources and beamline elements seemed to be prevalent. The desirable 
characteristics of ECR sources were repeatedly emphasised, and cooling 
rings evoked much attention. 

At the various facilities visited, attention was mainly focused on axial 
injection and central region design. Profitable discussions were held 
regarding general design philosophy as well as technical aspects relating 
to these topics. The visits provided the opportunity to study different 
types of inflectors and central region designs. 

J C CORNELL: DENMARK, WEST GERMANY, FRANCE, U.K. 

OCTOBER 1983 
Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To inspect and witness tests on 60 quadrupole magnets. 

(b) To visit manufacturers to discuss isocentric proton 
proposals. 

(c) To visit GANIL in France and to discuss beam transport 
programs. 

(d) To view the new isocentric neutron facility being installed 
at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

General Impressions 

The quadrupole magnets are manufactured to our specifications and perform 
satisfactorily. Several companies expressed great interest in our isocentric 
proton therapy proposal, and have since tendered for this device. A number 
of useful ideas and suggestions were obtained from the MRC staff at 
Clatterbridge, as well as from the manufacturers of the isocentric neutron 
facility. Clarity waá reached on a number of points relating to the beam 
optics for matching to the NAC isocentric neutron therapy unit. 
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A A COWLEY: USA , W.GERMANY, SWITZERLAND 

JUNE - JULY 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

The main purpose of the visit was to take part in an experiment to obtain 
cross-section and analyzing power data for p + ''He at 100 MeV (see section 
17.2.1). 

The facilities at the Swiss Nuclear Institute (SIN) and the Hahn-Meitner 
Institute (VICKSI cyclotron) were also visited in order to discuss the 
use of equipment (e.g. scattering chambers, spectrometers). The data 
acquisition system and low-energy (Ep S 72 MeV) programme at SIN were 
discussed with a group at the University of Zurich. 

General Impressions 

The experiment was completed successfully in spite of some minor problems 
with detectors and electronics, which nevertheless resulted in a consider
able loss of time. The stability of the beam with respect to intensity 
and polarization, however, more than made up for this. 

The energy region and ion species available at VICKSI are such that the 
experimental equipment suited to that facility would also be very useful 
at NAC for heavy-ion studies. An example of this is their rotating-arm 
scattering chamber, which has an ingenious design. 

A A COWLEY AND S J MILLS: USA 

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

The sole purpose of the visit was to take part in an approved experiment 
on the low-energy beamline of the Bevalac of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
Berkeley, California, in collaboration with a user group at the University 
of Maryland. This experiment was an extension of a previous one performed 
at LBL in March - April 1981, in which the two staff members concerned also 
participated. 

General Impressions 

The new telescope array used for the first time in this experiment seemed 
to function well, and was a big improvement on the detector configuration 
employed in the previous experiment. The present measurements should 
make a significant contribution to the understanding of the projectile 
break-up process and the degree to which the energy of the projectile is 
shared with the target. At present the data obtained are being analysed 
at the University of Maryland. 
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P M CRONJE; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

APRIL - MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To attend the Tenth International Conference on Cyclotrons 
and Their Applications (East Lansing, Michigan, USA) and to 
present a paper. 

(b) To visit a number of cyclotron laboratories in the USA, 
specifically to discuss axial injection systems, polarized 
ion sources and the operation of separated-sector cyclotrons. 

General Impressions 

The status reports on several newly-operating accelerators and facilities in 
construction were presented at the conference. Of interest also were several 
papers about superconducting magnets, ECR sources, axial injection and rings 
for stacking beams at low energy or for cooling beams at higher energies. 
In the session on the theory of accelerators, two papers on analytical orbit 
studies and invariance principles were of special interest. 

The operation of cyclotrons and polarized ion sources were specifically 
discussed during visits to cyclotron facilities. 

B EISINGER: WEST GERMANY 

AUGUST - OCTOBER 1983 AND MARCH - APRIL 1984 

Purpose of Visits: 

(a) To inspect and attend the acceptance vacuum tests for 
the -.wo SSC resonators. 

(b) To check the permeability of the plates for the manufacture 
of the valley vacuum chambers. 

(c) To visit two accelerator facilities to discuss our vacuum 
systems for the beamlines. 

(d) To visit a manufacturer of vacuum equipment in order to 
become familiar with fabrication techniques and new 
developments in the range of equipment offered. 

General Impressions 

Deflections were checked on the first resonator before and after evacuation. 
All measured points were within the calculated limit. This resonator was 
found to be leak-tight within specifications. The second resonator was 
found to have a leak in the cooling tubes for the upper trimming capacitor 
and the cooling tubes for the bottom plates. It was decided to repair 
them during assembly at the NAC. Four of the stainless steel plates for 
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the valley vacuum chambers had to be heat-treated again to reduce the 
magnetic permeability. 

Information was gathered on pumps, general vacuum layout and sealing 
techniques for the beamlines. For our requirements we should use turbo-
molecular pumps on which we can change the bearings without balancing the 
rotor. 

D T L JONES: UK, SWEDEN, WEST GERMANY AND THE NETHERLANDS 

JUNE - JULY 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

(a) To inspect progress with the manufacture of the neutron 
therapy treatment system. 

(b) To undertake a neutron dosimetry intercomparison. 

(c) To inspect the cyclotron facility at the University of 
Uppsala, Sweden. 

(d) To attend the Workshop on Heavy Particles in Biology and 
Medicine, Darmstadt, West Germany and present a paper. 

(e) To attend the Seventh International Congress of Radiation 
Research, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

General Impressions 

Progress with the manufacture of the isocentric neutron treatment system 
was viewed at the main contractor's factory and that of the principal 
subcontractor. The main contractors were slightly ahead of the contract 
schedule, while the principal subcontractors were somewhat behind. A 
demonstration of the software package which was to be used to operate the 
system and to record patient treatment information showed that it was 
entirely unsatisfactory. A completely new package will therefore be 
written. 

A neutron dosimetry intercomparison study was undertaken in the neutron 
therapy beam of the MRC Cyclotron Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, London. Two 
ionization chambers, one belonging to the MRC and one to the Medical 
Component of the NAC were used in the study, The results obtained with 
the two different instruments agreed within 2%. 

During the trip a great deal of recent and useful information was obtained 
regarding the use of particle beams in medicine and biology. Neither 
neutron nor charged particle therapy has fulfilled the expectations. Recent 
results with neutron therapy have been more promising and there are 
several groups of tumours, especially the radioresistant, slow-growing 
ones where neutron therapy is the treatment of choice. With charged-
particle therapy successes have been largely limited to small, well-localised, 
tumours. For both modalities it seems clear that improved beam delivery 
systems, tumour localisation, patient selection and treatment planning will 
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result in better clinical results. In addition more radiobiological data 
is needed in the case of neutron therapy to determine, for example, optimum 
fractionation schemes. 

D T L JONES; UK, BELGIUM, SWEDEN 

APRIL - MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To determine the progress made with the manufacture of the 
neutron therapy treatment system, and 

(b) to inspect the neutron therapy facilities at the Clatterbridge 
Hospital, Liverpool, UK and at the University of Ghent, Belgium. 

General Impressions 

The main contractor was making good progress with the construction of the 
neutron therapy system, while the principal subcontractor was still some
what behind schedule. There was a restructuring of responsibilities 
between the two companies which resulted in the main contractor now 
being directly responsible for the vast majority of the work. This has 
resulted in the contract as a whole being only slightly behind schedule. 
Specifications for the new software package were discussed in detail and 
a partial demonstration was given. No problems are envisaged with the 
new package. 

The neutron therapy system at the MRC Cyclotron Unit, Clatterbridge Hospital, 
Liverpool, UK is almost identical to the NAC's system. Only ±135° gantry 
rotation is permitted at the Liverpool facility. To accommodate this 
rotation the floor is constructed of a system of hydraulically operated 
and hinged platforms, the controls of which are interlocked with the gantry 
rotation. The facility is due to be commissioned in August 1984 and the 
first patients should be treated during 1985. 

The main functions of the CGR-MeV 520 isochronous cyclotron at the 
University of Ghent are to provide particle beams for analytical studies, 
isotope production and neutron therapy. The neutron therapy beam is 
produced by the reaction of 23 MeV protons on a Be target which provides 
dose rates of between 0,15 and 0,32 Gy.min-1 (depending on filtration) at 
the SSD of 125 cm. A false floor permits 370° rotation of the gantry. 
Field sizes of up to 22 cm x 22 cm can be obtained by means of removable 
collimator inserts. The false floor is simply a hydraulic platform which 
is lowered into a pit when the gantry is required to rotate underneath the 
couch. The patient is then suspended on the couch top above the pit. 
Patient treatment is due to commence sometime in 1985. Only half a day 
per week will be used for neutron therapy. 
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H N JUNGWIRTH: ITALY, SWITZERLAND, WEST GERMANY 
AND FRANCE 

JUNE 1983 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To attend the 4th COMPUMAG Conference on the Computation 
of Electromagnetic Fields near Genoa, Italy, and to present 
a paper on numerical field computation methods developed 
at the NAC and their application in accelerator design; 

(b) to visit three cyclotron laboratories in order to discuss 
and obtain information regarding accelerator magnets and 
vacuum systems; 

(c) to visit the manufacturer of the magnetic field mapping 
equipment for the sector magnets in order to negotiate 
matters concerning completion of the contract; 

(d) to visit several companies manufacturing and supplying 
vacuum equipment, and to discuss current as well as future 
vacuum requirements at the NAC. 

General Impressions 

The latest developments in and applications of numerical field computation 
methods were reviewed and discussed in nearly 100 papers presented at the 
4th COMPUMAG conference to M 7 0 attendees from 19 countries. Eddy-
current problems in two and three dimensions as well as the formalization 
of magnetic properties for permanent magnets receive widespread attention 
at present, together with numerical techniques, computer-aided design and 
applications for studying electric machines. Our paper was one of the few 
dealing with applications in accelerator design and generated much interest, 
because computed fields could always be compared directly with accurate 
measurements which is not done in almost all other applications. 

The visits to the Istituto Nasional di Fisica Nucleare (INFN), presently 
sited at the University of Milan, Italy, and to GANIL and SIN yielded 
valuable information on development and operation of cyclotron magnets, 
on the experience with magnetic field measurements and on equipment used 
in vacuum systems for accelerators. 

As a result of the visits at companies ,the contract for the magnetic field 
mapping equipment for the sector magnets was completed and two cryo-pumps 
with specially vibration-decoupled cold heads were purchased this year for 
the rf resonators of the SSC. 
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J J KRITZINGER: GERMANY 

JULY 1983 

Purpose of Visit: 

To observe progress with the manufacture of the SSC resonators and the 
installation of the capacitor units on the first resonator. 

General Impressions 

The manufacture of all parts of the first resonator was complete at the 
time of the visit and installation of the capacitor units was in progress. 
A problem was experienced with excessive friction of the bearings made 
from non-magnetic material. These had to be replaced by standard tapered 
roller bearings. The procedure for installation of the contact fingers of 
the capacitor units in their correct positions was finalized. The overall 
impression is of high-quality manufacture. The co-operation experienced 
was excellent. 

J J KRITZINGER: GERMANY 

FEBRUARY 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

To observe the assembly of the second SSC resonator and to observe the 
installation of its capacitor units. 

General Impressions 

Manufacture of all parts except the top outer cylinder had been completed 
at the time of the visit. It was more difficult to set the contact fingers 
of the bottom capacitor due to a slight twist in the unit but it was possible 
to obtain a satisfactory setting. At the end of the visit the second 
resonator was nearly ready for the final vacuum test. Excellent co
operation was again experienced. 

M A L E ROUX: USA AND UNITED KINGDOM 

APRIL/MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit 

To visit centres with advanced experience in neutron and proton therapy 
as an observer, to acquire knowledge of radiotherapy techniques and 
methods used to ensure accurate daily treatment set-ups and immobilisation 
of patients. 
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General Impressions 

At the cyclotron laboratory, Harvard University, large-field as well as 
small-field proton therapy for choroidal melanomas and arteriovenous 
malformations of the brain were observed. Initially laser alignment is 
used to position the patient to within 2 mm of the intended position. 
Pre-treatment radiographs are taken to verify the final position. Although 
the above procedures required time-consuming set-ups, localization and 
immobilisation, it was carried out with apparent ease by a dedicated 
group with the necessary expertise. Time spent on one eye set-up was 
20 - 30 minutes, allowing for 6 - 7 patients to be treated per morning. 
(Total of 12 - 15 patients on both beams per day). 

At the M 0 Anderson Hospital, Houston, Texas the neutron therapy programme 
with the fixed horÍTontal beam was suspended due to various problems with 
the beam. The isocentric unit is still not operational and is not likely 
to be so in the near future. 

S J MILLS: USA AND FRANCE 

JULY - AUGUST 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

The main purpose of the visit was to take part in an experiment at Indiana 
University Cyclotron Facility, Blootnington, Indiana to investigate the 
analysing power of quasi-free (p,pa) knockout from Be (see section 17.2.2). 
This experiment was undertaken in collaboration with groups from the 
University of Michigan and the University of Maryland and individual 
experimentalists from Oberlin College and the University of Iowa. After 
completion of the experiment, one-day visits were made to the National 
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, Michigan and GANIL, Caen, France in order to view the experimental 
facilities available at these laboratories and discuss their experimental 
research programmes. 

General Impressions 

The experimental measurements at IUCF were completed successfully. The 
data obtained are at present being analysed at the University of Maryland. 

Both the laboratories visited were, of course, still in a build-up phase, 
but at a considerably more advanced stage of development than the NAC. 
Very useful ideas could therefore be obtained concerning the early opera
tional stages of an accelerator facility similar to the NAC. 
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J PILCHER: USA AND EUROPE 

JANUARY - MARCH 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To attend computer operating system courses in the United 
States and Britain. 

(b) To visit laboratories in the United States and Europe, where 
similar nuclear physics programmes to those proposed for the 
NAC are undertaken, to discuss data handling computer systems. 

General Impressions 

A total of four courses were attended on various aspects of the operating 
system to be used on the data handling mini-computers for the experimental 
physics programme at the NAC. These were given at the computer manufacturer's 
training facilities in the United States and Britain. In general, these 
courses were presented in a professional manner, and much information 
essential for the development of the on-line data acquisition and off-line 
data reduction system at the NAC was obtained. 

Visits to a number of laboratories in the United States and Europe proved to 
be very beneficial. Discussions were held with personnel at these institutions 
on the present capabilities and future possibilities of data handling 
facilities in the experimental nuclear physics environment. We hope to 
make use of some of the experience and expertise found in these laboratories 
in the development of the NAC's data handling system. 

R PRETORIUS: USA 

OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

(a) To attend the Electrochemical Society Meeting, Washington. 

(b) To pay short visits to the University of North Carolina, 
CALTECH and Stanford. 

(c) To do research on hydrogen analysis in materials at the 
Department of Materials Science at Cornell University. 

(d) To attend the Materials Research Society Meeting, Boston. 

General Impressions 

The sessions of the Electrochemical Society Meeting which were most relevant 
to cur research programme dealt with: Semiconductor Interconnects and 
Contacts, Laser Surface Modification and Thin Film Interfaces and Inter
actions. A paper Litled "Thermal Oxidation of the Silicides: CoSi2, NiSi 2, 
PtSi, TiSi2 and ZrSi2" was presented at tha last mentioned session. A 
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general impression gained at the conference was the need for both chemistry 
and physics know-how for successful research and development of matters 
related to device technology and processing. 

At the University of North Carolina discussions were held on the metallisation 
of semiconductor devices and considerable interest was shown in the recent 
work developed by us whereby silicide phase sequence can be determined from 
heats of formation. Similar discussions were held at CALTECH and Stanford. 
At Stanford much interest was shown in the oxidation of silicides, as this 
is an important step for successful fabrication of VLSI devices. 

During the month spent at Cornell University a nuclear technique for 
determining hydrogen in solids was developed. Elastic recoil detection of 
protons during irradiation with 3 MeV alpha particles was used. The method 
is non-destructive and fast ( % 15 minutes/sample), enabling depth profiles 
to be determined in samples up to depths of approximately 2 microns. Typical 
sensitivities of about 1 x 10 1 9 H atoms/cm3 can be obtained. The technique 
was successfully used to determine hydrogen in amorphous silicon (solar cells), 
metals (hydrogen storage) and geological samples (archaeological dating). It 
would be extremely useful to set up a similar facility for hydrogen analysis 
at the NAC Van de Graaff. 

The Annual Materials Research Society Meeting, which is psvally held in Boston, 
has become one of the biggest (approximately 1,600 delegates) and most 
important conferences of its kind in the world. The main features of the 
conference are programme flexibility and novelty, and an interdisciplinary 
approach to well defined topics. Two papers, "The significance of thermo
dynamics as a factor in silicide phase sequence and silicide stability during 
thin film reactions" and "The reaction between thin Ni and Co films with their 
di-silicides", were presented during the session on Thin Films and Interfaces. 

M PEISACH: GERMANY, ISRAEL 

JULY, 1983 

Purpose of Visit 

To attend the Third International Conference on Particle-Induced X-ray 
Emission and its Analytical Applications, in Heidelberg, Germany from 18 to 
22 July, 1983, where three papers were presented. Afterwards, discussions 
were held with scientists from Rehovot, Haifa and Beer-sheva, Israel on 
recent developments there in the fields of trace element research in biology 
and medicine and in solar energy conversion, with a view to ensuring that 
local research in nuclear analytical chemistry could lead to the development 
of useful techniques for future anplication. 

General Impressions 

The conference was attended by some 180 delegates from 20 countries and 103 
papers including 12 invited plenary lextures were delivered. Almost every 
aspect of PIXE analysis was covered, "and provided an excellent opportunity 
to become acquainted with the latest developments and applications of the 
technique. Visits to local institutions provided the opportunities to view 
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the modern facilities, especially in the field of nuclear medicine. 

In basic research, the interest centred on tests involving recent analytical 
formulae for K-shell ionisation cross sections. Stopping powers with a high 
degree of reliability were already available, but detailed work was required 
on thick target analysis. With the ever-expanding fields of application of 
PIXE, extensive use of external beams was envisaged, a technique already 
used at Faure since 1975. Future applications in medicine will require 
good spatial definition, for which a microbeam facility will certainly be 
required at NAC in the foreseeable future. Such facilities already exist 
in over 30 laboratories overseas. 

Developments in current research on solar energy generation clearly pointed 
to the usefulness of nuclear analytical chemistry for surface studies of 
electrodes. Although there is at present relatively little effort devoted 
to solar energy conversion research in South Africa, it is unlikely that 
the position will continue to remain so in the long run. 

D REITMANN, A H BOTHA: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WEST GERMANY AND FRANCE 

APRIL/MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To attend the 10th International Conf. on Cyclotrons 
and their Applications, at Michigan State University, 
East Lansing. 

(b) To visit laboratories and institutes at which work on 
modern cyclotrons is being done. 

(c) To visit manufacturers of cyclotron and beamline components. 

General Impressions 

Tne conference was attended by 235 people from 18 different countries. 
The NAC presented 8 papers on the design of SPCI, the SSC and their beam 
lines. Two further papers have been submitted for publication only. 

From the papers presented at the conference it is apparent that about 10 
new cyclotron projects are in the planning stages, II cyclotrons are 
presently being built and about 7 cyclotrons have come into operation 
since the previous cyclotron conference. Special emphasis was placed on 
superconducting techniques in cyclotrons as well as ECR ion sources. The 
latest ideas on new high-energy accelerators (up to 20 GeV) were presented. 
A number of cyclotrons, mostly capable of accelerating intense proton beams 
up to 40 to 60 MeV, have recently been installed specifically for isotope 
production and/or cancer therapy with neutrons. Some existing accelerators 
have been adapted to combine these applications with their existing uses 
and several novel ideas for small dedicated medical cyclotrons were 
presented. In the session on the theory of accelerators, two papers on 
analytical orbit studies and invariance principles were presented 
Of particular interest were the following: the design of electrostatic 
deflectors for the superconducting cyclotrons, new beam phase measurement 
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techniques, a new probe using tomographic methods to reconstruct the beam 
density distribution, etc. 

At the various facilities visited, attention was mainly focused on axial 
injection and central region design. Profitable discussions were held 
regarding general design philosophy as well as technical aspects relating 
to these topics. The visits provided the opportunity to study different 
types of inflectors and central region designs. The operation of cyclotrons 
and polorized ion sources were specifically discussed during visits to 
cyclotron facilities. 

Our main requirements and specifications for two types of coils for 
injection and extraction components proved to be feasible. It was however 
established that our dual requirements for thermal cycling tests (with 
high temperatures) as well as radiation resistance could not be met. 

The acceptance tests of three scanner electronic systems for the high-
energy beamlines were carried out successfully. The design and manufacture 
of the remaining beam diagnostic components for the high-energy beamlines 
is progressing well after initial cooling problems of the high-energy slits. 
Completion of these components (apart from the slits) is scheduled for 
August. The manufacture of the slits will take until November this year. 

S SCHNEIDER; WEST GERMANY 

NOVEMBER 1983 

Purpose of Visit: 

(a) To carry out acceptance tests of diagnostic components; 

(b) to discuss detail design aspects of beam diagnostic 
components for the high-energy beamlines. 

General Impressions 

The beam profile scanners for the transfer beamline, which did not meet 
specifications during the first acceptance tests, were modified and their 
noise performance is now at acceptable levels. Acceptance tests for the 
first shipment of diagnostic components for the high-energy beamlines were 
carried out to our satisfaction. 

The discussions on detailed design aspects of the remaining beam diagnostic 
components for the high-energy beamlines proved to be most essential and 
useful. In particular, cooling requirements and cooling techniques for the 
high-energy slits and Faraday cups were discussed. The proposed solutions 
are to receive attention. In general we are satisfied with the progress. 
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S SCHNEIDER: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND WEST GERMANY 

MAY 1984 

Purpose of Visit 

(a) To attend the 10th International Conference on Cyclotrons 
and their Applications, which was held at the Michigan State 
University, and to visit three accelerator laboratories as 
part of a conference tour; 

(b) to present two papers at this conference; 

(c) to discuss the specifications and manufacturing techniques 
of two complicated coils (for which the NAC requested 
tenders) with a coil manufacturer in the U.S.A; 

(d) to visit an accelerator laboratory in West Germany, where 
the design of two superconducting separated-sector cyclotrons 
has reached an advanced stage; 

(e) to carry out acceptance tests of the three scanner electronic 
systems for the high-energy beamline and to discuss numerous 
design detail of the diagnostic components for the high-
energy beamlines; 

(f) to visit a potential manufacturer of diagnostic components 
in Julich, West Germany. 

General Impressions 

From the papers presented at the conference it is apparent that about 10 
new cyclotron projects are in the planning stages, 11 cyclotrons are 
presently being built and about 7 cyclotrons have come into operation since 
the previous cyclotron conference. Special emphasis was placed on super
conducting techniques in cyclotrons as well as ECR ion sources. The 
latest ideas on new high-energy accelerators at SIN (up to 20 GeV) and 
TRIUMF (up to 15 GeV) were presented. Of particular interest were si-vcral 
items:- the design of electrostatic deflectors for the superconducting 
cyclotrons, the new beam phase measurement techniques at the MSU and 
Karlsruhe cyclotrons, a new probe for the new SIN injector using tomographic 
methods to reconstruct the beam density distribution, the beam diagnostics 
for the injection beamline of the Chalk River superconducting cyclotron and 
a beam scanning system used at extraction in the 200 MeV Indiana cyclotron. 

Our main requirements and specifications for two types of coils for injection 
and extraction components proved to be feasible. It was however established 
that our dual requirements for thermal cycling tests (with high temperatures) 
as well as radiation resistance could not be met. 

At the Technical University of Munich an interesting new superconducting 
accelerator concept (the TRITR0N) has been partially funded. Various 
superconducting design details were discussed (they also propose super
conducting rf resonators). 

The acceptance tests of three scanner electronic systems for the higli-cner̂ y 
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beamlines were carried out successfully. The design and manufacture of the 
remaining beam diagnostic components for the high-energy beamlines is 
progressing well after initial cooling problems of the high-energy slits. 
Completion of these components (apart from the slits) is scheduled for 
August, while manufacture of the slits will take until November this year. 

The visit to a potential manufacturer of beam diagnostic components in 
Julich proved to be most successful. A good impression of the capabilities 
of this firm was obtained. 
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SECTION 22 PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS 

22.1 Publications in Research Journals 

22.1.1 Atomic physics 

1. F J Coetzer*, F J Mostert*, P van der Westhuizen*,Beam-foil 
spectroscopy of the 4p P° level in aluminium III. Spec. Chim. 
Acta 38B (1983) 885. 

2. H O Lutz*, Inner shell vacancy production in ion-atom collisions. 
S Afr. J. Phys. b (1983) 83. 

3. R Shanker*, U Wille*, R Bilau*, R Hippler*, W R McMurray, 
H 0 Lutz*,4fo excitation in slow Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe collisions. 
J. Phys. B : At. Mol. Phys. _T7 (1984) 1353. 

22.1.2 Environmental applications 

C A R Bain*» R Wilson*, Autoradiographic depth gauge for penguins. 
Int. Journal for Wild-life Management (in press). 

22.1.3 Nuclear analysis 

1. D Gihwala*, M Peisach, The determination of silicon, chromium and 
cobalt in steels by proton-induced prompt photon spectrometry. 
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS30 (1983) 1349. 

2. D Gihwala*, L Jacobson*, M Peisach, C A Pineda*, Determining the 
origin of 18th and 19th century pottery and glasses using PIXE. 
and PIPPS. Nucl. Instr. Meth. 23_[ (1984) (in press). 

3. L Jacobson*, D Gihwala*, C A Pineda* M Peisach, Gold and glass. 
Nuclear Active 29_ (1983) 24. 

4. B R Meyer, E le Roux*, M J Renan, M Peisach, PIXE analysis for 
the study of toxic effects of aluminium in vines. Nucl. Instr. 
Meth. Ti\_ (1984) (in press); 

5. C Olivier*, D Gihwala*, M Peisach, C A Pineda* H S Pienaar*, 
Determination of lithium in the gem mineral sugilite. J Radioanal. 
Chem. 76 (1983) 241. 

6. M Peisach, Using multivariate analysis on multielemental data. 
Neurotoxicology ^ (1983) 48. 

7. M Peisach, W Maenhaut*, P van Espen*, L de Reu*, Evaluation of 
PIXE-induced XRF for the analysis of steels and biological samples: 
comparison with tube-excited XRF. Nucl. Instr. Meth. ̂ H (1984) 
(in press). 

22.1.4 Nuclear physics 

I. D T L Jones, W R McMurray, The neutron sensitivity of a Geiger-
Muller counter between 0.5 and 8 MeV. Health Physics 45 (1983) 659. 

* Member of another institute 
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2. W R McMurray, J J Kritzinger, V C Wikner, T Swart, H Schmitt, 
A 0.2 ns beam pulse for the 6 MV Van de Graaff accelerator. 
Nucl. Instr. Meths. 2Jj) (1984) 29. 

3. W R McMurray, K Bharuth-Ram*, S M Perez*, Excitation of the 
analogue of the T giant dipole resonance of Zr via the (n,p) 
reaction. Z. Phys. 3J_5 (1984) 189. 

4. W J Naudé*, H S Bradlow*. 0 Dietzsch*, A A Pilt*, W D M Rae*, 
D Sinclair*, Elastic scattering of 2 0Ne on 2*Mg. Z.Phys. A311 
(1983) 297. 

5. A B Smith*, P T Guenther*. J F Whalen*, I J van Heerden*, 
W R McMurray, Fast neutron total, elastic, and inelastic 
scattering cross sections of elemental indium. Z. Phys. (in 
press). 

22.1.5 Radiobiology 

1. M J Renan, Molecular mechanisms of oncogene activation : A walk 
in the paradigm garden. Spec. Sci. Tech. i> (1983) 329. 

2. M J Renan, From oncogenes to oncogenesis : A molecular model for 
cancer. S.A. Cancer Bulletin (in press). 

3. M J Renan, F van der Riet*, I Parker*, L Stannard*, L van Schalkwyk*, 
B Russell*, Studies of normal and neoplastic human cells treated 
with 5-azacytidine alone and in combination with other carcinogens-
S.A. Cancer Bulletin, 2]_ (1983) 170. 

22.1.6 Radioisotope production 

1. A J van Wyk*, P Bekker*, D Niemann*, H Roesch*, P J Fourie*, F J 
Haasbroek and S S J Venter, Development and Bioevaluation of 
(o)-82Br/77Br/-Bromohippuran. Int. J. Appl. Rad. Isot. V± 
(1983) 10. 

22.1.7 Radiation physics 

1. J A Douglas* and P J Binns, The effect of temperatures up to 
130°C on the response of TLD 700**. Rad. Prot. Dosimetry 
b (1984) 160. 

22.1.8 Solid state and materials research 

1. A P Botha*, S Kritzinger*, R Pretorius, Solid State interaction 
between thin chromium films and silicon. Thin Solid Films 105 
(1983) 237. 

2. R Pretorius, J J Cruywagen*, The formation of silicides. Inorganic 
Reactions and Methods. Ed J J Zuckerman, (Verlag Chemie, 1983) 
(in press). 

3. R Pretorius, J J Cruywagen*, The formation of gertnanides. 
Inorganic Reactions and Methods. Ed. J J Zuckerman, (Verlag Chemie, 
1983) (in press). 

Member of another institute 
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E C Zingu*, C Comrie*, R Pretorius, The effect of interposed 
thickness on growth rate in bilayer silicide thin-film structures : 
The Si<lll>/Pd;!Si/Cr system. J. Appl. Phys. _54 (1983) 2392. 

9 General 

W R McMurray, The Southern Universities Nuclear Institute in 
Retrospect. S. Afr. J. Sci. 80 (1984) 116. 

D Reitmann, Nasionale Versnellersentrum vorder, Scientiae 24 (1983) 9. 

Conference Proceedings 

J Accelerators 

A H Botha, H N Jungwirth, The Status of the National Accelerator 
Centre, Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, 
May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (in press). 

S J Burger, A H Botha, G F Burdzik, Z B du Toit, H Keller , G S Z 
Guasco, L Stawiszynski, The Electrolytic Tank Facility at the 
National Accelerator Centre. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons 
and their Applications, May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

S J Burger, Z B du Toit, P J Celliers, G S Z Guasco, L M M Roels, 
H A Smit, On the Design of the Central Region of the 8 MeV Injector 
Cyclotron. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and tneir Appli
cations, May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

G F Burdzik, I Cloete, I H Kohler, J N J Truter, K Visser, H F 
Weehuizen, Recent Developments on the Control System of the South 
African National Accelerator Centre. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on 
Cyclotrons and their Applications, May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. 
Sci., (in press). 

P M Cronje, A H Botha, S J Burger, J H Hough, P J Celliers, W F 
van Heerden, J J Arnold, Modification of the Extraction System of 
the Pretoria Cyclotron. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and 
their Applications, May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

Z B du Toit, L M Roels, H N Jungwirth, A H Botha, Calculated and 
Measured Magnetic Fields for the Injector Cyclotron at the NAC. 
Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, May 
1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

J J Kritzinger, R E F Fenemore, G Hardman, M J van Niekerk, A H 
Botha, A wide-range Radio-Frequency System for an 8 MeV Injector 
Cyclotron. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their 
Applications, May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

S Schneider,A H Botha, J C Cornell, P G Molteno, The beam diagnostic 
system for the transfer beamline at the NAC. Proc. Tenth Int. 
Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, May !984, IEEE Trans. 
Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

* Member of another institute 
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1C. 

22.2.2 

1. 

2. 

22.2.3 

]. 

22.2.4 

1. 

22.2.5 

I. 

3. 

S Schneider and P G Molteno, The Beam Phase Measurement System 
for the Cyclotrons and Beamlines at the NAC. Proc. Tenth Int. 
Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, May 1984, IEEE Trans. 
Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

K Visser and H Mostert, The Safety Interlocking System at the 
MAC. Proc. Tenth Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, 
May 1984, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., (in press). 

Biomedical 

H de V Heese*, M Peisach, C A Pineda? W S Dempster*, D Gihwala*, 
G Kirsten*, The trace element composition of maternal and infant 
serum determined by PIXE. Proc. Int. Conf. Intensive Care in 
Newborn Collegiuins, Spetsos, Greece, (1984) (in press). 

D T L Jones, Neutron and Charged Particle Therapy Facilities at 
the National Accelerator Centre, Workshop on Heavy Particles in 
Biology and Medicine, Darmstadt, West Germany, June 17 - 29, 1983. 

Magnetics 

H N Jungwirth and W G van der Merwe, 2D and 3D static field 
computation with the codes VEP02 and P0FEL3, IEEE Trans. Mag. J2 
(1983) 2611. 

Nuclear physics 

A Nadasen*, P G Roos*, G Ciangaru*, D Mack*, L Rees*,A A Cowley, 
K Kwiatkowski*, P Schwandt*, R E Warner*, Elastic scattering of 
100 MeV polarized protons from ''He. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. ̂ 8 
(1983) 987. 

A Nadasen*, P G Roos*, C W Wang*, N S Chant*, G Ciangaru*, 
F Khazaie*, D Mack*, S J Mills, R E Warner*,E Norbeck*, F D 
Becchetti*, J Janecke*, P Lister* and D Friesel*, Cross section 
and analysing power measurements in the 9Be(p,pa) He reaction at 
150 MeV Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. ̂ 9 (1984) 716. 

Solid state and materials research 

E C Cahoon*, C Comrie* and R Pretorius, The reaction between thin 
Ni and Co films with their disilicides. Proc. of the 1983 Annual 
Meeting of the Materials Research Society, Boston, November 1983, 
(North Holland, 1984). 

R Pretorius, Prediction of silicide first phase and phase sequence 
from heats of formation. Proc. 1983 Annual Meeting of the Materials 
Research Society, Boston, November 1983. (North Holland, 1984). 

W J Strydom*, R Pretorius and J C Lombaard*, Thermal oxidation of 
the silicides; CoSi2, CrSi2, NiSi2, PtSi, TiSi2 and ZrSi2. Proc. 
Electrochemical Society Conference, Washington, October 1983, 
J Electrochem. Soc. (in press). 

* Member of another institute. 
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E C Zingu*, R Pretorius, C Comrie* and J W Mayer*, Diffusion of 
Pd and Si through Pd2Si. Proc. Electrochemical Society Meeting, 
San Francisco, 1983, J Electrochem. Soc. (in press). 

* Member of another institute. 

22.3 

22.3.1 

NAC Reports 

Special report 

NAC/84-Oi (SR) 

22.3.2 Beam diagnostics 

1. NAC 83-05 

2. NAC 83-06 

3. 

22.3.3 

1. 

3. 

1. 

3. 

NAC 84-08 

Beam transport 

NAC 83-07 

NAC 83-09 

NAC 83-10 

Simposium ter viering van die 25 jaar 
diens van die Pretoria-siklotron. 
Pretoria, Junie 1983. 

P G Molteno, S Schneider and A H Botha. 
Beam Pulse length determination by spectral 
analysis. 

P van Schalkwyk, S Schneider and S J Mills. 
Die posisionering van die deterktorop-
stelling vir die Gamma-fasemeetsisteem 
vir SPS1. 

L Stawiszynski and S Schneider 
Test results of the signal processing and 
amplifier unit for the emittance measure
ment system. 

L Conradie and J C Cornell 
Die bou van 'n prototipe stuurmagneet. 

J C Cornell 
Specification for switching magnets 
Type S30, S45 and S60. 

J C Cornell 
Specification for double monochromator 
dipole magnets, Type D90. 

22.3.4 Extraction and injection 

NAC 84-02 

NAC 84-03 

NAC 84-04 

P Rocher and S Schneider 
Comparison of calculated and measured 
results for the cooling of a prototype 
single turn of the second septum magnet 
(SPM2) in the SSC. 

Maximum magnetic and electrostatic field 
requirements for injection and extraction 
components of the SSC. 

P Rohwer and S Schneider 
Design considerations for the second 
septum separated-sector cyclotron (SSC). 
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22.3.5 Injectors 

1. NAC 83-08 S J Burger 
Optimisering van ioonbronposisies in SPS). 

2. NAC 84-05 A H Botha, P M Cronje, Z du Toit, W Nel 
and P Celliers. 
Aanbevelings vir *n injektorsiklotron en 
ioonbronne waarmee swaarione en gepola-
riseerde protone en deuterone versnel 
kan word. 

22.3.6 Magnets 

1. NAC 83-01 D Bader and H N Jungwirth 
Results of prototype measurements on SM4. 

2. NAC 83-02 D Bader and H N Jungwirth 
Holes on the sector magnets. Final 
magnetic shimming of vacuum chamber 
suspension. 

3. NAC 83-03 D Bader 
Investigation of current setting procedures 
for sector magnets. 

4. NAC 83-04 D Bader 
Calibration of Hall probes. 

5. NAC 84-07 W G van der Merwe 
Sagteware vir MFME1 hantering. 

22.4 Degree Theses 

M.Sc degrees 

1. P C Kotze, Universitv of Stellenbosch 
Energy level analysis of ionized krypton atoms. 

2. L D Olivier, University of Stellenbosch 
Eienskappe van energietoestande in l > 3K. 

3. J van Waart, University of Stellenbosch 
Die reaksies I f e' 5 0Ti(p,p'Y)' f 8 , 5 0Ti by E » 6 MeV en 
'*8'50Ti(a,a,Y)',8'50Ti by E a - 12 MeV. p 

4. D M Whittal, University of Cape Town 
Energy correlations of prompt neutrons from Cf fission. 

22.4.2 Doctorate degree 

1. M O Simpson, University of Stellenbosch 
Pulsed laser irradiation of silicon. 
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SECTION 23 PAPERS AND LECTURES 

23.1 Papers presented at conferences 

23.1.1 Meeting of the American Physical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
USA, 18-21 April 1983 

B A Brown* and W A Richter*, Spin-tenor and multipole decompositions 
of effective interactions in the sd shell. 

23.1.2 47th Congress of the Southern Africa Museums Association 
Windhoek, S.W.A. April 19-21, 1983 

L Jacobson*, D Gihwala*, C A Pineda*and M Peisach, Elemental 
analysis in the museum : Its relevance for material culture studies. 

23.1.3 Meeting of the Electrochemical Society, San Francisco, May 1983 

E C Zingu*, R Pretorius, C Comrie* and J W Mayer*, Diffusion of 
Pd and 3i through Pd^Si. 

23.1.4 1983 Meeting of tha International Neonatal Intensive Care Collegium, 
Spetsos, Greece, June 12 - 17, 1983 

H de V Heese*, M Peisach, C A Pineda*,W S Dempster*, D Gihwala*, 
G F Kirsten*, The trace element composition of maternal and infant 
serum determined by PIXE. 

23.1.5 28th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics, 
Pretoria, 11-15 July 1933 

1. M S Allie, W A Cilliers* and F D Brooks*, Response of thin films 
plastic scintillators to fission fragments. 

2. M S Allie, F D Brooks* and W A Cilliers*, Neutron spectrum from 
z 5 2Cf fission. 

3. A H Botha, Vordering met die Nasionale Versnellersentrum. 

4. A P Botha*, S Kritzinger* and R Pretorius, Silicon self-diffusion 
in Co, Ni, Pd and Pt silicides. 

5. G Ciangaru*, C C Chang*, H D Holmgren*, A Nadasen*, P G Roos*, 
A A Cowley, S J Mills, P P Singh*, M K Saber*, J R Hall*, 
Die 58Ni(p,PiP2)-reaksie by 200 MeV. 

6. F J Coetzer*, F J Mostert* and P van der Westhuizen*,Aanwending 
van kaskade-korrelasie in die meting van leeftye van atoom-energie-
vlakke. 

7. F J Coetzer*, P van der Westhuizen* and T C Kotzê*, Die vervaardi-
ging van koolstoffoelies m.b.v. die "Etileen-kraak" metode vir 
gebruik in bundelfoeliespektroskopie (BFS). 

8. P M Cronje, Eienskappe van velde en bundeldinamika in 'n versnel-
gaping. 

* Member of another institute 
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S Froneman*, W J Naude* tid W A Richter*,Eienskappe van energie-
toestande in '''Sc. 

P B Kotzê*, F J Coetzer*and P van der Westhuizen*, Energievlak -
eienskappe van KR II. 

W R McMurray, E Barnard*, I J van Heerden* and M J Renan, 
Reference standards for (n, n'y) measurements. 

W R McMurray, J J Kritzinger, V C Wikner, T Swart and H Schmitt, 
A 0.2ns beam pulse for the 6 MV Van de Graaff accelerator. 

R Pretorius and A P Botha*, Radioactive 3lSi marker studies of 
second phase silicide formation for CoSi, NiSi and PtSi. 

R Pretorius and M 0 Simpson*, Fundamental aspects of pulsed laser 
irradiation of solids. 

M J Renan and M Colman*, Radiation-induced cancers following 
X-ray therapy in childhood. 

W A Richter*, B A Brown* and B H Wildenthal*, Spin-tensor analysis 
of effective interactions in the Op and Is-Od shell. 

M 0 Simpson* and R Pretorius, Dotering van silikon met Sb, Bi en 
In deur bestraling met 'n gepulseerde robyn laser. 

J A Stander*, W J Naude* and J W Koen*, Hoekkorrelasiemetinge met 
die reaksie *8Ti(a,pY)51V. 

W J Strydom*, J C Lombaard* and R Pretorius, Termiese oksidasie 
van metaalsilisiede. 

J Wesick*, C C Chang*, N S Chant*, L Rees*, P G Roos*, N R Yoder*, 
A A Cowley, S J Mills, A Nadasen* and W W Jacobs*,Verstrooiing 
van gepolariseerde protone met energie van 100 MeV en 150 MeV 
vanaf % 3He en I,He. 

D M Whittal and F D Brooks*, Energy correlations of prompt neutrons 
from 2 5 2Cf fission. 

Third International Conference on Particle Induced X-ray Emission 
and its Analytical Applications, Heidelberg, Germany, July 18 - 22, 
1983. 

D Gihwala*, L Jacobson*, M Peisach and C A Pineda* Determining 
the origin of 18th and 19th century pottery and glasses using 
PIXE and PIPPS. 

B R Meyer, E le Roux*, M J Renan and M Peisach, PIXE analysis for 
the study of toxic effects of aluminium in vines. 

M Peisach, W Maenhaut*, P van Espen* and L de Reu*, Evaluation 
of PIXE-induced XRF for the analysis of steels and biological 
samples : Comparison with tube-excited XRF. 

Member of another institute 
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23.1.7 Ion-implantation Symposium: University of Pretoria, July 1983 

1. R Pretorius, Pulsed laser annealing of ion implantation damage 
in silicon. 

2. M O Simpson* and R Pretorius, Changes in ion-implantation profiles 
in silicon during pulsed laser irradiation. 

23.1.8 International Conference on Nuclear Physics, Florence, Italy, 
29 Aug. - 3 Sept. 1983 

1. J J Lawrie, W J Naude*, N J A Rust* and J W Koen*, Nuclear 
structure study of 3 /Cl. 

2. J A Stander*, W J Naudé* and J W Koen*, Electromagnetic properties 
of levels in H 1K. 

23.1.9 Electrochemical Society Conference, Washingten, October 1983 

W J Strydom*, R Pretorius and J C Lombaard*, Thermal oxidation 
of the silicides: CoSi2, CrSi 2, NiSi z, PrSi, TiSi2 and ZrSi2. 

23.1.10 1983 Annual Meeting of the Materials Research Society, Bog ton 
November 1983 

1. E C Cahoon*, C Comrie* and R Pretorius, The reaction between thin 
Ni and Co films with their disilicides. 

2. R Pretorius, Prediction of silicide first phase and phase sequence 
from heats of formation. 

23.1.11 American Heart Association's 56th Scientific Sessions, Anaheim, 
California, USA, November 14 - 17, 1983 

C A Muller*, C W Hamm*, L H Opie*, D Gihwala* and C Pineda*, 
Fucindolol, a new beta-antagonist effective against ventricular 
fibrillation associated with myocardial ischemia in pigs. 

23.1.12 The 28th Convention of the South African Chemical Institute, 
University of Stellenbosch, Jan. 30 - Febr. 3, 1984 

1. D Gihwala*, M Peisach and C A Pineda*,Analysis using PIXE-induced 
XRF. 

2. D Gihwala*, M Peisach and C A Pineda*,Determining the origin of 
18th and 19th century pottery and glasses using PIXE and PIPPS. 

3. D Gihwala*, L Jacobson*, M Peisach and C A Pineda*,The use of 
elemental analysis for studies of correlation between clays and 
pottery from the Kavango River area. 

4. C Olivier* and M Peisach, The search for molecular effects in range 
corrections : Boron analysis by proton bombardment. 

5. C A Pineda*,M Peisach, D Gihwala*, H de V Heese*, W S Dempster* 
and G Kirs ten*, The trace element composition of maternal and infant 
serum. 
* Member of another institute 
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R Pretorius, The solid state chemistry of silicon. 

H A Ras* and R Pretorius, Solid state interaction between thin 
nickel films and single-crystal silicon. 

M 0 Simpson* and R Pretorius, Dotering van silikon met Sb, Bi en 
In deur bestraling met 'n gepulseerde robyn laser. 

13 Papers presented at the 24th Annual Congress of the S A Association 
of Physicists in Medicine and Biology, Johannesburg, March 1984 

P J Binns and J H Hough, Neutron Dosimetry of the Therapy Beam at 
the Pretoria Cyclotron. 

J H Hough and P J Binns, Physical Characteristics of the Collimated 
Beam at the Pretoria Fast Neutron Facility. 

D T L Jones, H A Breuer, Progress with the National Accelerator 
Centre. 

D T L Jones, Neutron Therapy Planning. 

A Rettenberger and F J Haasbroek, Production of Mg-28. 

J P Slabbert, The use of the Mean Inactivation Dose in Determining 
Dose Modifying Factors. 

J P Slabbert, J H Hough and S S J Venter, Progress with the 
Calibration of the Neutron Beam at the Pretoria Cyclotron. 

A van Aswegen*, A J van Wyk*, J P Roodt*, H Pieters*, C P Herbst*, 
A C Otto*, M G Letter*, F J Haasbroek, P C Minnaar* and P J Fourie*, 
Die Evaluering van Br-77-Hippuran as Tubulêre Nierfunksiemiddel. 

J4 Conference of the Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, Gresen, 
Germany, March 1984 

R Shanker*, R Bilau*, R Hippler*, U Wille*,W R McMurray and H 0 
Lutz*, Stosparameterabhangligkeit der Kr-L anregung in Ar-Kr, 
Kr-Kr and Kr-Xe stosen. 

15 International Symposium on Archaeometry, Washington, D.C., USA 
May 14 - 18, 1984 

L Jacobson*, D Gihwala*, M Peisach and C A Pineda*,PIXE and PIPPS 
in archaeology. 

L G Underhill*, L Jacobson* and M Peisach, Correspondence analysis 
and its application in archaeology. 

16 Tenth International Conference on Cyclotrons and their Applications, 
Lansing, Michigan, May 1984 

A H Botha, H N Jungwirth, The Status of the National Accelerator 
Centre. 

* Member of another institute 
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S J Burger, A H Botha, G F Burdzik, Z B du Toit, H Keller*, G S Z 
Guasco and L Stawiszynski, The Electrolytic Tank Facility at the 
National Accelerator Centre. 

S J Burger, Z B du Toit, P J Celliers, G S Z Guasco, L H M Roels 
and H A Smit, On the Design of the Central Region of the 8 MeV 
Injector Cyclotron. 

G F Burdzik, I Cloete, I H Kohler, J N J Truter, K Visser and H F 
Weehuizen, Recent Development on the Control System of the South 
African National Accelerator Centre. 

P M Cronje, A H Botha, S J Burger, J H Hough, P J Celliers, W F 
van Heerden and J J Arnold, Modification of the Extraction System 
of the Pretoria Cyclotron. 

Z B du Toit, L M Roels, H N Jungwirth and A H Botha, Calculated 
and Measured Magnetic Fields for the Injector Cyclotron at the 
NAC. 

J J Kritzinger, R E F Fenemore, G Hardman, M J van Niekerk and 
A H Botha, A wide-range Radio-Frequency System for an 8 MeV 
Injector Cyclotron. 

S Schneider, A H Botha, J C Cornell and P G Molteno, The beam 
diagnostic system for the transfer beamline at the NAC. 

S Schneider and P G Molteno, The Beam Phase Measurement System 
for the Cyclotrons and Beamlines at the NAC. 

K Visser and H Mostert, The Safety Interlocking System at the 
NAC. 

17 Fourth COMPUMAG Conference on the Computation of Electromagnetic 
Fie?ds, Genoa, Italy (June 1983) 

H N Jungwirth and W G van der Merwe, 2D and 3D static field 
computation with the codes VEP02 and P0FEL3. 

18 Third International Conference on Radiopharmacology, Freiburg, 
(September 1983) 

A J van Wyk*, P Bekker*, P J Fourie*, F J Haasbroek, S S J Venter, 
A van Aswegen*, M G Lotter*, A Otto* and P C Minnaar*, Development 
bioevaluation and clinical trials of 77Br-Hippuran. 

Other Papers and Lectures 

A H Botha, Die Pretoria-siklotron. Symposium to celebrate the 
25th Year of Operation of the Pretoria Cyclotron, Pretoria, 28 
June 1983. 

A A Cowley, Excitation of the continuum in proton-induced reactions 
on nuclei at intermediate energies. University of Cape Town, 
Department of Physics colloquium, 22 November, 1983. 

* Member of another institute. 
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F J Haasbroek, Oorsig van die radioisotoopproduksieprogram. 
Symposium to Celebrate the 25th Year of Operation of the Pretoria 
cyclotron, Pretoria, 28 June 1983. 

F J Haasbroek, Produksie van radioisotope en nie-vernietigende 
toetse met gelaaide deeltjies: Series of lectures forming part 
of Nuclear Technology course for National Higher Diploma in 
Nuclear Trchnology, Pretoria Technikon, May - June 1983. 

J H Hough, Siklotronteorie, magnete, bundellyne en neutronterapie: 
Series of lectures forming part of Nuclear Technology course for 
National Higher Diploma in Nuclear Technology, Pretoria Technikon, 
May - June 1983. 

D T L Jones, Neutron Dosimetry. B.Sc.(Hons) (Medical Physics) 
Course, University of Stellenbosch, July 22, 1983. 

D T L Jones, Aspects of Treatment Planning for Neutron Therapy, 
Karl Bremer Hospital, April 13, 1984. 

H N Jungwirth, Ontwikkeling van die vakuumstelsel vir die 
fasiliteite vir die Nasionale Versnellersentrum, Vakuum 83 -
Simposium van die Vakuumvereniging van Suid-Afrika, Pretoria 
Technikon (September 1983). 

H N Jungwirth, Design and development of the sector magnets for 
the separated-sector cyclotron at the NAC, Colloquium at Department 
of Physics, University of Cape Town (May 1984). 

S J Mills, Die kernfisikaprogram by die Pretoria-siklotron. 
Symposium on occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Pretoria 
cyclotron, CSIR, Pretoria, June 28, 1983. 

S J Mills, Oorsig van die kernfisika-navorsingsprogram. Symposium 
to Celebrate the 25th Year of Operation of the Pretoria Cyclotron, 
Pretoria, 28 June 1983. 
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Injector Division; 

Magnets and Vacuum 
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Mechanical Engineering 
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S Schneider (Head) 
P T Mansfield 
P G Molteno 
P Rohwer 
N M Schreuder 
P A van Schalkwyk 
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F M Smith 
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G Talbot 
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M J C Webb 
W D R Wilkinson 

and Diagnostics Division; 
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R D Jones 
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SECTION 26 RESEARCH COLLABORATORS 

The following is a list of persons collaborating in research and develop
mental work carried out at the NAC on the accelerators operating at present. 
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